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BUSINESS CARDS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

J.

JOHN

Murray^s
GREAT

Hoard

PERRY,

WITH

1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Railroad Circns,

A

dlw»ttf
jan21_
E. H. RIPLEY,

ESTABLISHED 18G4.

cold water; furnished
furnished room on
Address

with

Boarders Wanted!

Dr. R.

The IVatural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and they shall be healed
;I02 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm Mt.
nov8dtf

Mr. John H. Murray.. .Sole Proprietor aiul Manager
Recognized throughout the entire United States
as the

WM. H.

Only Legitimate Circus in America
ON

Chas. J.

Mr. Murray takes great pleasure in announcing the
head, front and Champion of all Bareback Riders,

FRESCO PAINTER,
Office in Casco Bank Building,
II. Eassctt’s Office.

the best horseman that ever visited the country.
wears the bright and distinguished honor el
being the Champion Bareback Rider of the World
Together with a Mammoth Company of
as

THOMAS HAINEY, M.
Formerly occupied by Dr.

FULLER

Daveis.

21 and 23 Union

blers, Aerial Artists, Acrobats, Gymnasts and Jugglers will surpass even bis former endeavors—thereby

HOUSE,

So. 4033 rowelton Avenue, Between 40th
aud 41 st Street,

The Grand Arenie Display of the Afternoon Festivities will conclude with a Laughable Ballet Pantomime wherein all the Great Clowns and a

—

MASTIC

SPECIAL TROUPE ot PANTOMIMISTS,
(Engaged lor this production only) will appear.

AND

location of Room.

lUillftCl

OUCCIP,

going west, and stop

at

ton Avenue.

IttUU

L11UI IVCL

Forty-first

THIRD,

PROMPTLY ATTENDED
TO.

JOBBING

With all its sublime situations,Terrific Battle Scenes,
Sword Combats,and a reproduction of the immortal
BATTLE OF BOSWORTH FIELD,
DEATH OF WHITE SURREY and the
KILLING OF KING RICHARD.

ets,

The public arc respectfully informed that (his Establishment never advertise any artist or attraction
that are not positively presented at each performance.
For lull list of artists and attractions see Murray’s
Illustrated Courier.

facturers* prices.

The best assortment of Centre Pieces* BrackCornice*, dkc., in the State.
Contractor lor Concrete Sidewalks, Drive*,

Floors and Areas.
Agent lor the Salamander Felting Co.’s celebrated
Asbestos Felting lor Steam Boilers, Pipes, &e.
Stone and Cement Drain Pipe for sale at manu-

jne8eod3m

D. W.

SdP’TWO PERFORMANCES DAILY.
Doors Open, Afternoon at 1; Eveningat7. Performances commence at 2 and 8 o’clock.

FESSENDEN,

Attorney at Law,
IN

OFFICE

ADMISSION.50 Cenm
Children, under ten years.45 Cents

for any time

HUNT, Proprietor.
H. TOWLE, Superintendent.
juUdlm*

Excursion
—

TO

SACO

This elegant fire-proof structure was
built by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices. It has 325 100ms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
iu every respect. Large rooms can bo engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
ieb26codtf

New

—

172 Middle

JUNE

WEST

MUSIC

BY

5G Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
l^All Orders Promptly Attended

CHANDLER.

P.

MODEL

Hotel is

situated

on

Columbia

MAKER

5fi Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. JVLK.
Jul
dly

BALL-

—

AT

JnLAJNSOJN

il.

&

MANCFACTUBERS OF

LITE OAKS,

No.907 CougroMi §t.,We§tEnd, Portland,
Maine.
All orders promptly attended to.

PARK.

HENRY HANSON.

called at 3 p. m.
Admission 25 cents.
Tickets to be bad at Fred T. Meaher’s and at tbe

WM. H. A. HANSON.
d6m

aprl7

gate.ju26d3t

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

WILL BE A

Centennial Temperance Strawberry Festival
—

AT

CITY

PORTLAND.

OF

—

ffliHeion, Locum Ml.,
evening, lor the benefit of

Allen

In Board

Mayor and Aldermen, 1
June 5,1876.
j
That the City Clerk give notice to all
interested
in
the
parties
laying out of continuation of “Grant Street, from Grove to Alms
House Streets, and whose property has been benefited by said laying out, that said property so benetitted has been assessed its proportion of the
damages caused by the said laying out, that a bearing will be had on the subject matter at the Aidermen’s Room, ou MONDAY, the third day of July
next, at 7£ o’clock.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
A true copy,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest:

Wednesday
the I*oar.

of

ORDERED,

Donations of Strawberries and other Fruit and
Refreshments will be thankfully received at the
Chapel, from 4 to 8 p. m. Strawberries aud Cream,
10 cents; Ice Cream, same price; Admission, 10cents.
d3t
ju26

Presrunpscot Park,
PORTLAND. ME.

City Clerk’s Office, 1
June 24, 1876.
S
To all whom it may Concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
Order, which is made a part of this notice.
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
ju26dtd

FOURTH OF JULY

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market affords.
TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor anj bed-room,

$3.00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

Dim

Avenue

Motel,

41st ST. AND ELM AVENUE.
Plan, Terms $3.00 per Day.

American

r-

”£££££to } PHILADELPHIA,
F.

FOWLER.

S.

CHASE.

F.

This new Hotel is situated on tlie corner
of Elm Avenue and 41st St., directly opposite the eastern entrance to Main Exhibition
Building, and affords an uninterrupted view
_,from its two fronts, ot Fairmount Park,
Centennial Grounds and Buildings, the Schuylkill
River, Girard Avenue with its elegant bridge, and
the city of Philadelphia. These surroundings make
it one of the most desirable locations in or about the
city lor persons visiting the exhibition during the
heated term. Street cars pass the Hotel lor all parts
of the city.
Our Mr. Fowler, Proprietor of the
Passamaquoddy House, Eastport, Me., hopes to welcome all his old patrons and friends visiting the Centennial
my20d2m

Marshal’s

$200 FOB 3.00 CLASS.
1st, 960

2nd, 920

to

Samo

Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CIIAS. E. LKLAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., and Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
feb21d&wly9

from 10 to 12

ceiving their

m., and from 2 to 5 p. m., and for relicences for the year.
K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
a.

1st, 960 to 2nd, 920 lo 3rd.
wili

be

an

Portland,

June

17,1876.

ju!7d2w

244= Middle Street?
The

Rent Work nt moderate Prices.

PLEASE.

1876 ICE. 1876

SEALED

Medical

Society !
fltllE Annual Meeting of the Maine Eclectic Medi
JL cal Society will be held at the Preble House

WEDNESDAY,

invited.

expected
Per
K.

ju6eodtd*

28th, 1876,

June

in the

evcniDg

at 1(
at

auout

two uunurea

7$

Order.
MACE, Bl. 1)., Sec’y.

FLAGS
AKU

ue

June

Banners,

20,

1676.

I

Silk, Bunting, and Muslin

BUNTING,

ever were

PIEPK OK YARD.

Balloons

anil

J. P. CHAMBERLAIN,
1,-1870.
w
Proprietor.
ju3dtf

White

Mountains, 76.

ULESlioiSE
Will open June I3lli, and cIonc Oil. ?, ’70.

ilLPHVEIIOlISE,

Masks

*

for Pricr

m.v7

STREET.

WHIPPXE

*

til Market Sqnarr.

io

bo

n *

CO.,
dlf

Opposite Kelley’s Iron Foundry.
Seale of Prices for tlie Season,

or

Four

The New Model

Bnckeye Mower

mouths.

10lb3. daily from June 1st to Oct. 1st...$ 6 00
15
20

8 00
10 00

"

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate per month as
during the season.
If not taken the full season, the scale of prices

will be
lbs, daily, per monih.§2 00

10
15

2 50
3 no

‘?.n

customer leaving town for TWO WEEKS or
at one time, by giving notice at THE OFFICE will be entitled to a proper reduction.
|@P“Kotico of chani/e of residence, or complaints
against the drivers for neglect, carelessness or any
other cause, left at the office, will receive prompt atJESSE DYER,
tention.

Any

THE LEADING HARVESTER OF

my24dtf

RATES.

FAVOKITE

THE

WORLD,

THE

and is tbe

N. U. CURTIS.

ICE supplied by the TON to SCHOONERS, Ac, at THE I.OWEST tlARKET

ACCEPTED STANDARD
by

whieh the

are

measured,

merits and detects of other [machines
A

T

C!

< \

FUEL.

BULLARDS
YED

IMPR

HAY TEDDER
—

AND THE

—

Yankee Horse Rake
FOR SALE BV

FOK

Cosil

OPEN

Kendall &

GRATES.

l>y tlic Cargo!

At retail a choice variety lor
Family use, warranted to give per-

COMMERCIAL

ST.

feb!2dtf

Whitney.
dtf

ju21

’76

76.

l>. W. CLARK &

Marblizcd Slate Mantles.

CO.,

No. 17 Market Street.
Season Trices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily, from Juno to October 1.$ 6 00
8 00
15
10 00
20
S‘
Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
than 1st October, at the same rate per month
5gfF"as during the Season,«Jsg|

MONTHLY

Monthly rates apply

PRICES.
taking Ice the whole

to all not

season, or four months.
10 lbs. daily per month.$2 00
15
20

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Maytield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We hare oit hnn<l the large*! and bent n*Mortmcnt of any hon*eiin the* tale. BUILD*
KB* AND tOIKTRAUTOKS wil find it to
theig advantage to call and examine our
good*.

2 50
3 00

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
more at one time, by giving notice at the office,
will be entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly request our Customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause it made at
the office, will be attended to promptly,
dCw
my 23

DOBBINS’

STARCH

POLISH!

NUTTER BROS. & CO.

49 NIark*t Square Portland Me.
eodtf

—

MUSICAL

Utf

RESORT!

SEASIDE
Ottawa

Island,

AND

INSTRUMENTS

Address all orders to

A

House.

1 Street.

N. A.

CHURCH, Proprietor.

NORTH CONWAY. N. H.
THE

Washington

House

Is now open with good accommodations for transient
and regular hoarders. A
quiet pleasant location and
charges moderate. Feee coaches to meet all trains.
ju21dtf
JAS. M, GIBSON, Proprietor.

Large—WII.I.IAM

W. TIIOITIAS.
NATHAN A. FAftWELL.

The Candidacy.
The First Congressional District is one of
the wealthiest and most populous in the
state. It has more varied and valuable inter
ests than any other. The question of how it
shall be represented is one of the utmost

importance to the people. It ought, therefare, to he discussed on its merits. It is
freely admitted that tor twenty years, with
the exception of the eight years when lion.
John Lynch was the member, it has not
received a representation at all to be com.
pared with the least important district in the
state.
Every matter connected with the
selection of the Representative has been discussed except
that which ought to bo
discussed.
Senator Hamlin’s opinion has
been cited. York county’s claims have been
canvassed.

Folitical trades have been

GREAT

DISCOVERY!

the use of which every family may give their
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to fine laundry
work. Saving time and labor in ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins’.
DOKDINS, BKO. &CO
13 IV. Fourth St., Phila.

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity for Geo. Woods
& Co.’s PAKLOlt ORGANS.

Congress Street, Portland, Me,
del 4
jol5eodly

Roys’

Custom
MBS.

rTc,

ATWOOD, STEADMAN
Sole

would infoVm her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Corner Portland and
Mechanic Street*, where she is prepared to
eut and make Boys’ Clothing in the latest styles
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—''Fin
mchldtt
come
served.”

&

Agena* for Maine.

aprl3

FOR

Clothing !
CHASE

al-

leged and denied. But nothing has been
said about qualifications. We do not propose to comment upon Mr. Burleigh’s capacity
for the situation.
Everybody has some information upon the subject and is capable of
forming an opinion. If bus characteristics
are discussed, it would be deemed unhandsome ;
for, according to modern political
ethics, nothing hut good must bo said of the
living or dead. That matter we leave to the
candid consideration ef thinking men. What
is needed in this district is somebody who, at
the end of four years of service, will he able
merits, and not upon the claims
of his county. When we get such a man,
there will be no need of his presence in this
city where caucuses are to be held, and no
need of those peculiar appliances which are
at present meeting with disfavor among our
best and most thoughtful citizens.
That Mr. Burleigh is a good business man,
no one will deny; but in what respect is he
the equal of Messrs. Hale and Frye in Congress? If there were five Mr. Burleighs in
the Maine delegation, does anyone imagine
that Maine would have the influence In Congress it has had during the past ten years ?
Could four terms’ or seven terms’ experience
make Mr. Burleigh a power in Congress?
His best friends will not claim that.
Why not, then, (if the 140,000 people are
interested in the matter of representation)
try another man—one who in a smaller legislative body—the Maine Legislature—has
shown capacity in that direction of a high
order? Is there any possible reason outside
of the fact that Mr. Burleigh wants it and
places his claims higher than the interests or
desires of the people ?
The friends of Mr. Pieed believe that he
has the qualifications for an efficient and able
member of Congress. They believe so because he has represented this city in the
Legislature with conspicuous ability and is,
in every respect, a man of rare abilities and
unquestioned honesty. We think that these
are better qualifications than wealth and
higher claims than usage.
to rest on his

We understand that the record of Mr.
Lynch, who represented this district at the
time of the passage of the salary bill, is identical with that of Mr. Wheeler, as stated in
the Pbess of yesterday, viz: His vote is
recorded against the measure in all its stages,
and on its final nassace he investprl the
“backpay” in U. S. bonds and returned
them to the Treasury to be cancelled. Probably the fact that the money was not paid
into the Treasury directly, gave rise to the
charge that Mr. Lynch retained the “back
And although his name
pay.
appeared
among those who had returned it on the list
published, as called for at tho first session of
the 43d Congress, we think it was not generally noticed in the Maine papers, and that
the impression still prevails that Mr. Lynch
did not return the “back pay.”
One of the nosiest opponents of Gov. Tilden in the New York delegation at St. Louis
is Dewitt C. Littlejohn, a renegade from the
Republican party. Littlejohn bolted in 1872,
and joined the Liberals, voting for Greeley—
whom he had formerly sued for libel, because
Greeley called him a corruptionist and

Greeley

jobber.

made

out

conclu-

so

that he
against him
recovered no damages. He abandoned the
administration because ot its impurities (!)
sive

a

case

and was one of the coarsest and mcst brutal
defamers of Gen. Grant in the last Presidential campaign. He has found congenial companionship in the Democratic family, but it
certainly islcreditable to Gov. Tilden that he
is not burdened with Littlejohn’s support.
The Shoe & Leather Reporter is sorry to
bo obliged to record that the New York leather trade is not manifesting those signs of improvement and buoyancy that have vitalized
and animated the manufacturing interests at
the East. There is a tolerably brisk demand
for good qualities of leather, but there is so
much inferior stock in the market that it
serves as a drag on the better sorts, and prices have not appreciably advanced.
There
is perhaps less eagerness to realize, growing
out of the conviction that however slowly

things

may

get better, they

tain not to grow

worse.

are

CO.,

ThS&Tly

SALE.

powerful high pressure eoitdeuwing tug boat, with large surface condeuHer.
powerful wrecking pump iron lank and
A new,

Mory Pilot IVonae.
ATLANTIC WOltKS,
fail ISotlou, Mom®.
jul2codl2t

two

that are apparently irreconcilable.
But the smell of the flesh-pots will go a great
way toward inducing harmony. Let all disputed questions be referred to the Congressional districts. That is an honest and brave
way of avoiding difficulties.

morally

Shipments,

so

cer-

far

Monday, the 3d of July, will be generally
observed as a holiday in New York. The
Banks will be obliged to keep open to pay
and receive payment of notes, but the stores
will mostly be closed and no business of any
account will be transacted from the afternoon
of the 1st to the morning of the 5th.
Commodore Vanderbilt is in a very
critical condition and there is scarcely a
chance of hi3 recovery. He has shown a remarkable tenacity of life to have held out so
long, but the chances are that he can survive
but a few days longer.
Mr. Lamar is reported as saying that the
St. Louis convention must
unmistakably declare either for hard money or soft, but he
doesn’t appear to care for which. He is a
representative of his party as regards devotion to principle.
The friends of Judge Davis are reserving
him for a compromise candidate at St. Louis.
They believe that three hundred and odd
pounds avoirdupois dumped into the trembling balances will be sure to turn the scale.

Tiie Congressional Canvass.
To the Editor of the Press :
The Republican voters of the city of Portland
are invited to meet in caucuses this
Tuesday
evening to select delegates to tho Congressional

Convention. The issue is, particularly, whether
the present incumbent,
Mr. Burleigh, or
Thomas B. Reed of this city, shall receive the
Republican nomination to represent the First
District in the forty-fifth Congress. Both gentlemen

are well known in this community.
Mr. Burleigh has represented the District for
four years in Congress; and Mr. Reed is a Portland boy, born and brought up, who has
achieved an enviable reputation throughout the
state for integrity and ability. Under ordinary

circumstances, there would be but little doubt,
but that the Republican voters of Portland
would hasten to put their townsman into a position where—his most bf.ter opponent does
not deny—he would reflect honor upon his native city and state.
But the contest is liable to be sharp. Mr
who is “in” and wishes to stay “in,”
enjoys the substantially solid support of the

Burleigh,

to represe

Congress, by all means let
but, I submit, that no one v
honor

the welfare of the
port aDy man for Congress
sleeps, when at home, east
or

krict in

-lnated,
-teart the

■,

r

,,il supbecause he
<t of the Soar-

borough line.

e. id

Our New York Letter.
The Political Mituntion—Thr Work of a
Republican Administration— The Democrats anil Their Allies-Hoacat Collection of
the
Rcrcnnc.—^ffmpaprr
Trash-Dor. Tildrn.

to in-

which is

condition of lawless violence which Democratic rule has brought and seek protection
from thieves and assassins. The conviction
is growing that order can only be restored by
giving the State into the hands of the Republicans, and the casting of the Texas electoral vote for Hayes and Wheeler is among
the possibilities.
The Democratic House appears to have
been guilty of the meanness of cutting from
the army appropriation bill the item
providing
for the payment of the funeral expenses of officers dying in the service. Tho Dcmociats
have not yet been able to forgive the army
for the service it did during the rebellion.

acclaim
with which the Cincinnati nominations were
received by Republicans irrespective of previous

prejudices

The chances
were worth
counting, save through defection in the ranks
of the dominant patty. All the life there is in
the opposition has sprung from this sourceOf course ary party that has held power for
sixteen jears must expect to encounter treason
and desertion in its own rauks, however
pure
and blameless it may keep itself. Tli8 Republican organization has bad a great deal of this
or

partialities.

of Democratic restoration

never

internal rebellion to contend against, and it is
very creditable to the good sense of the American people that it has been so little weskened
by it. This everlasting fiddle faddle about

“widespread corruption” has emanated chiefly
from men who formerly were and still
pretend
to be Republicans.
Tbe inane drivel about a
third term, over which so much ink his been
shed and so much paper spoiled, was not an
absurdity of Democratic contrivance. It was a
spectre raised by some journalistic wag by way
of joke or sensation, and banted assiduously
for three mottal years ihicfly by certain allies
too Democracy, lately recruited from the

ot

Republican

army, who fancied they could
their new associates more effectually by
affecting an attitude of independence. Ridiculous as the phantasy was—

told by an idiot, full ot sound and fury signifying nothing”
so frivolous and puerile had the tone of
public
discussion become, that it occupied three times
much space in the political columns of the
leading newspapers as tho momentous and
vital question of fiuaoce. Here the country
has been drifting since the panic upon a sea of
uncertainty, with no fixed policy, with do definite idea of when or how redemption was to be
accomplished, and those whose business it is to
assist in creating a wholesome public opinion
on a topic of such supreme concern, have been
burrowing in the scums for nasty gossip about
men in authority and flinging slangy epithets
at incumbents of official stations.
And they
succeeded no doubt in creating a vague impres-

as

sion among a few simple minded and credulous people, who don't take the trouble to distinguish between assertion and proof, that oar
national affairs were in a very bad way—that

"demoralization," “corruption,” iniquity

were

prevalent in every department of the government.

which government officials are apt to display in
manipulating, caucuses and conventions. A
Republican is none the less entitled to bis opinion and vote in a Republican caucus because he
holds a Federal office. But the danger of this
zeal on their part, for or against any particular
candidate, arises from the fact that, after sixteen years of service, however honest and
praiseworthy, in an office originally bestowed
as a reward for partisan services, the
average

otfice-holderjs apt to forget that there is any
higher aim in party organization than the perpetuation of his own official existence. They
naturally therefore, under the present vicious
condition of our civil service, regard a congressional convention as of great practical importance to them, and the unanimity with which
our Federal office-holders support Mr.
Burleigh
is suggestive of that peculiar kind of political
which
is
known as a lively anticipagratitude
tion of favors to come. With these gentlemen
are associated in opposition to Mr.
Reed, not
a few disinterested citizens who are
influenced
through arguments, devised by these officials,
at once plausible and ingenious and as various
as those minds
they are concocted to coerce.
But the principal argument urged for the renomination of Mr. Burleigh is not such as addresses itself with much force to intelligent
men.
No one pretends that he is better qualified than bis competitor for a Representative in

Congress.

His warmest friend does not preto urge that the general influence and
reputation of Maine in Congress will be impaired by the substitution of Mr. Reed for Mr.
Burleigh. To the contrary, even our worthy
Postmaster, who supports Mr. Burleigh with
that earnest devotion expected from the recipisume

ent oi a four thousand dollar oflice for his benefactor, will not deny that Mr. Reed is qualified by natural ability, education and experilift at once the first district of Maine
into its proper position of influence and promi"
nence in the national councils.
The grounds upon which it is hoped and
ence to

urged

that the citizens of Portland should supare that Mr. Lynch having
had four terms in Congress, Mr. Burleigh is

port Mr. Burleigh

entitled to three. The fallacy in this argument
lies in the assumption that Mr. Lynch was allowed four terms either,bv virtuo of his residence in Cumberland county or by reason of
some personal claim ho had on the office.
It
is not necessary to remind those citizens of
Portland who repeatedly gave Mr. Lynch their
enthusiastic support, that they gave it for no
such miserable reasons, And the friends of
Mr.

Burleigh

cause

in claiming his renomination, behe lives in York county, or upon some

personal right which

he

imagines

he may have

to the office for another term, find no parallel
for such a claim in the support which this district
gave Mr. Lynch for four successive
terms! Mr. Burleigh’s claim therefore mast be
judged by its own merits, for it is without a
m me

precouem,

nisiory

oi

me

uistrtct.

oir.

repeatedly

returned because be was
as an able and valuable representa-

was

supported him for the reason
urged in behalf of Mr. Bur-

no one

which is now

that,

tremely embarrassing by the universal

body iu the least degree capable of reasoning

regarded
tive, and

the

nterest, business being exceptionally langnid

and paralytic, the public attention is
largely
centered in the political situation. The condition of the Democracy has been rendered ex-

ments of the Federal offices in this city, and
who naturally desire to continue that agreeable
occupation. These gentlemen enter Into the
canvass with an adroitness in caucus
management which, in actual results, outweighs the
opposition of many times their number. There
is perhaps no valid objection to the activity

ures.

The actual drama of life in which Rose
Eytingo recently figured in Milwaukee partly
lifts the curtain from a scene of domestic sorrow which consideration for a gifted actress
has hitherto kept concealed from all lut her
most intimate friends and acquaintances. It
is the old, old story ot a dissolute husband
claiming and squandering the earnings of a
neglected and deserted wife—of a proud and
sensitive woman so overwhelmed with grief
and mortification as to be tempted to take
refuge in self murder.

New York, June 24,1878.

In the absence of any cause of excitement or

gentlemen who reap the honors and emolu-

Lynch

learn, are made with caution, and
principally on a guarantee of satisfactory fig-

at

than Mr. Reed

IN ADVANCE.

serve

as we can

oue

ANNUM,

erences

breaking away from the Democracy. Its
people are disposed to seek relief from the

By

NAPLES,

dress the subscriber,

YORK,

Texas is another Southern state

NOTICE.

tention to the wants of his customers to merit and receive a good share of business. For particulars ad-

Al

The Democracy are much in the condition
of the negro convert who was assured that
both paths before him led to tropical climes.
If Tilden be nominated Ohio and Indiana are
lost. If a western man is nominated New
York Is lost. In either case the Democracy
are beaten.
Like the above-mentioned convert the leaders are becoming impressed with
the idea that “de party had better take to de
woods.”
The circus at St. Louis opens to-day, and
the Democratic politicians will lend their
great energies to the task of reconciling diff-

GOVERNOR,

a lantern, and a magic
spect the candidates.

Me.

Proprietor,

231m

WHEELER,

convention will have to be
mighty particular, and won’t find it
safe to seize the first man it can put hands
It will be necessary to send a mau with
on.

This pojrala. resort will re-open J uly 1.
GEOKGE ALLEN,

ju9<13w

NKW

TOR

case

COLLINS & BUXTON

House,
Portland,

OF

A.

The Southern delegates to St. Louis are
reported as desiriug “a candidate against
whose loyalty to the Federal government
during the war not even a shadow
can
of
attach.”
In
suspicion
that

—

•Is again open for Summer Boarders and the
travelling public in general. Prices to correspond
with the times. The’subscriber hopes by strict at-

and Ashes Removed.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or
R. GIBSON,
addressing
lanldtt
588 Congress street.

AI.L

Street,

Below Leavitt & Burnliai’s Ice Houses,

aul7

tV. A; C. It. ITIIIjUKECV, Proprietor...

dtf

16_dtf

Vaults Cleaned

d4wt

II.,

ju6

Oyster* that

€11 AS. 6AWVKRVS
123 Commerc

New No. 56 Cross

'Will open July 15, 1S76.

ju21dlw

Office,
mv

Vcgetiue is Sold by all Druggists.

can

Orders for Tow Boats
wi 11 be received as usual,

fit HE subscribers have beeu appointed Agents fo
X the Albion Lead SVorkn. A superio
brand of Strictly Purr Wliite Lead ground i
Oil; for sain in the usual Variety of packag.-s. an

prices; guaranteed

think I

To-w

I.iwt.iii'-'leoillm

Pure Wliite Lead,

at the lowest market
rrp resented.

by

II!) Commercial Ntrret.

Vegetine is acknowledged by all classes of people
to bo the best and most reliable blood purifier in the
world.

(NEW,)

(iOKIIAM,

ALBERT NEWCOMB HAWES,

Pollard, Leighton & Co.,
104 TRE1I0NT

sold in Portland.

MAHONEY,

Trenton St., Charlestown, Mass.

j u9

__

I Cushing

some one is troubled
a
1 never sold a drop
names.

KpV similarityiDof
lny life, but 1 do
*/ v^f/andIum
will sell the IScat

DYEIi & CURTIS,

House.

This favorite Seaside Resort having been
thoroughly repaired and put in lirst-class
order, will he open to-day for the season ot

ju21dtd

notice that

/

nf Vila

VEGETINE in Scrofula.

aim

Committee.

1 O THE PUBLIC.

MADE OF

BY THE

older of said

nan

May 10, 1872.
The above plain but honest statement conclusively
shows tbe quick and thorough cleansing effects of the

Proprietors.

bidders.

By

net

CATHERINE MAHONEY,

popular seaside resort
reception of guests for

»*

ieet

long, or
the lower end to be at the proper distance from Fore
Street, to admit of the requisite flight of entrance
steps, and the upper end about fifteen feet from
Milk Street, and to be fiity-four feet wide; to stand
in the centre of the lot laterally. The inclination of
the grade of the lofris 5.2 feet per 100 feet ami the
length through the centre 236 feet.
The basement to be eight to ten feet deep, with
cement floor. Lower story to be fifteen ieet high;
the passageway through the length of the building
twelve feet wide, and stalls eight feet wide; to be
three or four doors on each side with transverse
The upper story to be of proportionate
passages.
height, to be reached by stairs at the discretion of
the architect.
The said committee reserves the right to reject
any or all of the plans submitted, but if any should
be accepted, a reasonable compensation to be paid
tlicretor, all others to be returned to the several
iu

lio.l

probably

DANIEL

a

plans and estimates, addressed to Chairman Joiut Committee on Market House, will be
received at the City Civil Engineer’s Office until
July 10 proximo, at three o’clock p. m., for a Market
House of two stories and basement, suitable for the
Market Lot. between Milk, Market, Fore and Silver
Streets. Tho building to be neat, plain and substantial, of brick with granite trimmings and hip
witiuu;

for lin

limbs whatever. When we had given up all hope3 of
his living we were told to try VEGETINE, the great
blood remedy: and he had taken it but a short time
before wo could see a great change. The sores run so
bad that we had to change the cloths four or five
times a day.
Still, he was getting better; for he
could move his limbs and help himself a little. He
was soon able to sit up in bed, and, by constant use
He has a lame
of VEGETINE, it has cured him.
have for life; but we all
leg, which he will
we
bad
if
used
VEGETINE
before
believe,
honestly
we had bothered with those doctors, it would have
saved the use of his leg, and restored it to natural
health. I hope all those troubled with Scrofula will
read this testimony of me and my son, who is now
well and able to speak for bimself.
19

OTIS IvALER & SON,

[_

Market Houise.

rum

favorite and
open for tbo
season of 187C.

Ocean

CITY OF PORTLAND.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

BEACH,

now

the

examination

Proposals for Plans and Estimates for

o’clock A. M.
A Public Address is

SCARBORO
This

a. in.,
1st, 1876,
High School Building.
By order ol the Committee,
E. HUNT, Secretary.

Between tbe races, some of the fastest horses in
the state, will be exhibited upon the track.
Trotting to commence promptly at three o’clock. Admission fee 50c. Carriages free.
J. c. SMALL, Sec*y.
ju21dtd

Eclectic

KIRKWOOD HOUSE,
is

of applicants for
the position of teacher in the City Schools, July
THERE
0 o’clock
at the

:

with the Secretary.

ju3

PHOTOGRAPHER,

GO

Teachers.

Wednesday, June 2M, at 11 o’clock P.M,

W,

Ij AMSOM,

iilonoi)

mhoravar

Randall & McAllister,

SUMMER RESORTS.

)

ju24dlw_C.

Mile heats, best 3 in 5 in harness, and governed bj
tbe amended rules of the National Association.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse.
Entries wil
close at the Preble House

XV.

HONEST OPINION.
Mr. II, R. STEVENS:—
Dear Sir—This is to show that my son was taken
sick in January, 1861, with Scrofula, which came out
in large sores and ulcers on his leg and hip. His leg
was swelled more than twice its natural size.
He
had several doctors of high standing in their profession-two from Boston and three from Charlestown—
without getting a bit better. He was obligea to lie

fect satisfaction.

is

NOTICE

the

from

System.

ROSSJYIORE HOTEL,
of Broadway, 7th
Aye. wad
4‘Jd Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west ot Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Rates $4 per day.

i

hereby given to all owners of hackney
carriages, to present their carriages to the City
Building, ou THURSDAY, the 6th day of July next,

Day,

CONDITIONS

Office,

June 23, 1876,
3rd.

to

$200 FOB 2.40 CLASS,

tymeiul

Cleanse Scrofula

Will

Junction

CITY OF PORTLAND,

Lanterns,

VEGETINE

more

MANUFACTORY AT

Game

THERE

HEATED BY STEAM.

and Granite Work.

—

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

auglOdeodtf

KOJN,

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones

Wednesday, June 28tli,
PRKSUMPSCOT

JOBBER,
OF

Apparatus, Ac.,

Vestry of their Church.
Flowers, Coffee,
and plenty of delicious Strawberries
for sale.
ADMISSION FREE,ju26d3t

W.

THE

Chrouometer Marker*’Tool*,
Mathematical', Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

Cake, Ice Cream

P©JUTLAND, ME,
Situated iu the very Center of the City.

to.

Watch and

in the

RESOLUTES

&

Hotel,

AI GILMAN,
468 Broadway.

H. R. Stevevs, Esq.

one

United States

BABCOCK.

MANUFACTURER

The Ladies of the First Baptist Society
will hold their annual Strawberry Festival on
WEDNESDAY EVENING) .lime 48th,

are

ju!7dtf

)dtf

jo 14d&w1m24

Strawberry Festival.

BASE

d6m*ttf

DOWNING,

GHIIDSTOIES,

C.

Friends

To

the NEW ENGLAND HOTEL is near the entrance.
DANIEL HOLLAND,)
J. L. H. COBB,
S Proprietors,
J. M. ROBBINS,
my22

Manufacturer Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Special Trains leave P. A- R. Depot,
Foot of Myrtle Street, at 0.30 A. M., nud
1 P. M.
Tickets good on all regular Trains.
Tickets. 50 cents; Children under 12 years, 25 cents.
Returning, Trains leave at 5 P. M.
ju22d0t

on

Very respectfully yours,

vicinity.

/

Building.
hundred and fifty lodging
rooms, Ts managed
by Eastern men, and New
England people and others visiting the Centennial
Exhibition will find home comforts and very moderate
prices. Rooms $1 per day.
N. B.—The entrance to Columbia Avenue, from
Belmont Avenue, is opposite the Globe Hotel, and

_

PHILIP

Amusements will consist of Dancing, Swinging,
Ball, etc. Liberal Cash Prizes will be given for
Running, Jumping. Sack Racing, Sledge Throwiug,
Target Shooting, Ladies’ Axchery, etc.

Portland,

so

merit their favors.
I Remain very Respectfully Yours,

AIM :—T 0

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

It contains

LAW,

PORTLAND, ME.

ap!3

28tli.

Foot

Maine

room

jan8

AVENUE

COLUMBIA
This

Street,

—

Montgomery Guards,

to

reception

thoroughly demolished by the late explosion; hoping
by strict attention to the wants of my patrons to

Avenue, between Belmont Avenue and
Forty*second Street, and in close proximity

DOW,

ATTORNEY AT

BY THE

WEDNESDAY,

9120

usual; having arranged

nue to wait on customers as
a passable
substitute to my

England Hotel,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

dlf

ERE!). N.

R I V E !l

—

lo

GRATEFUL

Boston, Jan. 1,1871.

Dear Sir—This is to certify that I have sold at
retail 15*i dozen (1852 bottles) of ycur Vegetine
since April 12,1870, and can truly say that it lias given the best satisfaction of any remedy lor the complaints for which it is recommended that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friends.
I am perfectly cognizant of several cases of Scrofulous Tumors being cured by Vegetine alone in this

to the Main Exhibition

Grand

9120

CARD.
lor the very liberal patronage
received at my present place of business, I am
pleased to announce that about August 1, ’76,1 shall
remove to more convenient quarters, due notice of
which will be given; in the mean time I shall conti-

GROUNDS.

CENTENNIAL

Exchange Street.

jams

Vytll B

Powel-

and Apothecary.

Directly opposite Main Exhibition Building,

STANTON BLOCK,

No. 31 1-3

Will exhibit at Enih June 3S.ju21d6t

OLICCb

Street and

PORTLAND, ME.

PHILADELPHIA,
On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Viola
Avenue and Elm Avenue,

WORKER,

to take the Vege-

from a Practical Chemist

Report

UNITED STATES HOTEL

WliiteniDg, Coloring, Whitewashing,
Cementing, &c.

Evening’s Performances will terminate with the
Grand Shakespearian and Equestrian Tragedy of

The

257 1-2 MIDDLE STREET,

Guests arriving at any of the other Depots in the
City.can buy an Exchange Ticket, and take the Market Street Cars going west, and stop at Forty-first

W.

Artistic Photographer

reduction made to Permanent Boarders,

The FULLER HOUSE is few minutes ride from
the Centennial Grounds.
Street Cars pass within
one-half square of the House to all parts of the city.
Guests wishing to reach the House from the Cen-

S. F.

—

everybody

The charge for Board will be frooi $5,30
lo $4.00 per day, or from ii.O© lo
50 for Tea, Lodging and
jfSrcakfaMt according to

Street and Powelton Avenue.
Rooms may be secured iu advance

Plasterer, Stucco,

yauiuuigiib cv*

and advise

THOUSANDS SPEAK.

during the Exposition.

erywbere sustain.

stomach,

tine, for I «an assure them that it is one of the best
medicines that ever was.
MRS. L. GORE,
Cor. Magazine and Walnut Sts.,
Cambridge, Mass.

Vegetine is acknowledged and recommended by
physicians and apothecaries to be the best purifier
and cleanser of the blood
yet discovered, and thousands speak in its praise who have been restored to
health.

U£U ilUU

St.,

Mr. H. R. STEVENS
Dear Sir—1 will most cheerfully add my testimony to the great number you have already received in
favor of your great and good, medicine, Vegetine,
for 1 do not think enough can be said in its
praise, for
I was troubled over
thirty years with that dreadful
disease, Catarrh, aud had such bad coughing spells
that it would seem as though I could never breathe
any more, and Vegetine has cured me; and I do
feel to thank God all the time there is so good a medicine as Vegetine, and I also think it one of the best
medicines for coughs and w eak sinking leelings at the

PHILADELPHIA.

Grounds, take Market Street Cars, at Main
Entrance, and stop at Fortieth Street aud Powelton
Avenue.
Guests arriving at Pennsylvania Railroad Depot,

GATLEY"

R. K.

4 I’OFULAR AND FAMOUS CLOWNS,
Mr. Murray’s Brigade of Vaulters, Leapcrs, Tum-

RICHARD THE

THOS. LACGUliIN & SON,
CENTER HT., NEAR COnNEBCUI..
dtf
apr29

tennial

Hours—lO to IS A. HI ., 2 lo 1 P. M.
ma3d&wtf

worlil-wiilc reputation.

uid

A. M. D.

Reliable Evidence.

HOTELS.

A

1-2 Congress Street,

Office; 499

Riders !

vuiiame

I" boarders wanted at Woodford’s Cor., on line of
horse-railroad.
Inquire at Colesworlby’s store,
Woodford’s Cor.
ju2dtf

P.

over

Orders left at Schumacher Bros, will meet prompt
ttention.
apr3d3m

Mr. Fish

vuu

Schumacher,
"

Mil. CHARLES W. FISH,
Having just closed a three years’ engagement in Europe, where he has had the honor of appearingbeforc
the royalty and nobility of the several capitals, receiving valuable gilts as Court favors, and endorsed

a

dtf

jan5

TUESDAY, June 27.

Enjoying

Wanted.
wives or single gentlemen

ENTLEMEN and

MOTLEY,

fAeRINSTON’S,
Middle
Street.

180

—

Bareback

('I

j

OVER X. P.

PORTLAKTD,
—

Boarders

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

exhibit at

will

dtf

apr29

Wildej

T.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

For Presidential Electors,

It strikes at the root of disease by purifying the
blood, restoring the liver and kidneys to healthy action, invigorating the nervous system.

We are now making our Blocks intcrch an gable, which is a great convenience in making repairs, as:any part can be duplicated. Wealwavs have on hand a very large assortment of Composition and Steel roller Bushings, Iron and Composition Sheaves with Roller Bushings, and a full
lino of Blockmakers’materials. Nelf-mistaining
Iron Blocks for Rope or Chain, holding the weight at
any desired point, furnished to order.

OHIO.

SELDEN CONNOR.

SUCCESS OF VEGETINE.

A

Pleasant Front Rooms to Let
with Board. Apply at this office.

OF

The Great Secret of the Wonderful

FEW Summer Boarders can find pleasant
rooms in a desirable location on Paris Hill, Oxford Co., Me.
For particulars inquire of
J. C. CUMMINGS.
Paris Hill, June 5, 1876.
jul3dtt

Land Nurveyora,
Portland, me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads, Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering. Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&c Plans and Specifications for Irou or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c.
apr7d3m

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

Solved.

Mystery

dur-

ju21dtf

Civil Engineer* and
No. 1M4 middle Mt.,

FOR PRESIDENT,

WILLIAM

summer

CO.,

WARD

1876

has removed from

unfurnished. Also a
third floor, on CumberP.O.BOX 1517.

Board,
large airy rooms,
TRANSIENT
ing the
months, at 8 Allston St.

C.

PEESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 27,

17 Union Street to 14 Cotton Street,
Where he will do all kinds of house carpentering and
building. Sash ami blinds, store doors and window
frames made to order. All jobbing done at short noticeju22dtf

BOARD IN BOSTON.

or*.

J.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ju22dlw

WOULD

JORDAN A

Lauglilin

TERMS $8.00 PER

TITE

REMOVAL.

& Son,

or

pleasant

land Street.

respectfully inform the citizens of Portland that he is prepared to furnish Coffins,
Caskets and Grave-Clothes, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner ot Temple St.•feb!0d6m
E. C.

Thos.

Pleasant Rooms lo Let.
DESIRABLE Front Chamber, with hot and

Merton Mccond Parish Church,

XT ndorta li.

REMOVAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sunny Front Room and room adjoining,
if wanted.
Also table board.
47 Pleasant,
Oak
and High Street; right handbell.
between
dlw*
ju2‘2

Attorney at Law,
49

PRESS.

leigh.
It is said that York county puts in a claim
which should not be ; disregarded.
But the
gentleman who is to be nominated in the convention next

represent

a

Thursday

county

in

will be selected

not

to

Congress,—for county

ines are there unknown—but rather the one
hundred and forty thousand people, more or
less, who live in the first district of Maine!
Politicians may, for their own selfish purposes,
seek to draw and establish such arbitrary lines,

A little reflection would convince any-

that such allegations must necessarily be false
and malignant. Why! look for a moment at
the condition of the national finances during
the past three fiscal years! Id the first place
the revenue was very much 'reduced by the abrogation of iuternal taxation, and then
it was seriously impaired by the decline in

importation which

the panic occasioned.
These losses have been made up by a more ex.
act and rigorous administration of the revenue

statutes, and by a closer economy in expenditures. The things that are taxed now fcr the
support of the government yield a better return than they ever did before, notwithstanding there is a diminished production. That is
simply because the laws are enforced. The
most notable example of this is tho whiskey
tax. There has bean more noise abont frauds
in this article than in any or all: others.
There was doubtless abundant cause for it. It
has exercised the ingenuity of men of other
countries and of earlier ages to discover a mode
of evading this levy. But It is a fact worth the
consideration of those who iguorautly or wil'
fully defame their country by thoughtlessly or

falsely imputing dishonesty to its rulers, that
under the present administration, with a duty
nn

wliitL'PV nf

nnlo

nna

nnarlne n#

n-Kef if nsa.1

to be, the receipts from that source of revenue
have quadrupled. Taking that instance as au
illustration and it is a perfectly fair one, we
can

bow, with such greatly reduced
the
authorities at Washington

see

resources

have made both ends meet during these three
eventful years of panic, depression and bankruptcy, and even curtailed tbe national indebta great deal more difficult to
how the delusion ever obtained
the head of any human being not
positively insane or idiotic, that “corruption”
was especially prevalent in our public affairs.
I can imagine politicians to be reckless enough

edness.

It is

comprehend
lodgment in

and

even depraved
enough to make such
charges with a view of promoting their advent
to power. But it requires a great stretch of
charity to suppose thit any body prefers them
believing them to be true, and an equal degree
of pity for the mental condition of whoever
really is duped by them.
The plain, transparent truth is, and it is
strange that anybody is so blind as not to see it
or so perverse as not to acknowledge it, that
public men are better than they used to be
because they are conscious of being tbe objects

of a closer watchfulness than they ever were
before—that executive trusts are more scrupulously fulfilled because the slightest dereliction
is more certain of detection and involves severer

penalties than in any former period of our history. The people are in no mood for trifling
with the faults of their servants. Transactions
took place under Lincoln and Johnson without
eliciting indignant comment, which could not
happen now without filling the very heavens
with angry denunciation. There were earlier
in which there was still less espionage
upon the doiogs of men having charge of af-

epochs

fairs, and consequently greater impunity In respect to operations of doubtful morality. Fortuuately, there is a vigilance exercised at the
present time, which makes it almost impossible for any person holding a place, hnmble or
exalted, to perpetrate a wrong without subjecting

himself to exposure and disgrace. And
that is why the pnblic revenues are more faithfullly collected and more frugally disposod than

heretofore and honesty prevails to an unwonted extent in all departments of the federal
government.
It is barely possible that some well meaning
but extremely superficial observers imagine
there is more “corruption” prevalent than usual, because they hear so much more said about
the little that has come to light. But there
cannot certainly be enough of these amiable
dupes to account for a thousandth part of the
Clamor an dcalumny which have made the polit-

ical atmosphere

but the mass of the voters, who are to review
the action of that convention, care not a whit
whether its candidate, so that he be able and
honest, reside on one side or the other cf a

so noisome during the past five
happens, unfortunately, that there
are no living issues to divide parties.
The Republicans, having been always in the right,

line which is established for local and not for
national purposes. They care little where the
representative in Congress may live, but they

have nothing to undo or unsay. The Democrats, having been as uniformly in the wrong
have gradually given up their creed, article by

anxious that he shall be in some degree
the confidence which once sent
William Pitt Fessenden to Congress.

years.

It

till there is no

are

article,

worthy of

stand upon. There is no shibboleth remaining
to them, and so they impute “eorruption” to
the party they seek to supplant They are not
required to prove it. They have, to be sure,
made some efforts in that direction, which were
pitiably abortive. But then they do not recognize the slightest obligation to retract a charge
merely because they find it is uutrue. On the
contrary, the clearer the evidence of its falsity,
the stronger their iteration of it.
Just now the Democrats are in a dilemma.
Do what they may, their chances of snccess
next November are not flattering. And they

The grounds upon which Mr. Burleigh’s
friends claim his re-nomination were once sol-

emnly repudiated by a lb-publican District
Convention, which resolved that the Congressional district is a unit, and that county and
municipal lines are, and of right ought to be,
ignored in selecting a representative in Congress! And the people of tlte First District
endorsed that position at the polls.
The

logical

result of

the

recognition

of this

called claim of a coutty, is the ultimate
recognit'ou of similar claims on the part of
so

every town and ward and school district in the
two counties. The district is as really made
up of the school precints within .its boundaries
as it is of the counties which it includes within
its lines. And the establishment of such a

doctrine would result in sending to Congress
from this

important

district such men as
little local influence, instead of men whose character and ability entitle
them.to the confidence and respect of the wholo
district. The demoralizing ..tendency of this
argument of “locality” can not bo under esti-

might obtain

mated.

some

If Mr.

Burleigh

is

better qualified

platform

left for them to

flud :t difficult to determine whether they had
better take Tilden and hard money or Headricks and soft. It probably won’t make much

difference; whichever choice they decide upon
wish
afterwards
they will very likey
it
had been
that
the other. But, for
my
part, I hope they will nominate
Gov. Tildeu. 1 should bo quite as sure of
his defeat as of any one’s] they will be apt to
name, and should coutemplate with comparative
serenity the remote contingency of his success.
The

Evening Express, which has recently
passed under the control of Tammany Hal),
opposes his nomination with great virulence,

and arraigns his railway record with a severity
which will make it a hard task to fall into line,
should he be ultimately selected.
If the

BY TELEGRAPH.

attacks of the Express were credited by any
considerable number of people, there would
be a summaiy end of Gov, Tilden’s aspi-

MATTERS IN MAINE.

But these eleventh hour assaults do
rations.
not appear to do the smallest possible damage
and it is doubtful whether this one will influence a vote in the convention. It is a sad

thing but the newspaper is unmistakably
dropping out of the category of reformatory
agencies by which moral ideas

are to

be adThere

vanced and strengthened in the land.
has been so much misrepresentation, calumny and foolish babble in this class of our
current literature, that the difficulty of threshoccasional grain of truth out of avast
quantity of falje chaff has led to a general consigning of the whole mass to the rubbish heap.
If Mr. Tilden fails finally to secure the requisite

ing an

it will not be on account of
any newspaper abuse of him, but for the reason that his party, willing to stoop to anything
two-thirds

majority

to win, are prepared to cater to the inflationist
tendencies of the North West with a view of
getting the fifty electoral votes they require
Southern
after scoring up the
entire
States in several of
which
the Repubif
lican
so
that
is
large
majority
ninety-five per cent, of it were suffered to be

polled,

Democrat

no

could

come

anywhere

is certainly true ef
Louisiana, Mississippi aud South Carolina,
whose 25 votes cannot be given for the Democratic' candidate except by intimidation and

near

This

election.

an

fraud. It is to be hoped for the sake of the
peace of the country as well as of Its honor,
that no President will take his seat by virtue
of suffrages obtained by trampling out the
rights conferred upon the people by the Constitution of the land. That would be a national
calamity, no matter which party was for the
moment

gainer by

the

Yarmouth.

it.

Drowned.

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, June 26.—A little son o£ Capt.
Dennis Hart of Tenant’s Harbor, was drowned
in that place this forenoon, aged about four
A.
yoars.
[To the Associated Press.]
Gift.
26.—On Saturday,

Generous

Rockland, June

Hod,

Edward O’Brien, ofThomaston, presented to
his native town of Warren, by deed of gift, the
sum of £10,000 as a permanent fund, the interest to be devoted to the assistance of the de-

serving poor. The town holds a
Saturday to act upon the matter.

meeting

next

■ utnllv

Injured.
Bath, June 26.—John B. Potter of this city,
was thrown from a wagon in Bowdoinham
last

evening

probably received fatal injurbrought home today in an uncon-

and

ies. He was
scious state.

Dol.

This is the hottest
cury a2.

Killed

day

of the season.

Mer-

the Itailroad.
Bangoh, June 26.—A Frenchman named
Fred Foster was run over and killed on the E.
and N. A. Railway at Basin Milts, early yesterday morniDg. He was probably in a drunken stnporan dthe engineer did not see him until he was close to him, and not in time to
on

stop the train.

Failure.

Eastport, June 26.—L. J. Lincoln, crockery
and glass ware, suspended.
Bate* College .Commencement.
Lewiston, June 26.—To-night occurred the

College junior prize
morrow the meeting of

Bates

Todeclamation.
the corporation and

the anniversary of the theological school ocIn the evening the Cary concert.

curs.

[From the Toledo Blade.1

ST. LOUIS.

Nasby.

A resolution was then offered, as follows:
Resolved, That the New York delegation cast
heir vote as a unit until by a majority vote a
] econsideration shall be agreed upon.
The resolution was passed alter much discussion, after which Col. Easton introduced
he following:
Resolved, That when twenty-live of this
1
lelegation request a privilege to retire from
he convention for computation, the motion to
•econsider the unit vow shall be in order for
liscussion.
Anything to Bent Tilden.
St. Louis, June 26—10.30.—The hopes of the
ipponentsof Tilden now centre arouud Pennlylvania. This state has resolved to vote solid
for Hancock and to continue to vote for him
with no second choce behind. This action they
think will draw to their support enough states
on the second ballot to prevent the nomination
of Tilden, and then William Allen of Ohio
being out of the way that state would be added
to the Hancock column and be followed later
by Hendrick’s supporters. If io should succeed
Pennsylvania would be able to give the second
place to Hon. Thomas Ewing. The friends of
Hendricks evidently see the critical nature of
the situation and ate aiding in the effort to
That
prevent a two-thirds vote for Tilden.
now is the only hope left to the opn onents of
the New York candidate. The count for Tilden
on the first ballot now exceeds 400.
The Tammany leaders are so much disocuraged as to be
about ready to give up the contest and at this
hour it looks as though Tilden would sweep
the field.
A Tilden Victory.
At a meeting of the national committee
Henry Watterson, editor of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, was selected as temporary
chairman ot the convention. This was the first
victory for Tilden.
At a meeting of editors of German Democratic newspapers and independents this evening resolutions were adopted against partisan
war ot section on section but in favor of vigorous war on
corruption, in favor of hard
money, a tarif for revenue only, against the
school
amendment, denouncing the
proposed
corruption in the public service, repudiating
the “spoils” system aud in favor of the nomination of Samuel J. Tilden.

WASHINGTON.
Proclamation by the President.
Washington, June 29.—The following was
issued to-day:
By the President of the United States—a
A

proclamation—

Mr. IVaibr Goes
of

terest

to

Washington iu

Delegates

ence’’

to

Hint

to

“Influ-

I.oiii*,—Ili*

fit.

Pleasant Experience.

Roads, Wich is in Tim State
uv Kentucky, Joon !), 1S7G.—I determined to
Confedrit X

her

St.

a

hand

id

the nominashen

to he

made

in

Loois,

her

a

for in case we elect our candidate I
ruther pressia desire to her suthin to say

in|the distribooshen uv patronage—that division
uv spoils wich is alluz so pleasin to tlio weary
soljer who has won his fite.
X wuzn’t eggsakly pertikeler as to wich can-

didate X supported, for, jest at this time, I am
ez flexible in my preferences ez a kid glove. 1
simply determined to throw my mflooenco to
tbe man who cood the best enable me to git
square with tbe people uv tbe Corners, who
hev so long and pashently give me credit for

tbe food X hev et and the likker I bev consoomed. Cloze I don’t keer much for; for the
summer is onto us, and people will baug linen
cloze out on tbe lines to dry, and ef an enterprizin man can’t keep bisself comfortable at
this season it is becoz be is averse to midnite
rambles.
I shan’t say who it wuz or wher it wuz done,
but a prominent Dimocrat who is anxious to be
persuaded to serve one term, at least, ez President, did furnish me with money to go to
Washington to inflooeDce such delegates ez
mite be there in his interest.
When I got te Washitgton I wuz trooly
sorry X bed undertaken the work. X feared X
should fail, and twict I seriously thought et it
woodent he best, to save my reputashen, to
quietly go to Canada, and remaue there permamently. But I felt that wood he a breach
uv confidence and, beside, there wuzn’t
money
enuff to keep me till the affare shood be forgotten, and I cood come back honorably. So X
determined that I wood be honest, and carry
out my contrack faithfully.
Tbe question with me wuz, how to do it?
Wood Dimocratic delegates take money for
their votes in a Convention that wuz to decide
tbe fate uv the kentry? Never! I felt it wood
be an insult to offer it to em, and I really didn’t
dare to. And my feer increesed when X heerd
a dozen on em denouncin tbe yoosin uv
money
to iBflooence
delegates, and I felt X shood hev
to go back and refund the cash, wich nearly
broke my hart. I wuz sad in hevin money to
yoose among men uv sich Spartan virchoo that
not one uv em wood tech a cent of it for their
votes.
But it happened one nite I wuz staudiu iu
the bar-room at Willard’s, a quietly takin another wun with a passel uv Democratic trends,
when, under the inflooense uv the last wun, I
happened injoodishusly to drop the remark
that X had money, and that i wuz there to
yoose it for a favorito sen. I hev been ieeky
for some time past when I hev takin eight or
ten drinks too much, and this wuz Jeekiness
that wuz iuexcoosable. But I sed it, and hed
to abide the consekenceB. There wuz sich a
isuuio

uVci

mat

uuwu

tz x

uuver

saw

afore come over mortle men.
“Wat is the number of your room?” askt a
dozen uv em glowrin at the rest, with looks uv
wrath.
“Wat hour kin I see yoo to-night?” eagerly
demandid a dozen more.
"I controle the delegashon uv my State!"
whispered in my ear a dozen more.
And immejitly twenty delegates undertook
to put their arms thro mine, and haul me off
in different direcshunsj and they pulled so
vishusly that my coat, wich I borered uv Deekin l’ograiu to cum in, wuz well-nigh looined.
I got away irom em, finally, and got into
my room. Then cards commeust cornin up
from delegates from every State in the Yoonyun, to wich 1 paid no attenshun, for I saw the
box 1 hed got into. In about five minits the
cards! commenst comin theirselves, and I
locked the door.
But this did not avale.
Four uv em got into a row at the door ez to
wich uv em shood hev the first lik at me, and
in the skrimmage they fell agin the door, and
bustid it open. There wuz no escape.
The
crowd poured in, and I wuz pulled and hauled
wus than any stranger is by Noo York hackmen.

“I

kin kontrole the delegashun uv my
shouted one, “and wat you hev to
yoose on that State yoo want to give to me.”
“It’s a lie!” shouted another patriot, “I hev
that State in the holler uv my hand, and wat
you hev devoted to that State will be wasted ef
I don't get it.”
“I don’t keer a kuss wat candidate yoo are
figgerin for” shoutid another, “voo can't nominate him till yoo hev seen me.
“Gentlemen!” shoutid I.
"Hear?" yelled they all.
And one enterprisin man pulled me to one
side and remarked that he hed the power to
nominate any man he choosed, ef a trifle over
four thousand dollars cood be hed to fix a few
refractory delegates who were then in Wash-

State,”

ington.

They worried ma so that 1 wuz well nigh
dead—at least I almost wished I were, and in

despare

I rushed to my burow drawer, determined to take wat hed bin intrusted to me and
throw it among em, hopiu in the scramble that
wood ensoo to git out safe. So the Rooshn
mother throws her children to the wolves to
save

herself.

Frantically

I

rushed to

that

drawer,

but

grashus heavins! it wuz open and the pockitbook woz gone! An akoot delegate hed stolen

it while the rest uv them were fitin over me.
And wat wuz more aggravate, ho had taken
my ulher shirtiand a box uv paper kollars that
had been bot for me that I mite make a decent
appearance among the Washington Dimoc-

rtsy.

The moment this woz announced they all
left me and went in pursoot uv the delegate
wat hed the spoils. But, thank heaven, they
didn’t ketch him.
It’s rather diacouragin when men who are in
DQFROOt

11V

TP.fnrm hov

OPfinnntar uioli rnnnil

ty. Wat kin be expectid uv a government
when a party devoted to reform, treets its
mishunories in this way? How I ever agointo
meet my candidate is more-than I know. I am
weery and sad, and besides, I hevn’t got money
enough to take me home.
Petroleum V. Nasbv,
Wich hopes to be Postmaster.

The Habi-ehs,—In the list of subscrilers to
the Centennial Celebration fund published on
Saturday, the name of Harper & Brothers appears as “Harper Brothers & Co.” In view of
the fact that of the original brothers
Fletcher

only

Harper survives, and that the firm
embraces about a dozen sons and grand,
sons, the newly axtemporized firm name may
be supposed to mean “Harper Brothers and
Cousins.” Such a title would not be more sin.
now

gular

than are many things about this great
house. The original firm of James and John
Harper had no articles of copartnership. Each
member drew what he liked for family expenses, and the profits of the concern were always
reinvested in the business. No personal accounts were kept after the younger
brothers,
Wesley and Fletcher were taken into the
house, and the profits still go to swell the now
immense capital. Fletcher, the youngest and
surviving brother, used to say jocosely to his
brothers that they cheated him by demanding
$3,000 for his admission to the partnership.
The partnership is now limited to the mala
members of the familes,tbe daughters receiving
dowers on marrying; thus the firm is always to
remain Harper & Brothers. The surnames of
the original brothers are continued with religious accuracy, so that there are several Josephs
two or three Fletchers, two or more Johns,
&c., who are distinguished in the familiar language of their own counting room by such
titles as “Brooklyn Joe,” (because he lives in
Brooklyn), “Joe 22nd,” (because of his residence in Twenty-second-st.), “Joe Abner,” the
Colonel’s JohD,” (son of Col. John Harper,
so-called, to distinguish him from “Fifth
Avenue Jack,” since dead), and “Fletch. jr,,”
and “Fletch. 2nd,” son and grandson of “The
Major,” who is never called Fletcher at all.
There are several other distinctive nick-names
which we do not recall. The firm have many
of the characteristics of Dickon’s “Cberryble
Brothers,” including a veritable Tim Einkinwater in the cashier, Demarest, who does
pretty much as he pleases, abuses the firm from
senior to junior, whenever be feels like if, and
is one of the best natured and best hearted and
most popular fellows in the world.
In reveDge
the firm occasionally conspire to play such
practical jokes on Tim as banishing him for
Summer trips to Europe with $5,000 for expenses, “only to get rid of him.” Altogether
it is a very happy commercial family.—New

York Tribune.

Democratic National Convention.

Democratic Candidate. -De

a

Money Furnished

has

the In-

Hendrick.' Men More Confident.
St. Lons, June 26.—The Hendricks’men
are leeling more confident than they did yesterday and a Hendricks’ band is parading the
streets. Meanwhile the semi-Tilden leaders are
working with great energy.
Tilden’o Opponent*.
A conference was held at the Southern Hotel
last night which was attended by representatives from the different delegations all opposed
to xnuen. opeecnes were maue oy icoger A.
Pryor and John Kelley. The object of the
meetiog was to see what they can count on,aud
they report that they are strong enough to defeat Tilden, but indicated no choice.
Tildcn’s Friends Confident.
The delegations from Massachusetts
and
Wisconsin held meetings and agreed to cast the
vote of each delegation solid for Tilden and the
Tilden managers express the greatest confidence of ultimate success. It is believed that
the two-thirds rule will stand.
Contesting New York Delegations.
A paper was laid before the national committee this morning by the greenback delegation
from New York asking that the seats in convention assigned to New York be vacant until
the credential committee report which delegation is entitled to the seats. The greenback delegation demands that it, and the one beaded by
Kernan shall be put upon the same footing before the organization of the convention and the
paper is signed by GeD. Tucker. The Maine
delegation is now complete and may be tegardas solid for Tilden.
Maryland for Bayard.
The Maryland delegation is also hero aud
while they have a strong preference for Bayard
they are willing to vote for any man who can
carry the election,
The New Hampshire delegation has elected
Geo. F. Putnam chairman.
The Financial Flank.
The Illinois delgation held a long session this
evening and discussed the financial question.
The delegation seemed about equally divided
between hard and solt money, but are settled
in the conviction that a compromise will be
necessary if anything is said in the platform
about the money question.
Gen. John E. McClelland, who was selected for the committee
on resolutions expressed himself in favor of a
repeal of the resumption act. hut as also in
favor of specie payments. There is likely to
be a fight on the money question as prominent
greenback men like Voorhees of Indiana and
Ewing of Ohio have been appointed on the
Committee on Resolutions.
In the Ohio delegation there was a protracted fight which resulted in the selection of Hon. Thomas Ewmg
mis question is so mncn
oy zu voies.
teared
that a Dumber of delegates are urging the propriety of saying nothing on the money question in the platform.
Of the territories only Colorado will be permitted to participate in the proceedings of the
convention.
The Kind ol Men They Arc.
A Tammany statesman was arrested in the
Lindell House last night just as he was about
enforcing a political argument with a pistol
ballet.
Delegation Organizations.
Several State delegations met and organized
this morning, among them the following:
Pennsylvania—Wm. A. Wallace chairman.
The unit question was discussed, but no definite action taken. A majority, however, seem
to favor carrying out the instructions of their
State convention.
California—J. P. Hoger chairman. This delegation will move for an emphatic expression
on the
Chinese question. They say they can
carry the whole Pacific slope for the Democracy if they can get from the convention an acknowledgement that their people are right on
the subject. No action was taken regarding
how this delegation will vote, but it is understood the majority of them are for Tilden and
its vote will probably be cast as a unit,
North Carolina—Col. W. F. Dortsch chairman.
Although the matter was talked about
no action was taken as to vote cf this State.
Oregon—Gen. M. V. Brown chairman. This
delegation stands on the same grounds as the
California on the Chinese question.
Alabatfia—Gen. E. M. Pettis chairman.
This delegation is divided and have decided to
vote as they please.
They refuse to give any
definite information as to their preferences.
Indiana—John T. Williams chairman.
Georgia—-Gov. John M. Smith chairman.
Wisconsin—Gen. Geo. C. Smith chairman.
An informal vote showed the preferences of tho
delegations as follows: Tilden 0, Davis 3,Hancock 1. The Hancock mau and one Davis man
no doubt will go to TiMeu on
the second or
third ballot.
Kansas—Gen, C. W. Blair chairman. It was
the unanimous opinion of this delegation that
the two-thirds rule should be adhered to
No
aotion was taken to indicate preferences of the
delegation, but it is known they favor soft
money.
Nevada—A. C. Ellis chairman. Thisdelegation will vote as a unit and lean strongly toward Tilden.
Michigan—Wm.L Webber chairman. The
meeting was addressed by Messrs. Stephen
.ooigeui auu omers in opposition to Xililen.
The delegation stands 17 Tilden and 5 for
Hendricks, but three of the latter will probably change to Tilden.
Mississippi—Gen. E. C. Waltham Chairman.
A resolution was adopted pledging the delegation to vote as a unit for Tilden as long as there
is any show of his being elected.
New Hampshire—Geo, P. Putnam chairman.
The delegation stands 0 Tilden and one-for
Thurman.
Maine—Samuel J. Anderson chairman. The
first ballot of the delegation will be cast solid
for Tilden.
Kentucky—W.P. C. Breckenridge chairman.
A resolution was adopted instructing the delegates to present to the convention the resolutions passed by the Kentucky State convention calling for the repeal of the resumption
act, bat favoring the return to specie payment
as

soon

as

possible.

Tlldcu’s Outlook.
There is no organized effort of great force for
any candidatejexcept JTilden. The audacity of
his supporters sweeps everything before it and
makes the mention of other names seem puerile. This is more prominently so than in the
case of Blaine’s support in Cincinnati, and his
friends claim almost everything, and his nomination on the second ballot with the requisite
two-thirds for the two-thirds rule will be adhered to.
It is true that important delegations, such as
Wisconsin, Michigan and North Carolina have
promised solid or nearly solid votes for Tilden,
but after all the result will depend on the
action of the Southern delegates. They are
mostly lookers on up to this time, their vipws
being well expressed by Gov. Walker of Virginia. The governor said that the delegation
being from the Old Dominion whose people
had accepted the results of the war, and were
in true unison with the neonle of the north.
nail come to bt. Louis with a firm determination to ascertain what man tbe north preferred
as their standard bearer for 1876, and join heart
and hand in their support of that man.
JobuMorrisey has circulated industriously
among the delegations. He was invited before
the Louisiana delegation this afternoon and addressed them in behalf of Tilden.
With this flood for Tilden many rumors have
originated calculated to strengthen him, which
when run down prove false. For instance, it
was circulated that Carl Schurz would
speak at
the Southern to-night for TildeD, but as Mr.
Schurz is in Pennsylvania, that cannot be, auil
his partner here pronounced the story without
foundation. Another gave it that a combination between the supporters of Tilden and
Hendricks had been effected, tbe latter to take
the second place. This story the ludiana delegation pronounced unfounded, “f am an old
soldier,” said Gen. Mauson, “and never change
front in face of the enemy.” We shall stand
by Gov. Hendricks to the end. If the Convention nominates Gov. Tilden, they will seek
elsewhere for a second to the ticset. The
Indiana delegates are firm, but are not boast-

ing.

Tlic New York Delegation.
At a meeting of the New York delegation
this evening a letter was read from Horatio
Seymour, declining in most positive terms auy
nomination that might he tendered by tbe
Democratic party. He confessed that a declination appeared ratber hasty when considering
tbe fact that no nomination bad been tendered,
but bad declined thus early in order that no
ballots may be wasted on his name.
After some preliminary action, a formal tost
vote was taken, with the view of ascertaining
the preference of the delegates, which resulted
as follows:—Tilden 52, Seymour 7, Hendricks
7, Church 1, Hoffman 1, Hancock 1, Dayard 1.

The Centennial anniversary of the day on
which the people of the United States declared
their right to a separate and equal station
among the powers of the earth seems to demand an exceptional observance. The founders of the government at its birth in its
feebleness invoked the blessings and the protection of a Divine Providence, and the thirteen
colonies and three millions of people have
expanded into a nation of strength aud numbers commanding the position which then was
demanded, and for which fervent prayers were
then offered. It seems fitting that on the
occurrence of the hundredth anniversary of our
existence as a nation, our grateful acknowledgment should be made to Almighty God for the
protection and the bounties which He had
vouchsafed to our beloved country. I therefore invite the good people of the United States
on the approaching 4th day of
July, in addition to the usual obserymces with which they
are accustomed to greet the return of the day,
further in such manner and at such time as in
their respective localities and religious associations may be most convenient, to mark its
recurrence by some public religious and devout
thanksgiving to Almighty God for the blessings which have been bestowed upon us as a
nation during the centenary of our existence,
and humbly to invoke a .continuance of His
favor and his protection.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused tbe seal of the United States
to be affixed. Done at the City of Washington
this 2Gth day of June, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, and of the independence of the United
States of America the one hundredth.
U. S. Grant.
By the President,
Hamilton Pish. Secretary of State.
The Bounty Bill.
Washington, June 26.—The Senate milita*
ry committee in reporting favorably today on
the House bill to equalize bounties, amend it
by striking from the list of its beneficiaries all
sailors and marines, slaves and Indians, and
also by omitting tbe requirement that bounties
received under state laws shall be deducted
from the total of 88J for each month of service
provided by this bill.
Senoator Jlorrill> Beclination Probable.
Senator Morrill today had an interview of
some length with the President.
The conversation had reference to the existing condition of
tbe appropriation bills and the embarrassmeut
which presented itself to the Senator upon the
subject of relinvuishing his office as chairman
of tbe Committee on Appropriations, to accept
the office of Secretary of the Treasury.
The report quite prevalent today that Mr.
Morrill will not qualify as Secretary is considered well founded.
It is not improbable that
tbe Senator will regard it as entirely consistent
with public service to decline the position, and
that the President may send another nomination to the Senate before the first of July.
Various Hlattcr*.
Representative Randall did not leave for St.
Louis last night as he intended, owing to the
condition of the bills reported from the appropriation committee of which he has charge.

Forty Fourth

Congress—First Session.
SENATE.

Washington, D. C., June 26.
Spencer, from the Military Committee, reported favorably on the Senate bill to limit and
fix the sigDal service. Placed on the callendar.
Logan, from the Military Committee, repott-

ed amendments to the House bill to equalize
bounties. Placed on the calendar.
Anthony, from the Printing Committee, reported favorably a resolution to print ths report of Geo. Davidson, coast survey, illustrating methods of irrigation employed in India
and Southern Europe. Passed.
Morrill of Maine called up the message of the
President in regard to continuing the unexpended balauce of appropriations into the next fiscal year and£moved it be referred to theCommittee on Appropriations. So ordered.
Spencer, from the Committee on the District
of Columbia, to which was recommended the
Dill providing tor the assessment and collection
of taxes for the support of the government of
the District of Columbia, reported the bill continuing in force duriDg the next fiscal year the
tax bill passed at the last session, with amendments providing that the taxes shall be paid in
December and providing that cemeteries, free
public libraries and charitable institutions shall
be exempt from taxation as well as other institutions mentioned in the old law.
Bill was discussed at some length including
the question of taxation of public buildipgs in
the District of Columbia.
At the expiration of the morning hour the
bill was laid over.
Conkling, from the Judiciary Committee, reported without amendment the Senate bill to
punish the counterfeiting of trade mark on
goods and the sale or dealing in the same.
Placed on the calendar.
The army appropriation bill was taken up
and Mr. Allison explained its provisions and
amendments proposed by the Committee on

Appropriations.

The committee had agreed to strike out the
first eight sections of the House hill which reorganized the army, not feeling authorized to
examine that subject. The amount appropriated is therefore increased from $24,283,26!) to

$27,561,361.

A long discussion followed on the question
of striking out the sections noted, during
which Mr. Logan said the Military Committee
had determined to postpone the bill reducing
the army as it was late in the session and the
bill would require a great deal of time and attention, and besides the present was a bad
time to cut down the army.
The amendment proposed by the committee
to strike out the eight sections reorganizing
the army, reducing pay, &c., was agreed to,
yeas 24, nays 13.
Maxey voted with the Republicans in the
affirmative. Other amendments proposed by
the committee were agreed to as follows:
Increasing the appropriation for the expenses of
the commanding general’s office from $2000 to
$5000, and that for expenses of recruiting and
transportation of recruits from $75,000 to $105,000. The House bill provided that no money
appropriated by the act shall be paid for recruiting the army beyond the number of 22,000
enlisted men. The Committee on Appropriations reported an amendment to make the
number of enlisted men 25,000, including Indians, scouts and hospital stewards, and providing that nothing in the act shall be construed
to prevent enlistments for the signal service
which shall hereafter beSmaintained as now organized and with the force of enlisted men now
provided by law. The amendment was agreed
to.
House bill also contained a clause providing
that hereafter the number of enlisted men in
the signal service shall not exceed 350. Senate
committee reported an amendment to strike
out this clause and it was agreed to.
Other amendments reported by the committee wero agreed to as follows: Increasing the
appropriation for the army from $0,154,788 to
$'.),Ub8,o74; providing that from and alter the
1st of January next there shall be no more
than 40 paymasters in the army, the reduction
to be made by dropping from the rolls the juilior commissioners until the maximum of 40
was reached.
Other amendments reported by the Committee on Appropriatious were agreed to as follows: Increasing the number of Indian scouts
from 150 to 300, and increasing the appropriation for that purpose from $23,000 to $16,800;
increasing the appropriation for the pay oi
contract surgeons from $107,700 to $215,573;
increasing the number of paymasters’ clerks
from 42 to 52, and appropriating $02,000 instead of $50,000 for their compensation; increasing the number of hospital stewards from
200 to 250, and the appropriation for the compensation from $72,000 to $90,000; increasing
the appropriation lor pay to soldiers for clothing not drawn from $300,000 to $400,009; increasing the appropriation for postage on letters, compensation of citizen witnesses attending upon court martial, &c., $80,000 to $100,300; increasing the appropriation for the subsistence department from $1,908,686 to $2,200,300; increasing the appropriation for the quartermaster's department from $3,360,G67 to $4,300,000, and that for the purchase of horses for
cavalry and artillery from $105,784 to $250,000;
increasing the appropriation for the transportation of the army from $2,817,804 to $3,900,300, and for the construction of military depots
it such points as may be selected by the Scoielary of War, and all existing military posts,
the maintenance of which may be rendered
necessary by the erection of new posts, shall be
tbandoued soon as practicable. Agreed to.
The amendments increasing the
appropriation for the construction and repair of hospitals
trom $61,404 to $100,000; for the purenase and
tnanulacture of clothing, &e., from $383,221 to
>500,000; lor pay of superintendents of national
:emeteries from $42,000 to $57,750, and all contingent expenses ot the army from $50,000 to

$75,000, were agreed to. Also amendment? iucreasing the appropriations for the medical
department from $160,000 to $200,000, aud for

the manufacture of metalic ammunition for
small arms from $50,000 to $75,000.
Maxey submitted an amendment providing
that cavalry regiments may be recruited to 100
men iu each company, aud be kept as near as
possible to that number, and that a sufficient
force of cavalry shall be employed in defence of
the ltio Grande aud the Indian front er of
Texas. Agreed to.
The bill having been considered in committee of the whole it was reported to the Senate,
and the amendments made in the committee
were agreed to, yeas 25, nays 12.
Maxey voted
with the Republicans in the atftmative.
The bill was then read a third time and passed.
The Chair laid before the Senate the special
order, being the bill for the issue of silver
coin.
Mr. Conklmg moved that the committee on
commerce be discharged from further consideration of the river and harbor appropriation
bill and that it be referred to the committee on
appropriations. Agreed to.
Senate then went into executive session and
when the doors were reopened at 6,15 o’clock

adjourned.

Sayler occupied

the chair.
Several bills were introduced.
Kasson offered a joint resolution that when
the Houses adjourned on Saturday it be to meet
on 10 o’clock Tuesday July 4th
at Independence Hall, Philadelphia, there to consider joint
resolution commemorative of Centenuial anniversary of American Independence, Referred
to committee on Centennial.
Neal introduced a Dill providing for the repeal of the resumption act and moved the previous question.
A point of order was passed by Kasson and
after discussion overruled.
Previous question was not seconded, 77 to
100, and Kasson rising to debate it the bill went
over under the rule.
Randall, from conference committee on the
legislative appropriation bill, reported the committee had been unable to agree and on his motion a new committee was appointed, consisting
of Randall, Springer, and Kasson.
Savage moved to put on its passage the bills
repeal the third section of the resumption act,
but a point of order by Kasson (that previous
notice not been given) was sustained and the
motion was uot entertained.
A motion to suspend the rules and pass the
bill to continue into the next fiscal year the appropriations made for the current year was rejected, 55 to 112.
Springer of Illinois offered a resolution instructing the Committee on Banking and Currency to report tomorrow a bill to repeal the
act.

Dennison of Vermont interposed a motion
adjourn, which was rejected—yeas 8, nays
179.
The morning hour expired and the resolution
went over without action.
Buckner of Missouri, chairman of the District Committee, submitted the majority and
minority reports in reference to affairs of the
District of Columbia. Ordered printed and recommitted.
laulkner of West Virginia, from tbe Committee on Foreign Affairs, reported a bill for
the relief of Edward O’M. Condon. It request?
the President to take such steps as in his judgment may tend to the release of said Condon
from imprisonment. Passed.
Luttrell of California moved to suspend the
rules and adopt a resolution for tbe appointment of a select committee on Chinese emito

gration.

ltejected.

The resolution was then referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Terry of Va., moved to suspend the
rules and pass the bill reviving tbe law for the
payment for horses and equipment lost during
the war, and extending the time for the filing
of claims therefor. Adopted.
Mr, Keilly of Pa., moved to suspend the
rules and pass the bill for the issue of disused
government arms to states and territories for
their protection against Indians. Adopted.
Mr. Caldwell of Tenn., moved to suspend the
rules and adopt a resolution declaring that retrenchment and reform are matters of imperative necessity; that it is not the mere cry of
demagogism but a problem demanding the
attention and worthy the highest ability of the
representatives of the people and that no party
is fit to govern the country who cannot solve
it; that it is in vain to look to the executive
officers for reform; that the Senate is neither
by the theory of tbe American system nor by
its composition fitted for tbe task; that tbe
House has constitutional power to protect a radical reform; that all bills for raising the revenue should originate in the House and that no
money should be drawn from the treasury except in consequence of appropriations made by
law; that those provisions of the constitution
were designed to invest the
House with entire
control over the public purse; that this power
of supply is in England invested in the House
House of Commons, ana lias been zealously
guarded by it, and is the “pearl heyond price”
beyond which the liberties ot England would
long since have fallen under the despotism ot
the crown.
The principal points of this resolution were
compiled from a speech of John Sherman
while a member of the House in 1857.
The vote on the motion to suspend tbe rules
and adopt the resolution was yeas 93, nays 35.
No quorum voting House adjourned.

Damage by l.igUtniug—A Senispnrl Sailor
Killed.
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Medway, owned by Samuel Davis, was struck
by lightning yesterday and burned. Loss $4000;
insured $2000.
James Goodall, a quarryman at West Quincy, was killed yesterday by lightning.

A frame building used for mill purposes at
West Gloucester, was struck by lightning last
night and burned. Doss $3000; partially insured.
The schooner B. P. Chase of Searsport,
Maine, anchored in Boston harbor, was struck
William
by lightning and lost her foremast.
Woodbury, one of the crew, was instantly
killed. He was about 23 years old and belonged in Searsport.

Taunton, June 2(1.—There was a severe
thunder storm here last night, and the lightning did great damage, The gale prostrated a
good deal of timber in Norton, and the lightning killed a valuable cow in Taunton and set
the underbrush burning, the shower only preventing a forest fire.
METEOROLOGICAL,
probabilities for the next
HOURS.

twenty-four

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

Officer, Washington, D.C.,

)
>

June 27, (1 A. M.) j

For New England,
and the middle Atlantic coast, warmer southwest winds possibly shifting to northerly except the southern stations, rising barometer
and generally clear weather.

do.
ruited States new 5’s.
| fluted States 10-40s, coup.
< lurrencv 6’s.
The following were the closing
j itooks:
Western Union Telegraph Co,cx-dv....
] \acific Mail.
?cw York Central & Hudson R K.
Crie...

Foreign Notes.
Paris newspapers say that the powers are
again exercising pressure at Belgrade to induce Servia to abandon her warlike attitude.
Grevy, President of the Chamber of Deputies, is said te have advised Gambetta semiofficially and in a friendly manner, to discontinue the sittings of the Budget committee at
Palais Bourbon in Paris.
The Dunham (England) colliers have accepted the proposed arbitration.
Austria is taking precautions for the preservation of strict neutrality in ease of a conflict
between Servia and Turkey.
MINOR

TELEGRAMS.
The New York Orangemen have voted not to
parade July 12, but will visit the Centennial

exhibition.
Eugene. F. Miles, ex-mayor of Fitchburg,
died yesterday of apoplexy.
The friends of Judge Davis in Bloomington,
111., feel authorized t® deny that he will decline the nomination if tendered.
The Brooklyn stone cutters are now on a

strike,
100,000 people Sunday went to ltackaway

and Cony Islands.
The weather was extremely hot in New York

yesterday.

The force in the New York post office will be
«

UIJ

lOU.

XL

prelerred.
Michigan Central.
Jnion Pacific Stock.

*anama.
^ake Shore..
llinois Central.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred....
tfew Jersey Central..
Rock Island.
>t. Paul.
>t. Paul preferred.

$5000.

Republican

State Convention in Vermont met today.
There are three candidates—
Peck
and
Mead—and the contest is
Kstey,
likely to be very warm.
An exhibition of hygiene was opened at
Brussels yesterday by the King and Queen,

FINANCIAL AND COI?IiTIER€l AL
Wholesale Market*

Monday, Juno 2G.—The markets are generally
firm to-day with but little change to note.
Sugars
are quite strong and active at lOgc for
granulated
and 9gc for Extra C. Flour is firm and sales aro
quite large. Grain is steady and prices show no
change. Molasses is quiet and sales are rather glow.
Teas are slow at present.
FREIGHTS—We notice the charter
the Brig Mary C. Marriner from New
land with deal. Schr. J. B. Marshal
bec to New York with ice at $1 25.

1014

Providence Print Cloth* market.
Providence, Juno 26 —Printing Cloths market
[lull at previous quotations—3$ @ 3gc for best standard audjextra 64 x 64 goods.
Domestic market*.
New "Souk. June 26—Evening.—Flour—receipts
29,399 bbls; sales 11,400 bbls; the market is dull and
still rules strongly in buyers favor; No 2 at 2 25 @
3 00; Superfine Western and State at 3 50 @4 10;

extra Western and State at 4 50 @4 95; choice do
at 5 00 @ 5 50; White Wheat Western extra at 5 55
@ 6 80; Fancy White Wheat Western at 6 85 @ 7 75;
extra Ohio at 4 75 @7 00: extra St Louis at 5 00 @
8 75; Patent Minnesota extra at 5 75 @ 7 00; choice
at,7 05@ 9 00; Southern flour at 4 85 @ 8 75. Rye
flour steady. Cornmeal slight in buyers favor at 2 65
@3 65. Wheat—receipts211,943 bush; sales 92,000
bush; good dry parcels unchanged; infeiior and soft
grades easier to purchase; demand moderate; 1 00 @
1 20 for ungraded Spring;94c @ 100 lor No 3 Chicago;
1 06 for No 3 Milwaukee ;112 @ 114 for No 2 Chicago;
1 17 @ 118J- tor No 2 Milwaukee; 1 20 @ 1 31 lor No 1
Spring; 95c for inferior Winter Red Western; 1 31
for No 1 Sheboygan to arrive. Rye is dull. Cornreceipts 121,290 bush; sales 140,000 bush; the market
is firm with a lair export and home trade demand ;49
@ 54c lor damaged and heated Western Mixed; 54Jc
for no grade Mixed; 56 @ 57c for steamer Mixed; 59c
for graded low Mixed; 59J @ 60c for giaded Mixed;
62c for granded Yellow 56 (a> 604c for Zunsrranded new
western Mixed. Oats—receipts ot 67,571 bush; the
market is without decided change in price with a
moderate inquiry; sales 4G,000 bush; 33* @ 42c for
Mixed Western and State; 34 @ 45c ior White Western {Including rejected at 33* @ 34c; No 2 New York
at 36*@ 37c; do No 1 at 41c; No 2 do White 37; No 2
Sugar is quiet aud firm at 7* @
Chicago at 39c.
81c tor fair to good refining; 8Jc for prime; 500 hhds
Muscovado at 7* @ 8*c; retined very firm at 9} @ 9g
for standard A; 10* @ 10*c for granulateed; lo*c for
crushed and powdered. Molasses is unchanged. Rice
is quiet. Petroleum is very firm; crude at 8§; refined, at 15|c. Tallow is dull at 8 9-16 @ 8gc. Naval
Stores—Rosin is quiet at 1 70 @ 1 75. Turpentine is
quiet at 30c for Spirits. Pork is firm with a better
Beef is
export demand; new mess at 19 30 @ 19 40.
quiet. Cut Meats quiet; middles heavy at 10*c lor

Western long clear; lOf @10} for city long clear.
Lard very quiet, opened firmer and closed with the
advance lost;|prime steam at 11 40 @ 1147*. closed at
1140.

Freights to Liverpool auiet.
Chicago, June 26.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is in lair demand and lower No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 03* on spot and seller Auguat; 1 04 for
seller July; 1 04* @ 1 04} seller Augnst; No 3 at 89*;
rejected at 77 @ 78c. Corn is in fair demand; No 2
at 46} on spot; 47*6 bid seller June; 46ic seller July;
46}c seller August. Oats are quiet and steady. Rye
in fair demand at 68 @ 69c. Barley firm at 58c on the
spot; 58 @ 59*c seller July. Provisions—Pork steady
at 1910

@ 19 15 on spot; 18 95 seller July. Lard is
at 1115 @ 11 20on spot; 1115 @ 1117* seller
Bulk Meats steady and in fair demand ;shoulders 7 @ 7|c; clear rib sides 9}; clear sides 10*.
Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 92,00u bush w beat,300,000 bush corn, 89,000 bush oats. 3000
bush barley,
4.000 bush oi rye.
Shipments-12,000 bbls hour, 46,000 bush wheat, 321000 bush corn, 4,000 busn oats, 400 bush barley,
1000 bush rve.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
was easier at 103* @ 1 03} seller July; seller for August 1 04*. Corn quiet at 46* @ 46*c seller July; 46*
@ 46|c seller August. Oats quiet aud lower at 29}c

steady
July.

or

July.

26.—Flour is dull. Wheat dull;
No 2 White Wabah at 1 31*; No 1 White Michigan at
1 27*; No 2 White Michigan at 113*; extra White
Michigan at 1 33*; Amber Michigan 1 18*; seller for
July 118}; No 2 do 95c; No 2 Red Winter at 1 18*.
Corn is dull; High at 51|c; seller for July 51*; seller
August held at 52*c; low Mixed 48c; no grade at
at 47c; Daytan and Michigan 43}c. Oats quiet; No 2
at 31 Jc; White 34*c; Michgan held at 32c.
Receipts—150 bbls flour 22,000 bush Wb*at, 14,000
bush Corn, 15.0C0 bush Oats.
Sbipments-500 bbls flour, 48,000 bush Wheat,|54,000
bush Corn, 48,000 bush Oats.
St Louis, June 26.—Flour market is unchanged.
Wheat is unsettled; No 2 Red Fall at 1 54 cash. Corn
No 2 Mixed at 42* @ 43c bid cash; 43c seller June.
Oats—No 2 Mixed at 3u*c bid. Rye at 67 @ 68. Barley—no sales. Pork at 19 75 @ 20 00. Dry salted
Meats nominally unchanged. Bacon stift'er; shoulders 8* @ 82; clear rib sides aud clear sides 11* @ 11*
and at 12* @ 12}. Lard held firmly; Winter at 11*

Toledo,

June

asked

Receipts—2,500 bbls flour, 105,000 bush wheat, 112,bush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 0000 bush barley,
1.000 bush rye, 00 bogs, 00 cattle.
Milwaukee, June 26.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat closed weak; No 1 Milwaukee at
113}; hard do at 1 21; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 05; for
seller July 1 055; seller August 1 07; No 3 do at 90c.
Corn is nominally firm; No 2 at 44* @ 45c. Oats are
quiet; No 2 at 29*c. Rye is less firm and in fair demand ; No 1 at 72*. Barley is nominally steady; No2
Spring at 72c; No 3 Spring at 40c.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour, 99,000 bush wheat.
000

Shipments—9,000

bbls

flour, 158,000

bush wheat.

Detroit, June 25.—Flour is quiet aud steady;
at 5 75 @6 50.
Wheat is dull and *@*c
lower; No 1 White Michigau ottered at 135; 129 is
asked seller July. Corn nominal; No 2 Mixed at 43c.
Oats heavy; Mixed at 32c.
White

bush com, 4000 busli oats.
Shipments—800j bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat, 0000
bush com, C25 bush oats.
Cincinnati, June 26.—Pork is firm and held at
20 00. Lard inactive; steam 11}; kettle at 13 @
13}.
Bulk Meats are strong; shoulders at 7} bid; clear rib
sides—sales at 10; held higher; clear sides 10} @ 10}.
Bacon is firm; shoulders at 8} @ 8}; clear rib sides
at 10} @ 11c; clear sides at 11} @ 11}. Hogs are Arm;
fair to good light 5 85 @ 5 90; fair to good heavy at
6 10 @ 6 25; receipts 1200 head; shipments 243 head.
Cleveland June 26.—The Petroleum market is
in good demand and unchanged; standard at 12;
prime White at 13 in car lots
New Fork, June 26.—Cotton is dull; Middling

uplands

12c.

Orleans, June 26.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands ll}c.
Charleston, June 26.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands at ll}c.
Savannah, June 26.—Cotton quiet; Middling upNew

lands lie.

Mobile,June 26.—Cotton market'quiet aud easier;
Middling uplands at ll}c.
Wilmington, June 2G.—Cotton nominal {Middling
uplands lU}c.
Louisville, June 26.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands ll}c.
Augusta,June 26.—Cotton market is dull, nothing
doing; Middling uplands ll}c.
Norfolk, June 28.—Cotton is dull; Middling up-

lands

at

European Markets.
M.—Consols at 94 3-16

June 24—12.30 P.
for money and account.
London, June 24—12.30 P.

M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1867, 108}; new 5’s at 106}.
Erie Railway preferred 18.
London, June 26—3,30 P. M.—Consols at 94} for
money and account.
Liverpool,f June 26.—12.30 P.M.—Cotton market
dull aud easier; Middling uplands at 6}d; do Orleans
at 6}d; sales of 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales for
specuation and export; receipts 6700 bales, of which
300 bales were American.
MARRIED.
In

Livermore, Juno 20, Everett E. Ranger and Miss

Julia F. Lee,

Brunswick, June 14. Orlando M. Bibber and
Miss Cordelia M. Orr, both of Harpswell.
In Waterville, June 17, Chas. H.'Dantorth and Mrs
Susan E. Brann.
In Liberty, June 18, Geo. H. Gates of Vassalboro
and Miss F. Louise Bryant of Knox.
In

aged
In

W. True & Co.

_

Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, June 26.]
$1,600 Maine State 6s,. .nog
$1,000 Eastern K. 7’s. notes.52*
5 Boston & Maine Railroad...
gg|
Second Call.
25 Eastern Railroad-.-.,,.. 97
Boston Stock

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York. June 26—Eveniug.—Money easy at 2
@ 2£ per cent. 011 call. Sterling Exchange is strong
at 487} @ 488 for 60
days and 489}@4g0 for de-

mand.
Gold closed at 112 '?$ 1121, declined to 112 and rcS
covered to 112J; loano 1 @ 6 per cent, per annum anu
1-64 per cent, per day.
The clearances at the Gold
Exchange Bank were 27,000,000. Treasury disbursements $420,000 in gold, $15,000 in silver.
The customs receipts to-day were $307,000. Governments
£
@ £ higher and firm.
Stocks dull and heavy, closing at lowest point of
the day. Michigan Central was
exceptionally strong
in early dealings and advanced from 49
@ soi, but
the improvement was afterwards lost.
The following were rho closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881.....1231

United States 5-20’s 1865, old.....
115J

Office Hours, No. 4 Elm Si., frr.m 9 lo 10
A. M., at Residence Iroi n 4 » o O 1*. M.
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FISHING

B.

T.

TACKLE,

D

EVER OFFERED IN PORTLAND

Temple Streets,

PORTI.AN D, ME.

TROUT

FURNITURE

AVIS,

Comer Federal aud
myl3

sueodSm

■nay be found at

TACKLE

46

Sporting Goof**, Wholesale

And
tail.

and Re
G. Id. IiAlliEV,
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Hemorrhage

Bleeding from llie
Lungs.

or

1;

PHYSICIAN AND

and af
•

lC

THA YE

Exchange St.,

G, A. Whitney & Co.,

Hundreds of severe cases have Leer radically cured
use ot Dr. Morse’s Inhalations.
Also Catarrh
Throat and all Lung troubles.
ruy97end.tw3msn

by the

DitT

OF-

—

Gun*, Revolver* nml Ai hitluniiion of all
kinds.
Agent for JL ai'liu A- Knnd’a
Orange Powder. Whol c«nlr anil Retail.
Gun* and Fishing Bods repaired.

will astonish
every one!

Prices that

SURGEON,

Lntc of Philadelphia,
—

CONSULTED

Sid 24th, schs Wm Thomas, Charles W Morse, A

ItE

CAN

—

FREE
his

at

Hammond.

BCSTON—Ar 24th, schs Ada B, (Br) Draper, Portland; Agnes, Perkins, Elizabethport; Calvin, Clark,
New York; Lilian, Ryan, Belfast; Pallas, Rhoades,
Rockland; Revenue, Wright, Bath; Belle, Dunton,

Mechanics’

rooms

Bankrupt Stock

CHARGE

OF
in

of

^

Hall

42 years.

Cumberland,

ArmidaC Hall, Hall, Alexandria; John Famum,
Tracey, Hoboken; David B Newcomb, Hickey, Eastport; CW Dexter, Dunton, Bath; Pemaquid, Fossett, Bristol; P S Lindsey, Johnson, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 24th, schs Delni, Emerson, Georgetown, DC; S J Lindsey, Kennedy, and Judge Low,
Hallo we II, Elizabeth port; Mary E Gage, Smith, ini
Elizabethport; Hume, Calderwood, Rockland; Ruth
S Hodgdon, Melvin, do.
Ar 25th, schs Danl Breed, Higgins, and Montezuma, Pinkbam. Bangor; Zone, Rice, do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th, sch Robert Woodruff,
Lewis. Wiscasset.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24th, schs Kate Walker, Veazie, and Alfred Keen, Keating, Philadelphia; Tantamount, Pendleton, and Wellington, Barber, New
York; Gen Hall, Gross, do; Mabel Hall, Bartlett,
Hobokea.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Marseilles 21st, brig Myronus, Higgins, from
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 3d inst, ship El Capitan, Lincoln,
Cagliari, (and sailed 4th lor Calcutta.)
Sid fm Liverpool 24th inst. ships Alice D Cooper,
Humphrey, United States; Wm A Campbell, Curl-

Euiltling,

The Doctor is

a

Graduate of both the Allopathic aud
Homoeopathic Schools,

Office Hours 9

deB

lo
to

19 A. M., 1
8 P. M.

FORES T

arm

sympioms

oi me

Algiers.

testimony of Mrs. B. S. Hunt, of Portland, Me. Get
a cake ot your druggist, or by sending 35 cents to
The Forest Tar Co„ Portland, Me.

LLatest by European
Sid fm Liverpool 11th inst, Herbert Black, Treat,
steamers.l

Valparaiso.

Arat Gloucester 10th inst, Speedwell, Mitchell,
Wiscasset.
Ar at Falmouth 12th inst, Elipbalet Greeley,Watts,
Pabellon.
Sid 10th, Ella S Thayer, Gilmore, (from Lobos)
for Hamburg; 12th, Hattie E Tapley, Tapley, for
Hamburg.
Ar at Belfast 12th, Nevcrsink, Barstow, Baltimore;
Alberti, Hinckley, do,
Ar at Queenstown 13th, Keystone, Thompson, fm
New York.
Sid 13th, Almon Bird, Drinkwater, Southampton.
Sid fm Queenstown 11th inst, John C Potter, McClure, Hamburg; T L Sweet. Griffin, Limerick.
Ar at Kilrush 7th, Daisy Boynton, Appleby, from
Boston.
Ar at Dundalk 10th inst, S B Hume, Diggins, fm
St John, NB.
Ar at Cette 5th inst, Tubal Cain, Stone. New York.
Cld at Rotterdam 9th inst, Emma L Partridge.
Partridge, Newcastle.
Sid fm Alicante 8th inst, Giles Loring, Anderson,
New York.
Ar at Algeciras May 26, Nellie Star, Poland, from
Marseilles tor Boston.
Sid fin Bassein May 3d, Premier, McGilvery, for
England.
Ar at Kurracbeo May 15, Charlotte A Littlefield,
Carver, Cardifi.
SPOKEN.

April 23, lat 16 02 S. Ion 28 10 W, ship L
from Lobos for Queenstown.
April 20, lat 6 S, Ion 29 W, ship Yo Semite, from
Liverpool for Valparaiso.
Jnno 6. oil the Wight, ship John O Baker, Ponnel), from Philadelphia for Antwerp.
Juno 22, lat 40 59, Ion 63 31, barque G Reusens,
bound East.

Walsh,

Keep the Liver Active.
The above is a sound health maxim. In order
that the functions of digestion, evacuation and
secretion shall be discharged with that degree of
regularity and vigor which is essential to the well
being ot both body and mind, the liver, upon whose
activity they are dependent for their dne performance, must be kept in good working order.
Calomel and blue pills, besides being hurtful mineral
drugs, only partially and temporarily rectify disorders or sluggishness of the great biliary gland.
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, on the contrary, accomplish thoroughly what the above medicines fail
in doing, and are besides a safe as well as potent
remedy tor disorders of the stomach, bowels and
organs of urination, as well as an unequalled general
invigorant.

They

are,

moreover,

a

sterling

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

EASTMAN BROS.
Will offer Cliis neck, at very

LOW

PRICES

LINEN
BASQUES

SUITS,

AND

OVERSEW,

Dusters and Ulsters.

elsewhere.”

iroumc

market.

lOO PARLOR SLITS

no

ot our

hall pure Hair. Best suits all
pure Hair.
All our Furniture put tu the best
order and delivered tree ot charge.
Our tacilities arc such for manufacturing and buying that we shall
not be undersold.
Parties about purchasing will

one

That is the

snDm

Walter Corey and Dexter S. Kice, under the
firm name of WALTER COREY & CO., is this
day
dissolved by mutual consent. All persons having accounts are requested to call at once and settle the
same with Walter Corey at 18 Free street.
WALTER COREY,
DEXTER S. RICE.

certainly

NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

99

DEXTERS. RICE,
J. H. HOOPER.

I have this day sold all my interest in the firm of

Corey & Co.,

W.H.Kohling’s,

the junior partner, DEXTER S. RICE, and J. H
HOOPER, who will continue the business at the
same place and under the same firm name, and
would take this opportunity to thank friends and
the public for the many favors received during a
long series of years and cheerfully recommend the
members of the new firm to their confidence and
patronage.
to

99 EXCHANGE ST.
Do you want a Business Suit in
the latest style of Goods and make 1
Go to

WALTER COREY,

Portland, June 1,1876.

W. H. koliling's.

ju2snlwteod3w

CAUCUSES.
Gorham.
The Republicans of Gorham will meet at the Town
House on TUESDAY, the 27th of June, at 3 o’clock
in the afternoon to elect delegates to attend the Congressional Convention which meets in Portland on
the 29th inst.
Per order of
THE TOWN COMMITTEE.
June
Gorham,
9th, 1875.
dtd

Buzz !

Bite !

J\o.

Do you want the
tlie season ]

in this

City.

OHLING

:

lmiei’t

can

SCREEUS No.
99
—

AND

SCREEN

It you want your Clothes made
in the most workmanlike manner
and a perfect lit every time, go to

DOORS,

DEALER

chinery

KOHLING’S,
99 EXCHANGE ST.

manner and warranted to suit.
we can do work for less than any

Having MaCarpenter

afford to.
Portable and

can

Folding Canopy Frames and Cauoalways on hand. These frames cau be adjusted
Eies
y a peculiar clamp to Bed, Crib, Cradle, Lounge,

Sofa, Chair, Desk, &c.,

in

indispensable iu travelling,

of sickuess.

A CARD.
I take this
to return to
my patrons in
Portland and vicinity my sincere thanks for their
patronage in the past, and am pleased to announce
that I am constantly receiving and have on hand the
choicest and most stylish French, German and American goods, which I propose to make up in as good
a manner as can be done elsewhere and at as reasonable rates. 1 shall be pleased to show my goods to
all who are trying the market.
No garment is allowed to go from my establishment which does not give perfect satisfaction,

opportunity

minute’s time, and are
for children, or in cases

a

MIDDLE

Manufactory
jul3

ST„

Oor. Cross & Fore Sts..

PORTLAND, RUE.

make it at

Exchange St.

—

in Wire, Linen and Cotton Screen Goods
Proprietor of the Best Sliding Screen in the
Market. It is made for either the inside or outside of
the window, and may be raised to the top or taken
out at pleasure, sliding independent of the sash.
A Good Common Screen for Fifty Cents.
Don’t
buy the Painted Linen Netting as it is not clear and
will keep out the air. Wire is very much more durable and better as well as cheaper. All work done In
the best

aged 85 years.

InFryeburg, June 24, Air. Albion Page, aged

years.
In

White Shetland Shawls

Damariscotta,

aged 56 years.

Iu Damariscotta,
68 years.

June

72

5, Mr. Samuel Linscott,

FOR

<ltf

W.

75 cts. $1.00, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50
and $3.00.

June 12, Robert Day, Jr., aged

BLACK SILKS
At 75c, 80c,

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE

Bothnia.New York .Liverpool....June28
Columbus.New York. .Havana...., June 29
Minnesota.Boston— Liverpool.... June 28
.New York. .Liverpool.. July 1
City of Berlin
Ethiopia.New York .Glasgow.July 1
..

Sardinian.Quebec_Liverpool_July
Leo.New

York..Nassau.<&c..July

China.Boston.Liverpoo.July

Wyoming. ..New York.-Liveroool.... July
Abyssinia.New York..Liverpool_July
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana.July
City of Mexico..... .New York. .HaviSVCruz July
Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.July
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... July
Germanic .New York. .Liverpool... .July
Sarmatlan.Quebec.Liverpoo]... .July
Celtic...New York .Liverpool ..July
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.. ..July

1
1
1
4
5
6
6
8
8
05
15
15
18

No

[such value

Plain
lu

PORTLAND)

Monday, June 26.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Angrove, New York for
Halifax, NS.
Steamer New York, Winchester, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch Hattie Ross, Durgiu, Philadelphia, (ar 25tb)_
coal to Evans & Mooney.
Sch Grand Island,
Wheeler, Roudout—coal to
Maine Central RR.
Sch Young Sultan, Barter, Western Banks—400

In

great variety, including

Hcmanis, line Foulards, Scotch (ling,
hams, Cambrics, Knickerbockers,
Serges, &c., &c.
All to be Closed Cheap,

EASTMAN BROS.,
531
]'u'J7

EM.

Congress

Sch Laura & Eliza, Sinclair, Surry.

DEALERS

CLEARED.

Fox.
Sch Atwood, (Br) Atwood, Annapolis, NS—John
Porteous.
Sch Royal Arch, Crowell, Kennebec, to load for

Philadelphia—[Boston charter.]

eutf

IN

Goyernment Bonds,
STOCK, &c.,
32 Exchange Street.
eodtf

BANK
my27

Capt Cbas Smith, of Cape Elizabeth, master of schr
Means, (which put into Savannah 14th inst In dis-

Sure to Come

STORE,
St'

232 niDDI K MT., where they wall
And the large*! Mtock of Ane Boot*
in ihi* Country.
Ifft. «. PAEA1EK.
jul2dtt

to

Jtw>

Side Lace Boots!

$3.50 and yonr old
Hat will buy a NEW
STYLE SUMMER Silk
Hat at A. L. MERRY’S
237 Middle
Street,
Sign of the Gold

I

A full assortment in French Kid, neat aud pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice Httiug Boots made to order lor
men or women.

M. Gr. PALMER.
ja28

Ut t

1852,^md

If R

formerly

Baltimore and

MEMORANDA.
Sch Samuel E Fabens, (of Portland) Lyman, from
New Orleans for Utilla, has been lost at gea. No particulars. cart Lyman’s daughter, who left the yes-

.

Has

Fine

Carriages.

Great Reduction in Pi ices of Laundry

We would respectfully inform
friends and the public that wc
have this day arranged with ITIr.
David Libby for the sale ot his

Work.

■thirl* with
Collar*
Pair 4'uII*

aplO

SM A W

Blue Store, 568 Congress

has received

removed to

Opposite Plymouth Church.

sntf

FANCY

an

|

STRAWBERRIES AM Bills
At

Wliolcnnlc aud Kefuil.
dtf

Sharp’s Preserved

i

Smoked

Halibut and Haddies,
family use, picnic parties, ami

t very nice article lor
•n board vessels at sea.

For

sale by Grocers generally.

Wm. Sliarp.

30* Commercial Street, I’orllaiKI, Vie.
.111

J"1--_

THE AERATED

Oxygen

Treatment.

\ GENUINE cure for Catarrh, Asthma,Kheumal!l tisra. Dyspepsia, Lung ami all Chronic Dianas is still ottered to all who are afllicted, at 383
'ougren* Street. Portland, Ale., Boons J,
'nhoon Block, where a large number of testi-

lonials

assortment of

can

be

seen.

Consultation and trial dose free.

ARTICLES,
I

Laces, Jackets, Fichus, Ac.

jut#

U2w *

Street,

ju23

lilt

WITH NEW

SI.
J3m

receives daily large lots of

PLUM STREET,

,

«•

C HAFFiY BROS.,

Horse and Carrriage Mart,
PORTLAND, JTIK.

ctnla

3
<>

-----

PorllniMl JLiiunilry, J'J Union

he
a
manufacturer,
being
thorough mechanic attends personally to the construction of
every part. ITIr. Libby has secured

file assistance ot some ot the best
workmen licit were in the employ
ol C. P. Kimball, anti having no
expensive warerooms and factory
to support, has given us instructions to sell 15 or 20 per cent
lower than the same class oi work
will be sold by any
Portland
manufacturer. Work guaranteed
equal to any and fully warranted.
Wc feel confident we cun satislv
any one ol the superiority of ITIr.
Libby's work and please them
with prices.

|.*|

Bonom*

------

Carriages, and shall keep a full
assortment in stock oi their superb
work.
ITIr. Libby's facilities lor
the manufacture ol flue work is
unsurpassed by any Portland

jul3

*

LIVE AND LET LIVE IS OUR MOTTO.

MISS FLOOD,
15 FREE STREET,

NO. 609 CONGRESS STREET,
my6

Hat.

myl6dtf

_

REMOVAL.

tress) died 15th of fever.

Brig Castilian, 2GI tons, built in
fiwned at Portland, has been sold at
placed tinder the Norwegian flag.

COn«CSS

not

State and City Securities, F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Ilenry

H

St,

Payson& CO.,

Sch Nellie May, McDonald. Western Banks.

408

II. KOIILINCi,
99 Exchange Mt.

mien, Wmoen anil Children who are parli
cularto have eany fitting, good looking and serviceable Boots are

our

DRESS~GOODS

qtlsfisb.

Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias—lumber to W H
Breble.
Sch Ida C Spoliord, Ingalls, Calais.
Sch Com Tucker, Munroe, Prospect Harbor.
Sch Almoral, Hadlock, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Collector, Stinson, Deer Isle.

E T E

Marked down to Close.

|

PORT OF

Colored Silks,

Variety of Shades and Qualities.

One Job Lot all Wool Cashmere, at only
50 cts. per yard.
These goods are much undervalue.

Sun rises.4 26 I High water. 4.00 PM
Sun sets.7.40 Moon sets.11.30 PM

NEWS.

in the City at the
Prices.

’

LOTHROP’S PAPER
ju23

offered

~D

Wood
$1.00.
Stained,
wire, 50 cents.

$1,12 1-2

BLACK CASHMERE,

Minalnrv Almanac....June 127.

MARINE

90c, $1.00,
to $3.00.

D R A P

Black Walnut Screens
Tor

Suit of

lias the Goods and

BUEROWES,
or

Nobby

KOHLIM

Slap !

of Dollars in Paint and Fixtures.

Manufacturer of Fly

Exchange St.

vv

Protect Your Homes and Save Hundreds

E. T.

St.

Exchange

Do you want a Stylish Suit made
ot the best material and in the best
manner 2 Go to

NOTICE.

Over Palmer’s Shoe Store.

MCE BLACK LLAMA SHAWLS

dtf

nij'9

1, 1876.

Walter

money by calling

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

Having purchased Walter Corey’s interest in
the firm WALTER CCREY& CO., wo shall
combine the manufacture, wholesale and retail furniture business heretofore carried on by Walter Corey & Co., and J. H. Hooper, under the style of
Walter Corey & Co., at 18 Free street, Portland, Me.
June

save

on us.

Copartnership.

Portland,

manufacture, and the
we sell upholstered,

own

I cheapest suit

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
The copartnership heretofore existing between

NO. 230

A small lot ol

ever offered

entirely well and I discover

is

octl5

aDti-

dote to malaria.

bought tor cash, and will bo sold
lower than can be bought in this

These have only driven it

Soap, my

Ar at Cienfuegos 23d inst. brigs Five Brothers, Perkins, New York; L H Kimball, Storer, Pensacola.
Ar at Havana 24th inst, brig Raven, Wiley, New
York.
Passed Port Mulgrave NS 23d, barque F M Carvill,
Johnson, from Pictou for Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 24th inBt, sch Bowdoin, Randall, Portland.

Library Tables,

and caused it to appear elsewhere.
After using less than one cake ot your Forest Tar

ing, do.

Thomas 8th inst, sch Jas W Brown, Kain,
Berhice, (and sailed 11th for Caraenas); 10th, brig
Veazie,
Baroaboes. (and sailed 11th lor
Eugenia,
Turks Island); 11th, sch Gertrude E Smith,Jameson,

Top and

TAR.

“For twenty years I have been very much troubled
with Salt Rheum on my arm, for which l have tried
various washes and salves, besides the treatment o
my regular physician.

EACH,

300 Marble

5. and 6
tebl7sneodtt

lo

arm

Ar at St

10 PIECES

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disease,* of the Kye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute aud chronic diseases, warrants the assertion Hint he never fail*
lo cure where a care is possible.

from my

24, Mrs. Lois Underwood,

June

—

l/i

Cld 24th, brig Faustina, Connauton, St George, NB
Ar 25th, brig Lucy W Snow, Hall, Hoboken; schs

Kennebunkport, June 2Gtb, Frederic G. Smith,

CushiDg'same.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush eoruineal to G

STR EET,

(CON<SRE8S SQU ARE .)

Sew York.

more.

HORACE

—

NO. 608 CONGRESS

Manson. Manson, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, schs David Clarksou,
reland, Kennebec; M Tilton, do.
Cld 24th, brigs Mechanic, Hutchinson, Portland;
Howland, Lakeman, Boston; schs Mary E Webber,
iarris, Baracoa; C A Jones, Kent, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, schs Westerloo, Whitaker,
md Lizzie L Mills. Armstrong, Providence; Mexian. Haskell, New Haven.
Below, barque Henry Knight, from Caibarien.
Ar 26th, schs Victor Puig, Piukham, Baracoa; S E
Douglass, Bethel, Eleuthera.
Clu 24th, hrigs Cadet, Leighton. Lisbon; Ponvert,
doore, Kingston, Ja; Starlight, Tucker, Ilumacoa;
Kjh Kocheko, Harraden, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, schs Abby Wasson, Gray,
Calais tor Philadelphia; Congress, Willard, Bath lor
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 24th, sch Chancellor, Ferrason, Bridgeport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 23d, brig Mansanilla,
Walls, fin Calais for Providence; schs A Hammond,
Gloldthwaite. Gardiner for New York; Mary Riley,
Riley, and JM Carter, Carter. Kennebec tor do; T
Benedict, Crockett, New York lor do; Wm Thomas,
Littleiohn, and Geo W Jewett, Senuett, Gardiner for
lo; O J Willard,Wallace, Portland for Philadelphia;
Effie J Simmons, Harrington, Kennebec lor Balti-

TO

—

myl9tf
In

this week of
York to Portfrom KenneSchr. Grace

Foreign fSxporm.
ANNAPOLIS, NS. Br Schr Atwood—100 Hour 2
horse hakes, 1 case machinery.
HALIFAX. Steamer Bermuda—2100 bids flour
365 bags oats, 1158 do brau.

Notice.
M. YORK has withdrawn all the interest he had in our Copartnership.
R, R. YORK & SON.
Yarmouth, June 20, 1876.
ju21d6t*

HEJIOVFD,

HAS

Cld 26th. sch John T

Cheaper than

DIED.

—

1>R. R. L. DOinGK

Veymouth.
Ar 26th, ship Aneroid, Fletcher, New York.

COIJIUI

■V K
Rood Koouim with abnudaut powto let.
|nasalw

er

d3mgn*

my 24

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 17th, sch W H Card. Foss,
J lbany, NY.
SAVANNAH—Cld 24th, sebs C W Holt, Delay, tor
® t John, NB; Jos G Stover, Clay. New York.
Sid 24th, brig C C Bearse, Blaisdell, Philadelphia;
H Kennedy, for New York.
*
BRUNSWICK. GA—Ar 19th, schs Thos A Keene,
1 [eene, New York; Nellie Treat, Seavey, do.
Cld 19th, sch Ada W Gould, Lanail, New York.
In port 21st, sch Lizzie Heyer, Poland, for New
^
rork. ldg.
CHARLESTON—Sid 24th, schs Willie Luce, Seaey. New Haven; J P Wyman, Urann, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, schs William G Shattuck,
’hatcher, Kennebec ; Wm H Rowe, Whittemorc,

II

S, II. A A, II. DOTEN.
Portland, June 1,1876.

] [Ccsiilvnce Cor. Pearl ami r edera!
Sts., 0|>i>, llie Park.

C reenock.

11c.

London,

PIANOFORTE AND HARM1 JM,

I iong Kong.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d. sens Daisy E Parkliurst
I ooper, Boston; J G Whipple, Webb. Ruatau.
PENSACOLA—Cld 21st, brig »J F Merry, Bradley,

1

ROSWELL A. DOTEN
admitted n ninuber of our Firm from
iiiih dale, the style
remaining unehanjfed.
i«

TEACHER OF

DOMESTIC POUTS.
ASTORIA, 0—Ar 13th, ship Sami G Reed, White,

Sinking Funds......
9l|
Boston, Hartford & Eriejlst. 19
21 i
Guaranteed.

copartnership.

GILMAN M. WILSO N.

Breakwater, leaking badly.

are

Wabash.
Delaware & Lackawanna.,....
Itlantic <& Pacific Telegraph.
Missouri Pacific.
Itlantic & Pacific prelerred.
The following wore the closing quotations cf Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific. 110
[Jnion Pacific. 1064

seller June

SPECIAL NOTICE ,S.

*}

LUIS IS

carried out business will be seriously crippled.
The Supreme Court of New Hampshire has
admitted Magoon, the wife poisoner, to bail iu

Port Iniid

1868

Srie

F QBEI6 N.

The

I at New Orleans, took passage on tlie schr Alfred
B rabrook, Capt Bunker, now on tbe way to Provid< nce, The Sam’l E Fabens was a flue vessel ot 106
tc ns, built iu 1864, and was owned by il Tretelbon, jr
C ipt Lyman, ana others.
A dispatch to Merchant's Exchange states that tbe
ig Abby Ellen, of Bangor, Capt Harding trom Old
arbor, da, for New York, was dismasted and aban>ned loth Inst, lat 32 10. Ion 74 40. The captain and
ew were saved and arrived at Lewes 25th in scbr
ate Foster, trom Port Spain. Tbe Abby Ellen regtered 230 tons, was built at Belfast in 1854, ami was
vncd by tbe captain and others ot Bangor. She
" as rebuilt ana newly furnished last season.
Sch Ella, Driscoll, from Porto Kico for Boston, here reported ashore on Hereford Bar, was hauled off
'ter discharging part of cargo and towed to Delasc

new..

1867.*

Land,Grants.

HOUSE

resumption

1

2JCHU.

Ial2tfl*&wtft0

Tor Sale.
SAMPSON, 230 fl-100 tons

HATTIE E.

3 burthen, N. M., well found in sails and rigging,
MIC AH SAMPSON,
;c. Apply to
100 Commercial St.
jntfldtf

THF '‘BLUES.’’

PRESS.

THE

Congregational Conference.—1The general Conference of Congregational churches
Me-

G9lh .Viiniversnry« of the Borllnnd

Tuesday morning, june 27,i87G.

chanic Blue*.

CITY AND VICINITY
New

As usual upon the occasion of tho celebration
of the anniversary of the Blues, yesterday’s
sun rose upon a perfect day, and all nature
seemed to smile upon the occasion.
Promptly at 8.50 the company with 45 mus-

AdvertineinentiiTo-Day,.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Eastman Bros.—Linen Suits.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.
D. B. Fisk & Co.
S. Kaler & Co.
To Let—C. F. Corey.
Girl.
Wanted—Capable
Lost—Waterhouse & Co.
To Pleasure Seekers—Portland & Rockcstcr R. R.
An Imi>ortant Fact—Orin Hawkes & Co.
Annual Meeting—C. F. Roberts.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Assignee’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co,.
Bankrupt Stock—F. O. Bailey & CO.

kets,

July Fourth—C.
Special Sale—H.

WARD CAUCUSES.
The Republican voters of Portland are requested
their respective Ward Rooms, on

to meet in

Tuesday evening, June 27th, at S o’clock,
and elect four delegates from each ward to represent
them in the Republican District Convention to be
held at Lancaster Hall, on Thursday, June 29tb.
The delegates so clocted are requested to meet at
Republican Headquarters, Lancaster Hall, Wednesday alternoon, at 5 o’clock, and choose five delegates

large.

at

C.

CHAS. J. CHAPMAN,
Chairman Rep. City Committee.

O. LEACH, Sec’y.

left their

armory

under command

of

Captain Pennell, headed by Chandler’s Band,
and' proceeded to the United States Hotel,
where they received the invited guests and at
took up the line of march to Portland
pier, where the honorary members were in
waiting. The officers of the company together
with the honorary members and invited guests
embarked upon the steamer Tourist, and the
company and the band upon the Magnet. A
once

the Arinns, consisting of
Stetson as tenor, and Fernald and
Shaw as base, kindly volunteered their services for the day, and as the Tourist passed the
Ossipee, sang the Star Spangled Banner.

delegation
Tukey and

from

Closely following came the Magnet, the band
joining with the same selection. Three rousing
cheers were given as the boats passed, which
were answered from the Ossipee by manning
The
the yards and returning three ehcers.
boats arri. ed at the island at ten o’clock, after
a most magnificent sail.
Laading, march was
at once taken to the “Hotel de Ponoe, where
the breakfast was in waiting, to which ample
justice was done. Breakfast over, target shootfirst in order, which was participated
ing
in largely by both regular and honorary memLeonard Eustis made the best shot
bers.
among the honary members, making an average of 9J inches; A. L. Millett, second, average
lOg inches, and the committee delared Lieut.
was

Attention_ Battery.

Officers and members arc requested to
meet at Ward Room, No. 3, at 7 1-2

o’clock,

ate

CAUCUSES.

reminded that tbe Ward

District Convention, will be held in the Ward
rooms to-night at 8 o’clock.
Every Republion

should be interested in

promptly.
Republicans

this matter and be

hand

The

of Ward 2 are notified that

reports are current to the effect that a force of
Democrats have been hired to assist them.

They and Republicans in other
well to be on their guard.
Let us have

a

wards will do

fair vote and not

a

purchased

one.

Brief Jottings.
At Park street church services will be held
next Tuesday for the last time previous to the
summer vacation.
Several of the Sabbath School Superintendents have agreed not to patronize the Island
steamers which run on Sunday, but as the
most of the schools do not expect to go to the
islands on their annual excursions it will make
but little difference to the steamers.
The K. F. drill fur this evening is postponed
to to-morrow evening.
The annual meeting of the Maine Medieal
Association meets at the Council Chamber,City
Building, at 11 o’clock.

■>

A can of corn burst in the store of J. L.
Bbston on Exchange street, yesterday. Strange
to say the can did not move from where it was
sitting, but the corn moved around rather

lively.
A company of soldiers from Fort Preble and
several companies of sailors from the Ossipee,
as well as the Saccarappa brass band, will join
in the procession on the Fourth.
Mr. Frederic Forsaith did not have a paralytic shock as was reported.
Prof. Magner will drive the Hillman horse
down Congress, through Exchange to Middle,
and up Middle and Free streets at 10 o’clock
this morning. It will be well worth seeing.
A gentleman who was in Lewiston last week
says that the great Fourth of July celebration
which has been so extensively advertised for
tbat city is sort of flattening out as many of the

organizations which intended to go there and
take part have changed their minds.
The expressmen went on an excursion fo
Cow Island on Saturday in the Tourist.
A largo number of persons gathered ou tho
wharf yeBterday afternoon to see the marines
from the Ossipee practicing.
A dead body was found in the harbor yesterday.
The executive committee of the 19th Maine
Association have voted to take part in the
grand military reunion to take place August
10th.
A tumor weighing 20 pounds was removed
from Mrs. Allen of Bath, at the Maine General

Hospital yesterday,

patient

and the

is do-

ing well.
Quinn & Coyle are building .two boilers
heat the new Farrington Block, 40 inches
diameter by 12 feet long.
The school teachers are to be

paid

to
in

off to-

Messrs. Donahue & Hughes are

making 75

pairs of white gaiters for the Montgomery
Guards, to be worn by them on the Fourth.
Oliver Lewis, while on a fishing cruise in the
schooner George W. Pierce, recently, had a
escape from death. He went out in a
dory to set his trawls and was lost in the fog.
He was in the dory five days and four uights
before he was lound by the schooner.
narrow

The Allan mail steamer Circassian, from
Liverpool for Quebec, passed Farther Point at
6 o’clock a. m. Monday, with 24 cabin and 142
we

fires in the public squares at
third of July.

reported

It is

tha t

had his

have

from

huge

midnight

on

the

Spanish lottery.

the

car

conductors,

car

pocket book, containing

turns, stolen

bon

Mr. Frederick Drink-

water has drawn $50,000 in a
Mr. Foss, one of the horse

two

house

day’s reyesterday

morning.
The Temperance Cadets were out last evening and made a fine appearance in their new

uniforms.
A very severe thunder shower passed over
the town of Lancaster, IT. H., Sunday night,
and a barn caught fire and was burned with its
contents.

We are glad to learn that the magnificent,
commodious and safe steamer Lewiston is to
mako an excursion in the harbor and down the
bay on the afternoon of July 4th.
The temperance meeting at the Allen Mission last evening was very interesting and was
addressed by Rev. Dr. Chickering and Rev.
Isaac

Lord, ana

Mr. McDonald and Mrs. Wes-

cott.
The regular monthly meeting of the School
Committee was held last evening, but nothing

except routine business
Larceny of

was

transacted.

Money.—Yesterday

noon

the

store of Sabine & Flint on Exchange street was
visited by an old man named John Sbeldan,
ot air. i lint

who took

s absence and
advantage
Mr. Sabine’s attention to business and slipped
into the office, where he secured $15. Mr. Sabine thought he had been stealing and retained

him until Mr. Flint arrived. They then accused him of the theft, but he stoutly denied
any knowledge of the money and asked them
to search his pockets. In complying with his
request the missing money fell from the man’s
sleeve. The same man stole $10 from this tirm
once before.
Base Ball.—A very interesting game of
base ball was played on l’resumpscot Park yesterday afternoon between the Portland Juniors, of this city and the Live Oaks of Sauford.
There was not a large crowd i n attendance.
The game resulted in favor of the Live Oaks
by a score of 7 to ti. Mr. Hurd of Sanford offi-

ciated

as

umpire.

The ltesolutes play the
tomorrow afternoon, and a

Live Oaks of

lively

members Corporal Kimball
made the best shot, Private Chas. Maxwell second and Corporal Hawes the poorest.
over, base ball, foot ball,
quoits, ten pins, &c., wore in order until two
o'clock, when dinner being announced, all
hands fell incompletely filling the large dining

Target shooting

with its five tables. Ample justice having
been done to one of Ponce’s famous dinners,
Capt. Pennell called tbe company to order and
introduced Adjutant Chas. W. Roberts as the
The following toasts were offertoast master.
ed aud upon call of Capt. Pennell were re-

sponded to by the following gentlemen:
“Our 69th anniversary”—Col. T. A. Roberts.
“The State of Maine”—Postmaster Gcdeard.
“The City of Portland”—President Small of
the Common Council.
“The Military Organizations of Portland”—
Capt- Winslow of the Cadets, and Lieut. Lawless of the Montgomery Guards.
“The Grand Army”—J. O. Winship, Esq.,
of Bosworth Post, and Vice-President Rice of
the P. A. and N. U.
“The Honorary Members.”
“The Ladies”—Wm. A. Winship.
“The Dover Artillery”—Lieut. Otis of Dover

“Our past officers”—Major Chas. Walker—
“Portland Mechanic Blues, an honored and
honorable association, whose own history is its
best eulogist.”
This toast was offered in
bird, unavoidably absent.

writing by Col.Star-

Capt. Pennell responded as follows:
Wo will court the muse when we speak of the Blues;
In the paBt they have a record fair.
They have gone to tho larboard and then to the

“Starbird,”
Aud have always come out Bquare.
“The Veteran Leader, Chandler”—pespond-

ed to

by Chandler.

The toasts were interspersed with music by
the band and Arion Club, and all were highly
entertained and pleased with the same.
The balance of the afternoon passed quickly
to the time for departure, previous to which the
prizes for shooting were awarded—which were

honorary members, best shot, silver cake
basket; second, gold ring; poorest, tin watch
and chain. Active [members, best shot, silver
butter dish; second, gold ring; poorest, tin
to

watch and chain.

In addition to these J. O.
with a tin gun aud
N. Barker with a tin sword for their varions

Winship

was

Tuesday, at State street churoh. 9 a. in., organization of Conference.
11a. m.—Conference Sermon by Rev. J. H.

Ecob.
2 p. m.—Braver Meeting.
2.30 p. m.—Report from the Churches by
Rev. E. n. Byington, Co. Sec. Discussion on
the condition and needs of the Churches as disclosed by the Reports.
7.30 p, m.—Maine Charitable Soc'ety, Report
of Rev. J. E. Adams, Treas.
8 p. m.—Discussion—Responsibility of Ministers and Churches in connection with revivals. Opened by Rev. A. P. Tinker and Rev.
G. S. Dickerman.
Wednesday, at High street church. 8 a. m.—

Prayer Meeting.

9 a. m.—Report of S. Thurston, D. D., Sec’y
of Maine Missionary Society.
10 a. m. Sermon by Rev. G. S. Dickerman.
2 p. m.—Prayer Meeting.
2.30 p. m.—Bangor Seminary, Bowdoin College, Classical School.
3.30 p. m.—Addresses on Christian Fellowship by Rev. A, H. Wright and other clergymen.
Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.
7 30 p. m.— Semi-Centennial Services—Commemorative discourse by Prof. A. S. Packard,
and addresses by Rev. Ray Palmer, D. D.. of
New York, Rev. J. O. Fiske, D. D., of Bath,
and others.
Thursday, at 2d Parish chureh. 8 a. m.—

Prayer meeting.
9 a. ns.—Report of Commutes.

9 30 a. m.—Report of Maine Branch of Education Society.
10 a. m.—Report of the condition of oar Sabbath Schools, by Rev. J. H. Wheelwright.
10 15 a. m.- Discussion—The Study of the
Bible in our Churches, by what methods can it
be more effectively prosecuted.
11 a. m.—Meeting in behalf of Foreign Missions. Hon. Alplieus Hardy of Boston will
preside. Rev. C. H. Wheeler and others will

speak.

7.45 p. m.—Sabbath School Jubilee.

Portland Temperance Reform Club
The semi-annual meeting of the Portland Re-

—

form Club was held last evening. The report
of Mr. S. F. Pearson, President and chairman

greeted their return.
Prominent among the honorary members and
guests we noticed the veteran John Mussey, E.
Clement, Alderman Perry, I. Blake together
with the gentlemen mentioned above as well as
a delegation from the Dover Light Battery.
Thus passed one of the best of the many anniversaries of this time-honored organization,
and to its credit be it said that no intoxicating
liquors nor the effects of any ware seen upon
the ground, but the officers and privates each
vied with the other, and nothing but praise for
their orderly and gentlemanly bearing was
heard

on

Long

all sides.

live the

Portland

Mechanic Blues.
A Distinction with a Difference.—Tfce
Press of Saturday contained the following "per-

sonal” paragraph:
Congressman Burleigh has returned to this
city to assist at the Republican caucuses next
Tuesday evening. The Boston Herald reports
him a resident of Portland, Congress is now in

Washington.

Some adherent of Mr. Burleigh writing to
the Advertiser compares Mr. Burleigh’s absence from Congress with that of Mr. Hale in
the fifth district, with the evident intent of in-

dicating

that there is a parallel between the action of the men and thus justifying the very remarkable conduct of Mr. Burleigh. The distinction is as wide as the heavens; Mr. Hale
visited his convention after all delegates had
been chosen and the convention assembled,
meeting his constituency in a respectable and
dignified manner in his own town. Mr. Burleigh has regularly encamped in this city prior
the caucuses, for the purpose of influencing
their result by a use of means which are conspicuous to everybody who cares to observe and
to

which are

anything

but creditable to him

or

the city he proposes thus to capture. Had MrHale gone to a city in his district while the cau'
cuses were pending and did the things Mr

Burleigh is doing we should have characterized it as highly improper to say the least. We
know that scores of the best citizens of Portland think so and we know that Mr. Burleigh’s

extraordinary course lost him the support of
several of the best Republicans of Portland yesterday.
_

A New Hall—The dramatic entertainment
given by some of the young people of Woodford’s Corner in the new hall last evening,
The music was
passed off very pleasantly.
good and the young people entered into their
parts with a spirit.
This hall is really an honor and credit to the

place.

The citizens

.1

— ~

there

have

long felt

the

_T_*1__1.1_A A_At_

for social enjoyment.
Tbe project of building
a hall has for several years been talked
over.
Two years ago the town subscribed $1000. The
citizens then put their bands into tbeir pockets
and the result they now enjoy. Tbe building
is conveniently located on Spring street near
tbe railroad.
The upper story is occupied by
tbe hall. It contains a stage, convenient and
well arranged, and supplied with a handsome
set of scenery, ante-rooms and a gallery at one
It is entered by a broad, circular sta irway, aud there is also a convenient stage entrance from the rear.
In thellower story is an engine room where

hand-engine is kept, and a room soon to be
occupied by the Dee ring Library Association.
To-morrow evening the DeeriDg Musical
Club give their first enteitainment in the ball.
the

They have prepared

pleasing choruses,
and the entertainment will he varied by solos
and duet, both vocal and instrumental. They
some

cordially invite

their friends to go out and see
The horse cars will land those going
them.
from the city within a few steps of the hall.
Persona*.
Collector Washburn and wife have sailed from

Europe.
Gov. Connor has issued orders to bis staff to
join him in Philadelphia on the 4tb.
Dr. Benjamin Bussey ofHoulton was at tbe

expected.

Preble

The Poitlaud, Juniors, play the Portlands on
the park Saturday afternoon, aud the Eesolutes go to Lewiston to try a match with the

Congressman Burleigh aud Hon. Jobu Hall
after speudiog the Sabbath iu York county, returned to this city yesterday noon to superintend tbe Republican caucuses to-night.

Bates.

Mubkay’s Cibcas.—Murray’s great railroad
circus opens in this city to-day.
Among the
attractions of this excellent entertainment will
be found Charles \V. Fish, the great horseman ;
the Marks family, that have made their mark
in equestrian circles; the four funny clowns—
Tom Barry, Whimsical Walker, H. Marks and
C. H. Adams; the laughable pantomime of

yesterday.

Real Estate Transfers.—Tbo following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday :
Cumberland—Lot of land aud buildings from
Hannah L. Raudall aud others to Charles S.
Graffam.
of laud containing respectively one and ten acres from Albion S. Allen
to Adalino P, Grant.

Preeport—Lots

I

Art Notf.s.—Hale has a fine photograph oi
Vice President Wheeler in bis window.
In Sabnmaeher’s window may be seen tw<
fine portraits by Miss Skeele, one of Mr. Ed
mund

shows

that

the

present membership of the club is 312—a gain
of 203 during the past four months. There have
been 24 members expelled for violation of the
pledge, 1G of whom have been restored. This
is an excellent record when it is remembered
that

member had

every

been

more

or

less addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors.
The report claims that 2779 names have been
added to the Iron Clad pledge directly or indi

rectly by the efforts of the club.

The report of
Mr. George H. Lefavor, shows
that the club has received from various sources
tho past six months $126.61 and expended
$406.32. The debt of the club at the beginning
the

Treasurer,

quite hoavy, but has
been reduced to $38.96. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing term: President,
S. F. Pearson; Vico Presidents, Geo. A. Merry,
A. C. Sylvester, Eugene L Randall; Financial
Secretary, Simon Elder; Treasurer, George H.
Lefavor; Chaplain, Lewis Williams; Steward,
Geo. W. Booker; Sergeant-at-Arms, M. J.
Stokes; Marshals, Lewis B. Howard and D.
of the

H.

half

Congressional

Lovejoy, C. T. Pennell. All anti-Burleigh.
Yarmouth.—W. N. Kichards, Henry FurL. L. Shaw.

bish, Charles Pool,
(Reported before.)

Burleigh.

For

Yarmouth—Levi B. Hall’s hoot and shoe
store was broken into Friday night and two
pair of boots and some money stolen.

depot of this place is being
repairs, both inside and out.

The Grand Trunk

put in thorough

for the ensuing term, viz: N. G., C. F. Plummer; V. G., A. S. Way; Secretary, A. B. Cole;
Treasurer, A. D. Smith.

Appointments.

Phinney,
betb Hight.

and

t-he other of

Mrs.

Eliza

—

The

ments have been made

following

by

appoint-

the Governor and

Council:

Taxidermists, Fred M, Wilson, Waterville;
Atwood Crosby, Waterville; Edw. J. Hammond, Cape Elizabeth; WillardG.Fuller,Newport; A. B. T. Chadbourne, Dixmont.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—H. C.
Wentworth, Auburn; Harris Garcelon, Livermore Falls; Benj. W.
Nason, West Durham;
E. B. Parker, Greene; Benj. J. Smith, Hodguuu,

a,

vyuuuius,

a,uu

v/uas.

aj.

ajl

ulliluuuu,

Portland; Harrison G. Sleeper, Freeport; Stilrnan O. Googins, Eastbroolf; Lewis W. Bunker
do.; John B. Wright, Mt. Vernon; Ambrose
Beal, Monmouth; Francis J. Day, Hallowell;
Geo. S. Fuller, Hallowell; Henry Farrington,
Gardiner;Everett Farrington, WaldoboroJAlvah Shurtleff, So. Paris; Herrick C. Davis,Paris; Azel L. Haines, Peru; Chas. L. Hathaway,
Passadumkeag; Atkinson Hobart,-—;
I'. A. King, Etna; Wm. A. Copeland, Corinna;
Ayer C. Hubbard, Bucksport; Melville C.
Marsh, Orono; Edward Sturtevant, Shirley; B.
F. Curtis, Perkins; John T. Lord, Limington;
Joshua Hnrd, No. Berwick; Chas. E. Felch,
Waterboro.
Trial Justices—J. S. Leavitt, JGorham; C. L.
Rich, Somerville; Richard A. Frye. Bethel,
Francis W. Redlon, Porter; Stephen Files,
Fairfield; Wm. B. Davis, Parsonfield; Harrison, G. O. Smith, Limington.
Nortary Public—Leonard J. Thomas, Eden;
Henry K. Baker, Hallowell; Geo. T. Sewall,
Oldtown; Chas. A. Moody, Biddeford.
Inspector of Fish—Henry L. Wyman.Phips-

burg.
Coroner,—Oliver

Crowell of

A Word from Kennebunk.
following statement, sent with the
names of delegates and other leading Republicans of Kennebunk, explains itself:
In the Daily Advertiser of Friday last, is a
long article critising the record of the editor of
the Biddeford Union and Journal in regard to
Mr. Burleigh, and signed “Delegate”, dated at

Kennebunk.
With the substance of that article we have
nothing to do at this time, but when suchau
article is signed in that manner, we, the delegates from that town have something to say.
Neither of the delegates from Kennebunk wrote
the article alluded to, or gave authority for the
use of his name or position as delegate, directly
or indirectly to any one else.
In Saturday’s issue is a paragraph saying
that Col. James M. Stone is not a candidate
before the Congressional Convention on Thursday. This is signed “Kennebunk.”
The writer of that article had no authority to
make any such announcement. It is true Col.
Stone has been in Washington, and he has
made no effort towards securing the nomination, vet he is in the hands of his friends and
if they see fit to present his name to the convention (as they probably will) he will acquiesce
in their aotion, and whatever decision the convention may arrive at will be perfectly satisfacTruth.
tory to him.
Kennebunk, June 2G.

Maine Business Notes.
The Lewiston Journal says a car load of

shipped

from Auburn to

The Journal says that Dr. L. E. Norris of
Monson has sold his quarry to Boston parties,
who have commenced work and intend erecting buildings, and doing, ultimately, a large
business.
aaja

tuaii

jui,

xi,

o.
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Bath has bought a valuable mill property situated on the water power in Brunswick.
He
bought it at a great bargain, and is engaging
in the manufacture of doors, sash and blinds.
He continues to keep a store in Bath for the
sale of goods of his manufacture.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY

The Journal says: Conductor Harmon secured Saturday morning a woodcock at Empire
station. The bird had struck the telegraph
wire in flying with such force as to break its
neck.
The Sourual says: The little sou of Mr. B.
M. Dixon of Lewiston was run over by a team
Friday and quiie severely cut about the head
and face.
At a special meeting of the Bradford Chapter It. A. Masoos of Auburn, Thursday evening the following officers were duly installed
by K. E. F. T. Faulkner, It. F. Itcss, High
Priest: S. O. Wood, King; A. M. Penley,
Scribe; E. M. Leavitt, Treas.; C. B. Merriil,
Sec.: R. L. Harlow, Cap. Host; A. M. Roak,
P. Sojourner; A. M. Peables, R. A. Captain
C. B. Eaton, Master 1st Vail; J, S. Robiuson,
Master 2d Vail; W. F. Lord, Master 3d Vail;
Abram Atwood, S. Steward; Cyrus Hall, J.
Steward; 1. E. Combs, Tyler.
Bates college is to make a young lady a Bach»
elor ot Arts—this week.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

A commencement exhibition of drawing is to
take place at Bowdoin college, to be open from
!) a. m., July 11th to 5 p. m. July 14th. Fine
specimens will be shown of the work executed
iu the engineering department of the institution.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal
writes: Tristram N. Pressou, auother of the
oldest inhabitants of Chestervilie, died on the
23d inst., aged 84 years. He was a soldier iu
the war of 1812, and received a pension from
government, which was a great benefit in bis

The

graduating exercises

mal|sobool

of the Eastern Nor-

Castine took placo on Wednesday
of last week. On the evening of
first day President Chamberlain of Bowdoin College delivered an able address before
the Alumni, On Thursday the exercises of the
graduating class took place, consisting of es.

and

Itlie

at

Thursday

CO.’S
Store I

6~"TO

With many new Designs, Caricatures, Ac,, headed by the “CONTINENTAL BAND,” will move through the principle streets, constantly passing and re-passing our GREAT ONE PRICE CLOTHING ESTABA halt will be made DIRECTLY IN FRONT ot our
LISHMENT.
WELL-KNOWN store, and a grand salutation will be offered by the
ANCIENT and HONORARY members of the

1776 CENTENNIAL 1876

WORKS,

will be played by the “DIRIGO” and “PORTLAND JUNIOR” Clubs for
purse of $50.00. At 2.30 P. M. a second game of BASE BALE will be
played between the “RESOLUTES” and ‘’DRV GOODS” for a purse of
$125.00.

BETWEEN THE HOURS ol 10 & 12 A. ill.
there will be

Grand

Military and Civic Procession,

;

Boots in all Widths
Specialty.

Fine

line of the celebrated Newark
Work for Gents’ wear.

No.

1

Elm

a

ELEGANT

WHITE

PANTS !

Great

Glorious

and

and exclaim

were ever

Stockholders of the Central Wharf Steam
Tow Boat Co., are hereby notified that in accordance with request of five shareholders, a meeting of said stockholders will be held at the office of

Can he found

AT 12 O’CLOCK HI.
The bells will be rung for an hour and a salute of TWENTY-FOUR
guns will be fired for the Twenty-four States at the close of the half century, and in honor of the great BREAK DOWN IN HIGH PRICES*performed by Messrs. Fisk &. Co*, THE GREAT LOW PRICE CLOTHIERS,
233 MIDDLE STREET.

2~O’CLOCK

Clotliing

of their

make; warranted honest and reliable,
and at prices that

own

COMPETITION,

DEFY

we

OFF.

Charles Sawyer, No. 123 Commercial Street, on
TUESDAY, the 27th day of June, current, at three
o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the following

articles,

to wit:
1st—To see what action the corporation will take
in regard to the employment of an agent to manage
the property of the corporation and the compensation to be paid him therefor, as there is a misunder-

City Hall will be thrown open to the public. The exercises will be Music, Prayer, Singing, Oration, dec., dec. A grand rush is expected. Secure your seats early and avoid the crowd.

d<fcw1w

At SUNSET the Bells \xrill be rung for au hour and a SALUTE of
THIRTY-EIGHT GUNS for the Thirty-eight States will be fired.

2nd—To see what action the stockholders will take
regard to the sale of the boats and property of
the Company at Public Auction or otherwise.

DIRECTLY

AFTER

A

ster: opticon

views

in front of

CITY

Stockholders of the Cumberland National
Bank of Portland, are hereby notified that
there will be a meeting at their Banking House, ou
SATURDAY, the 15th day of July next, at 3 o’clock

HALL

FISK
THE

HOTEL,

THE

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

&

SHOULD

CLOTHIERS.

ATTEND!

Box 1819,

The

Brig Endorus

at this

tons

port,
register,
metaled in January,
NOW
pairs and
in line order and well lound in sails
241

was

now

sold at

my30isti

a

bargain. Apply

to

bad large re1875; is
and rigging.

CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

CARRIAGES.
A

mvG

THERE

tor this occasion. It will consist ot Historical Tableaux, Fire Works,
dec., &c„ moving through the principal streets, accompanied by Firing
of Guns, Grand Illumiuntions, dec.
It M ill be an event long to be remembered as a

“FEAST FOB THE EVES A! FOOD FOR THE AID!”
Let Old and

Young embrace this occasion

DKEDTH ANNIVERSARY of

our

to celebrate the ONE III N-

AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE.

REMEMBER

THAT

OF ALL
—

Th.©

Gi-reat

M’iil be open till evening and happy to show

Notice.
requiring work done pleaso apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, cmbrokloc29tf
erug and fancy-work In.wools, &c„ «&c.

one

—

810 Per Day

sizr
ONE large
Organ.
net

Clark #t.

Bargain.

Mason & Hamlin CabiInquire of CS., 90 l-‘J

juU4&wtl24

Philadelphia.

please

gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop H. A. Neely, D. D.

Rev. Thomas Hill. D. D., L .D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

phia.

Ho*. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. D., Superintendent of Public

Hon.

Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.

aprStf

1876. Carriages 1876.

mm THOMPSON,

JR,

Successor to and for 20 years connected
with the “OLD HOUSE” or

J. M. KIMBALL & CO.,

Congress Street,
PREBEE

OPPOSITE

HOUSE.

I have the largest and finest assortment of Carriages in Maine. The product
of my own factory daring the winter
months. All of them made of carefnlly
selected material under my own personal
supervision, and by the best Mechanics
in New England. I offer the above at
reduced prices and as low as STRICTLY
FIRST CLASS WORK can be sold.
N. B.«This work cannot be found at
the Auction Sales.

CARD.
As interested parties have given the impression
(perhaps unintentionally) that my carriages are for
sale at the auction sales in this city, I would say
that my work can be tonnd on sale at mv iactory ana
my name plate as successor to J. M. Kimball & Co.,
and I will pay $50 for the conviction of any party
using the same on other than my own work,

SHIRTS I
Unlaundricd Shirts, nil finished,
Wauisutta Cottons

and nice Liueu Bosoms and Cnfls
for the low price ot

$1.25 !
Call and Examine Them.

AT

Charles Custis &
493 CONGRESS

—

Opposite P. O.

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

JULY 4

1876

such

as Rockets, Roman Candles,
Mines, Serpents, Bengolias, Fire
Crackers, Torpedoes, Double Headers, Cannon
Crackers, Paper Cap Pistols, Bomb Shells, a new
and harmless Toy to fire Paper Caps, Paper Caps,
Flags of all description, Masks, Chinese Lanterns,
&c. Cities and towns furnished with displays at
lowest factory prices.

Co.,

ST.
isdly

ROSE

RUBBER

10 CENTS PER FOOT.
We will sell Hose for washing

windows, sidewalks, sprinkling
lawns, gardens, dec., at the low
price of 10 cents per foot aud upwards. Brass Couplings, Pipes,
dtc„ all attached and ready for
use at lowest prices.
Hall’s Patent
Combination
Pipe, which
makes a sprinkler or solid stream
by simply turning the stop cock.
Try these and you will use no
others.

Call aud examine at

Hall's Rubber

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
my!6dtf

PERSONS

made by energetic salesmen with our
goods, Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
C and 10 A. M., or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions,
dfce., to Box 1032,*Portland. Maine.
ia20deodtf

evening tor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame expects an Artist wbo has been connected with her Institute in
This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches. Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality during the summer will be WaterColor from nature.
For further information
call at No. 597
Congress street. Mme. will be at her rooms from
11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and every evening.
At me. Masse is permitted to refer to the following

—

MAHER & CO.’S,

C.

,

be

her Spring term April

mv5

WORKS,
Pin Wheels,
FIRE

and all through the

commence

The course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pnpils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in

KINDS

AT THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

Clotliiers,

She will

| 18th,1876.

HATS

Lowest Prices,

1776

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

By order of the SAool Committee.
.jn26dl\vE, HUNT, Secretary.

a

dtfis

A NOVEL ANDBRILLIANTPAGEANT,
STRAW

dtf

Portland lligh School.
will be an examination of pupils, not belonging to the puplic schools, for admission to
the High School, SATURDAY, July 1st, at 9 o’clock,
at the High School Building.

For Sale at

Head of St. John St.

ju24d3t

FINE lot of Phaetons and Brewster top Buggies, built of the best material and warranted
first class, for sale. Pleasa give me a call before purchasing elsewhere.

F. II, KANDALL,
Over Geo. Rose’s Stahle^on PREBLE ST

or

“PEANUTS AND CHEWING GUM”

SALEl

Portland.

permanent

and made ol

DALY,

myl3

will form in close proximity to tlie EXHIBITION OF STEREOPTICON
VIEWS. This will be the grandest display ol all.
Provide youiselves
with

a

BLACKWOOD,

Brown colt, sired 1872. Trotted full mile last fall as
3 year old in 2.36$, and drew wagon in 2.40$. Is sixteen hands high and weighs 1075 lbs.
Will make this season (and only one in Maine) at
$60—payable in advance. Apply to

JOHN

EVETOGPROCESSIOT,

of

E.

myiod2m

MUM;

Corner Irving Place and 16h Street, New

FOR

a

Sired by Blackwood, (3 years old, record 2.31) 1st
dam by Norman, sire ot Lula, 2.15, May Queen 2.20.
2d dam by Mawbrlno Chief, sire of Lady Thome, 2.18.
Blackwood, sire of Blackwoofl, Jr.. 4 years old, record
2.32, Freshman 4 years, 2.36J. Rosewood 5 years,

CO.,

ENTERPRISING
ALL

One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN, Prop.
scp27d&wly40

LOWER

2.27.

Ucatioiln, Viz:

York.

part of House, No. 17 Vine Street, to
a small family, inquire of
C. F. COREY,
No. 154 Fore, comer Market Street.
ju27dlw*

(FORMERLY NORWOOD)

THE

WESTMINSTER

CAPABLE GIRL, to do general housework, a4
116 Danforth Street, (old number.)

Maine Blackwood,

will be given by

Cumberland National Bank.

lUUUWlUg

leaving

To Let.

dlmtseld2m

tuu

on

Je27dtf

CELEBRATE THE CENTENNIAL.

U])UU

and

between

jc27xd3t*

free exhibition of

Flags, Lanterns, Balloon, IVBisks, &c., &c.
Political clubs furnished witn Flags and Fire Works

1Y1 ., tU itUL

Lost.
suitably

notice.

1st—To sec if they will vote to restore the number
of Directors to seven.
2d—To till any vacancies in the board.
Per order of the Directors.
SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, June 9, 1876.
julOdtd

TCESDAY, July IS,

on

C. F. ROBERTS, Sec’y.

Wanted.
a

Works

ju3

ju27dlaw2w

WATERHOUSE & CO.’S, No. 4 Free Street.

ju!9dtd

HYDECb CO,,
No. 52 Chauncy Street, BOSTON.

Street, in Portland, Me.,
1876. at one o’clock P. M.

a

C. A. VICKERY, Clerk.

Of every description at lowest prices.
We manufacture our own goods and are bouud by
no combination.
Displays for cities and towns furnished at short

of the Stockholders of the

meeting
THE
Dirigo Slate Quarry Co., will be held at the
office ot J. B.'Mathews & Co.. No. 90 Commercial

BRACKETT

in

Fire

The Portland & Rochester R. R., offers
good facilities at reasonable rates to
Parties, Picnics, Sunday Schools and
others. Either to go from Portland to
any of the beautifnl groves along the
line of the road, or to come to Portland
and the Islands from any Station or
Stations along the line.
For special rates, &c., apply to
J. IV. PETERS, G. T. A., or
J. M. LUJiT, Snpt.
ju27dti

STREET,
Gray
lace handkerchief. The finder
ON York streets,rewarded
it at
will be

standing.

Portland, June 19,1876.

To Pleasure Seekers

annual

—

commence

HOUSE.

in97

AND

in the

Congress St.,

PREBEE

—

poses

special bargains, among them

482 and 484

LESSONS

FRENCH

B.

than "ever, and all in want of reliable materials
made in a thorough manner should by all
means look at our stock.
some

28,1876.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN, President.
jul9
a&wtjulyl4

HAWSE, formerly
Boston,
late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proMNE.
to establish
French Institute in

BARGAINS

GREATER

on its seventy-fifth year, offers the
advantages of a Classical, Scientific or Engineering
Course.
The first
Commencement, July 13th.
examination will be held July 14th. at 8 A.M.; the
second at the opening of the Fall Term, September

LITERATURE.

shall oiler

A MY UAL MEETING.

THE

CAN

lull assortment of

a

S4-50.

goods sold so cheap before.

AT

College,

BRUNSWICK, MEn

OrinHawkes& Co.’s,

Occasion.

The LARGE and beautiful store of Messrs. Fisk & Co. will be open
tor inspection THE ENTIRE DAY. THOUSANDS of dollars worth of
MEN’S, ROWS’ and CHILDREN’S CLOTHING will be on exhibition and
FOR SALE at such LOW PRICES that the CLOSEST buyers will

NOTICE.

■Will

Bowdein

Boy’s all Wool Suits,' in ages 7, S,
9, 10, at

Street.

|jy Measures taken for Ladies’ and Gent’s boots.
apr20eodtf

be

will commence march 37lb.
For Circulars and Portland references address
aug!9-tfH. F. EATON, Principal.

We have

Eland-

PBEBLEDAVIS^' } LEAVm A DAW

Family School For Boys,

Eaton

Mpring Term

During the present week

II AND AMERICAN KID.

FICEN

X

Orders left at the Music Stores promptly attended
Residence 291 Cumberland St.
Ju24dlw

to.

Now entering

OPEN THEIR EYES IN ASTONISHMENT,

—nt—

Hewed

FACT

DON’T FAIL, TO SEE THEM.

Seamless Side Lace Boots

FORTE TFINER.

PIANO

a

Purchased of FISK A CO expressly for this

Boots!

W. CUMMINGS,

HERMANN

all the leading styles, including the

in

a

AN IMPORTANT

To remember that at

composed of MILITARY, FIRE DEPARTMENT, KNIGHTS OF
PITHIAS, ODD FELLOWS. GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC, in
Continentals, IRISH AMERICAN RELIEF ASSOCIATION, Ac., Ac.
Most of the procession will be dressed in

{^"Examination Solicited.

Also

EDUCATIONAL.

—AT—

pair.

Ladie

GLOVES.

a substantial
and conveniently arranged brick building, with
French Roof, Bakery and Store in first storv. and
dwelling in second and tinrd stones, and large stable
and carriage sheds in rear. Lot 65x127 ft. After
sale of real estate there will be sold 9 bread carts,
6 harnesses, 1 ice chest. I Fairbanks* Platform Scale,
2 stoves, 3 writing desks, 3 show cases, 1 safe, Tilton
& McFarland, 1 cauldron, 24 loaf bread pans, 600
brown bread pots, 2000 cake pans, 250 flour barrels.
24 glass candy jars. 46 bread boxes, together with
plates, tackle and fall, racks, dishes, kettles, and
other implements and utensils of a bakervW. W. THOMAS, JR.,
Assignee in Bankruptcy of Geo. W. H. Brooks.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

NORRIDGEWOCK. MAINE.

I

Ladies’ Fine

Auction.
on

FOR PURCHASERS OF

BAJiFIELD, FORRISTALL & CO.,

Brown.

Assignee’s Sale—Brooks’ Bakery,
Bake Carts. Harnesses, Baking
Implements and Utensils, by

land,

H. S.KALER&CO.,

s s. oo

26 & 28 Federal & 127 Congre ss Sts
BOSTON.
TTh&Slm
my30

Congress St., Cor.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
<12t
ju27

a

will be given by FISK A CO. to the player of either winning club who
shall succeed in making the BEST SCORE.

ju2Idlw

Flags. Horse Covers, Tables, Stove, Tools, dtc., Ac.
See Advertiser ol June 14,21 and 28.
C. P. MATTOCKS, Assignee of Francis A. Leavitt.

ja27d7t

BaT’City and Town Committees furnished at short
notice and on liberal terms.
In addition to the above, we have Flags, Balloon*, and a large assortment of very handsome
Lantern*, including several new styles', also, every
other description of Centennial Goods. Send for Circular and Price List.

MOORE,

WEDNESDAY, June 28th, at 10 o’clock A.
M., at Salesroom of F. O. Bailey & Co., 35 and
37 Exchange Street, 1 shall sell 1 Sewing Machine,
800 yds. Decoration Goods, Lot Remnant Duck,
Awnings, Frames, 18 Tents, Tent Poles, Hammocks,

•

Meteor Rockets, Illuminated
Bomb Shells, Ac., Ac.

OWEN

FLAGS AND MATERIAL

TITS,

259 middle Street.

BASE BALL

for
articles generally used, they have a fine collection of
FIRE WORKS of large calibre and finest materials,
for Public Exhibitions and Private use, consisting of
new specialties never before exhibited, such as

25 Doz. Unbleached in out sizes at
50c and 62c per pair.

BANKRUPT STOCK OF

June 29th. at 10 o’clock A M.,
the premises. No. 79 Brackett street, PortON THURSDAY.
Me. The Real Estate consists of

PRICES.

An early inspection respectfully solicited.

Between 8 and 9 A. HI. there will be a Bowing Regatta in the Harbor
and Band Concerts by the various bands in the principal streets.
At 9 o’clock A. M. a match game of

BANFIELD, FORRISTALL & CO., ManufacturAgents lor standard and reliable

50 Doz. Full-finislicd, extra long,
at 50c per pair.

REDUCED

KID

“This is the place we long have sought*
And mourned because we found it not.”

ON

Ribbons, etc.,

We will sell for a short time only our regular $1.00
Kids for 75 cento; our celebrated Imperial Kids,
worth $1.50, for $1.00; our best Jouvins Kids,
worth $2.00. for $1.50, These goods comprise all
the new and desirable shade#, and we guarantee
them to be the best bargains ever ottered in Portland.

while the BAND will play the following touching lines:

ers’

yard.

Velvets marked down from $5
per yard.
Trimming Silks, Velvets, Laces, NeckWear, French Flowers, Ostrich Tips,

HORRIBLES,

FOURTH OF JULY

FIRE WORKS.

$1

Velvets marked down from

AT

CENTENNIAL

Department

Prices.

per

WEDNESDAY, Jnne 28th, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
we shall sell without reserve 25 House lots situated ou Howard, Emerson, Turner, Montreal, Walnut and Willis streets, Munjoy Hill. These lots are
all situated within ten minntes walk of City Hall,
three minutes walk from the terminus of Horse Railroad, and command some ot the finest views to be
had in the city or country. A part of these lots wilt
l>e sold for cash and a part on the most favorable
terms where parties wish to build. No more favorable opportunity has ever been offered in this city for
parties to obtain desirable terms at low prices.
Sale to commence on Howard street, one minute's
walk from Horse Cars.
F. V. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
d5t
Jn23

ON

and will be sold at about one-half the regular Retail

Black Silk
to $2.50
Black Silk
to $3.50

LOTS

AUCTION.

BY AUCTION.

both in the

8 A. M. A

HOUSE
BY

entire line of

our

h: jA t s

GRAND PARADE OF FANTASTICS

New vigor and renewed energy can be obtained by those suffering from the pangs of
Bright’s Disease,kidney and bladder affections,
female irregularities, &c., if they will partake
of DK. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY NEPHKETICUM. An effectual cure will be the result if
it is given a fair trial.
june27eodawlw
11—26—41

40 Doz. Full-finished at 35c per

Tbia sale comprises

<171

25

80 dozen Shade Hats from 17 cents to 38
cents each.
50 dozen Ladies’ and Misses’ Dress Hats
In Canton. Pearl, Coburg, Pedal, Swiss,
English, Milan, Imitation Chip, Tape,
etc., etc., from 25 cents to $1.00 each.
16 dozen very fine Leghorn Hats, worth
$2.50 for £1.50 each.
5 dozen Leghorn Sailors 50 cents each.
25 •*
Trimmed School Hats 50 cts “
“
25
Boys’ Trimmed Hats 75 cts
15 “
Black and Brown French Chip
nuts from 75 cents to $1.50.
10 dozen White French Chip from $1.50
to $2.50 each,
50 dozen Tarlatan covered Shades for 75
cents each.

Wholesale and Retail

Vickery & Leighton’s last announcement
black Hernanis for this season.
They will
offer their entire stock regardless of cost for
ten days, to close them out.
ju23dtf

declining days.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

&

Clothing

FROM

on

We oflerj the following special
Bargain in Ladies Silk Clocked
Balbriggan Hose:
75 Doz. Extra Long at 25c per pair.

Ju20

ETC.

ORNAMENTS,

reserve.

Bailey & Co.; Auctioneers.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

As special Bargains we sliall ofler

which will occur immediately at Sunrise.

iers, parlor and office desks, book-cases, &o.

Boston,

Friday.

ud uuuiuiii

Mammoth

serge, black walnut aud painted chamber sets,
parlor, library and dining room tables, cheffin-

Winterport.

The

horses were

FISK

F. O. Baieey & Co., will sell at 2^ o’clock toat their salesrooms, a large and nice stock
of furniture of every description, consisting of
parlor suits in terries, hair cloth, plush and

they have played.

Election of Officers.—At a regular session of Maine Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F., held
last evening, the following officers were elected

Programme:

Tlie bells of Hie churches will be rung lor ONE HOUR al SUNRISE.
A SALUTE ol THIRTEEN guns will be tired in honor of the thirteen
original states, immediately on the opening of the doors of

fright than injury.

The Yarmouth base ball club are playing
well this season, having been beaten but once
out of the several games

of

Synopsis

at 2} o’clock p. m
shall sell at Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange

F. O.

Trimming Silks

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION!

TUESDAY, June 27th,
we

St., a large stock of Elegant New Furniture, consisting of elegant Parlor Suits in Plush, Hair Cloth,
Kept, Serge, etc.. Easy Chairs, Fancy Chairs, magnificent B. W. Chamber Sets, Side Boards, CUaffiniers, very fine Book Cases, Parlor Desks, Hattrees,
Library and Marble Top Tables, etc. This Furniture
is from Geldowsky ami other well-known makers.
Will be sold without

OSTRICH TIPS,

YORK COUNTY.

Gray.—Geo. 1. Merrill, B. A. Allen, Wm.

FURNITURE
ON

FRENCH FLOWERS,

YELYETS,

Elegant

BY AUCTION.

Millinery Goods,

prepared to furnish everything in this line
public or private exhibitions. In addition to the

Caucuses.

New and

—

—AND—

perambulating about Kittery

FIRE

OF

—

HATS

somerset county.

causing

SPECIAL SALE

LADIES’JIMS' MIIILDREYS

The examination at the Maine Central Institute occurs J nne 27th and 28th. Tuesday evening, June 27th, prize declamation are given by
geutlemen of the 3d class,in college preparatory
course.
Wednesday evening original declamation by gentlemen of 2d class. Thursday the
graduating exercises of 1st class, 22 graduates.
are
more

1876

AUCTION SALES

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

COUNTY.

SAGADHAOC COUNTY.
The Times says: Last Friday a man named
Averill fell from the staging of a vessel building in Phipsburg and broke three ribs. His recovery is doubtful.

Tramps

ADVERTISEMENTS._

JULY FOURTH

are now

New Gloucester.—Four delegates Heed.
Lebanon.—Dr. John S. Parker, Levi Cowell, Isaac W. Hankins. Uninstructed.
I.

1776

The Augusta Journal says that Willard E.
Walker, an employe of that office, signed a
warrant on the strength of which a seizure was
made at the saloon of Ed. Cetchell. On Saturday afternoon about 5 o’clock Getchell approached Walker, who was quietly passing
along on the sidewalk, and knocked him down.
Getchell will be brought to justice.
The decision of the Supreme Court is promulgated to the effect that the tax assessed by
the State on the Winthrop Savings Bank, after
that bank had gone into the hands of a receiver, is illegal. The court holds that the existence of the bank ior all other purposes than
closing up its affairs, ceased when the receiver
took its charge.
Dr. H. P. Torsey of Kent's Hill, who has had
trouble with his eyes for some time, has had
an operation performed
by Boston physicians.
The operation was successful, and Dr. Torsey
is now steadily improving.

year was

Burns._

end.

Lynn

committee,

of the executive

KENNEBEC

NEW
__

day,

presented

shots of which no trace has been found.
Embarking on board the Magnet the run was
quickly made to the ci ty, and as the steamer
touched the wharf a salute from the shore

game may be

“Love in a Tub,” and the tragedy of IP chard
III, with all the famous lcapers, trapeze and
horizontal bar performers, jugglers, gymnasts,
and mrial artists with Murray’:
acrobats
horses
great stud of trick,trained and educated
funny mules and lilliputian ponies and Par
ker’s extraordinary school of dog actors.

commenced its session at State street chapel
last evening with a prayer meetftig.
Services
will be continued as follows:

Light Artillery.

session in

day.

steerage passengers.
Some one suggests that

the poorest

room

Caucuses for the selection or delegates for the

can

as

Of the active

Business of importance will come before tlie Company.
Per order,
J. II. B. MORRILL, Capt. Comd’gr.

Republicans

Light Battery

shot.

Thursday evening, June 29th.

THE

Otis of the Dover

says by Henry B. Hall, Mary Nowlan anil
Nancy S. Hopkins; class history by Nellie A.
Bragg, anil valedictory by Wilbur H. Paul. In
the absence of Gov. Connor the diplomas were
presented by President Chamberlain. The
school, under the efficient direction of Mr.
Fletcher, is in a very prosperous condition.

a. CD. 33. FISK
Great

233

MIDDLE

One

Price

STREET,

DAY, Jr.,
91 Exchange

and that we tit botli Children 2 1-2 Years Old
300 Pounds.

II.

CO.,

Clothiers,
MUSSET’S
ROW.
C(Xltjj4

W.

LEWIS,

has opened

Hair

Cutting

CO.,

Sired.
<lcodis&K‘2'2ljy4

Uiy30

&c

&

and

a

Shaving Room,

l\o. 25 Temple Sired,
Where he would be pleased to see his old friends ami
lots

jn23dtf

of

new ones.

II

ff. LEWIS.

WINDOW-SCREENS

wanting Window
have them made up of any
PARTIES
shortest time at

Door Screens can
material and in the

or

GEO, M. BOM WORTH’S
SEW STORE, cor. Free and Cotton Sts.

J»I2___dtf
Dressmaking.

ANYONE
homes
4 Cotton St.
ju22dlW*

wishing Dressmaking done
can

at their
be accommodated ny col.ing at No.

Cutting6

a

sixicJalty.

DRESSMAKER.

_POETRY.
Horace.
C'ARM.

Post Office Department, I
Washington, May 20, 1876. (
will be received at the Contract Ofof
this
fice
Department until 3 o’clock p. m. of
July 15, 1876. (to be decided by the 31st July) for carthe
mails
oi
the Unitetf States from October 1,
rying
1876, to June 30, 1877, on the following route in the
State ot Maine, and by the schedule of departures
and arrivals herein specified, viz:

I., IV.

PROPOSALS

And western breezes blow.
And down the ways ships high and dry
New-lauDched a-gliding go;
The
no longer crowd the folds,
Nor shepherds take delight
Jn firesides warm, nor now the meads
With hoar-frosts all aro white.
Now Venus leads the festive dance

sheep

247—From Freeport to South Durham, 5 miles and
back, three times a week.
Leave Freeport Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 3 p. m.;
Arrive at South Durham by 4.30 p. m.;
Leave South Durham Monday, Wednesday, and

Wihle Luna shines o’erhead,
And Graces fair with sister nymphs
Alternate measures tread,
While Vulcan, Cyclops’ master brisk,
Stirs up his torges red.
’Tis fitting now with myrtle wreaths
To bind our perfumed hair,
Or with the flowers that irost-iree fields
In early spring-time bear.

Friday

Faunus now we make,
Whether he demands a tender lamb,
Or else a kid will take.
Pale Death with equal step attacks
Great kiDgs’ ancestral towers
And poor men’s huts. O Sestius,
No length of days is ours,
Nor long-live hopes. Night cometh fast,
With ghostly shades and grim,
And us Death’s narrow house awaits;
When once thou see’st him
Thou caust not rule o’er feasts like this,
Nor Lvcidas admire,
For whom the maids already sigh,
Who sets all heaits afire.
—Boston Advertiser.

lower part of a t wo story house No. 9 Dow
St., containing 6 finished rooms with good cellar, Sebago water, &c. A very pleasant rent for a
small family. Inquire No. 219 Brackett St.
JOHN RAY.
ju24dlw*

THE

To Let.
let in Fremont

Tenements to

TWOPlace,
opposite Park.
Middle and
TER,

Inquire of E. PONCE,
Exchange St, or JOHN C. PROCExchange St.
ju24tf

25

To Let.
NICELY
board in

A
modern

furnished

second story, with

room on

private family. House contains all
improvements. Location, Congress Square.
Address P. O. Box 897, Portland, Me.
dtf
ju23
a

House to Let & Furniture for Sale
lower tenement in house No. 294 Congress
St. (three minutes waik from the Poet Office) is
ottered for rent and the furniture in the house for sale
therewith. The rent is one of the most desirable ol
its price, is in good repair and has gas and Sebago.
The furniture is all new and desirable and w ill be
sold with the rent, at A BAKE BARGAIN.
Parties desiring to look over the premises can call at
the house. Apply at once*
ju2‘2dtf

THE

New House (o Let
Preble Street. 7 rooms; Sebago; good cellar
lor one family; will sell on monthly installment plan if desired.
K. G. PATTERSON,
ju22dtf
379J Congress Street.

ON

House to Let.
Taat very conveniently arranged and nicely
Utted
up House owned by Dr. Johnson, the
j*
'JLDcnliat, and situated on Winter street, No. C2,
is to rent. This house is famished with Sebago
water in addition to a large cistern in the cellar.
The cellar is cemented and has in it a good furnace.
On the first floor is a wash room, a large kitchen,
vianiriua anti nlnnata

Tim oittinn

nn/l

__

thrown into one by slide doors, making a
by 15 feet. There is also a large and beautilul parlor. On the second floor are six large square
rooms, one ot which is the bath room with all needed
water clOBet arrangements. There is also a beautiful
garden in the rear containing pear trees and grape
vines. Any one wishing a house like this will find
the Doctor at his Dental rooms over H. H. Hay’s,
f oot ol Free street.
ju2tdtt
can be
room 30

To Let.
GOOD tenement for fifteen dollars,
eight dollars per month. Apply to

A

also 1 lor

197

Newbury St.

To Let.
No. 10 Atlantic street, up stairs
Gas, Sebago, Cemented Cellar, &e. A very
pleasant rent for a small family
jne21dtf
T. S. LAUGH LIN.

SIX

at

rooms

New

French

Roofed Cottage,

To Let.
part of a two story house on Lafayette
St., No. 25}, containing 6 finished rooms, plenty
hard and soft water. For particulars inquire on the
PETER WILLIAMS.
premises.
upper

jul5

eod2w*

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Block, Nos. IT A 19
IN
Middle Street. Good location below the Post
Office

where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
with
city,
light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
tt. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32} Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome.
mh!4
&w22

BOOMS TO LET.

PLEASANT
unfurnished.
No. 4

rooms

to

let, furnished

or

Prices to suit the limes.
jul4dlm

Cotton Street.

To be L.et.
RENT of 7 Rooms at 196 Franklin
Street* Price $300. Inquire at
69 FRANKLIN STREET.
jul3dtf

A

To

Let.

TENEMENTS in a New Brick House, Nos. 27
and 29 Madison St. Bent $11 per month. Inquire No. 3 Preble St. of

2

jul3dtf

THOS. F. FLANNEBY.

TO

dtf

ocl2_

To Let.
Story House on easterly part of Peake’s
Island. Also a small Cottage House, within
minutes walk of Evergreen Landing.
For
lars inquire of
J. STERLING,
on

the Premises,

HOTEL TO LEASE.
THE

NEW

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
X situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Truuk Railway, and in the immediate
vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and

rjtHE

suburbs.

Address

AUG. P. FULLER.
Portland. Me.

iu24deodt»

To Rent.
up stairs temement in No. 312 Congress
THEStreet.
One of the most desirable rents ot i;s
in the

price
city. Gas, Sebago, etc. Within three
minutes walk of post-office. Price $350.
juDdtf

To Let.
TENEMENT of 7 rooms at Woodford’s Corner
on line of Horse Cars.
Inquire ot
JOHN H. READ,
„„
....
juddlw'ttf
On Ocean Street.

A
■

To Let.
PLEASANT Lower Bent of 5 rooms, at 38
Chestnut Street, for $15 per month to a small
family. Apply to
L. TAYLOR.
178 Commercial Street.
my27dtf

A

To Let.
stairs tenement in a new house, 171 Lincoln St., Cor. Cedar. Water closet, Sebagc
water, gas. Also light express wagon for sale. InS. D. MERRILL & CO.,
quire of
31 Temple St.
my20tf

DOWN

TO Lei.
on the corner of High
id Danforth St.,
in the best of repair, has 9 looms and large
pantry, good furnace, gas and Sebaeo water, good
cemented cellar, woodhouse and large garden.
Inqiure at No. 18 High Street.
PETER HANNA.
myl6dtt

HOUSE

To Let.
PLEASANT rent of six rooms in perfect order:
lias gas and Sebago. Bent *250,
Apply to L.
TAYLOR, 178 Commeicial street.
myl2-tt

A

To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. Ander8on,Esq. Possession given Urst of May.
oof
F. W. LIBBY,
42 Exchange St.
aprl8dtt

tTbe

Store to Let.
122

No.
Dana & Co.,
STORE
Son. Possession

Commercial street, next below
occupied by Joshua Hobbs &

now

given immediately.

Apply

at 96

Danforth St.
C. OXNARD,
aprlldtf

To

Let.

at tf 1-2 How Hired.
the premised*

HOLt8E
on

Inquire

deci5__dtf
To Let.

fflHE
JL

BRICK

HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
all the modern

containing
10 Central Wharf.

quire at No.

pouches.

4. No pay will he made for trips not performed;
and for each of such omissions, it the) failure be occasioned by the fault of the contractor or carrier,
three times the pay of the trip will be deducted.
For arrivals so far behind time as to break connection with depending mails, and not sufficiently
excused, one fourth of the compensation for the trip
is subject to forfeiture. For repeated delinquincies
of the kind herein specified, enlarged penalties, proportioned to the nature thereof and the importance
of the mail, may be made.
5. For leaving behind or throwing off the mails, or
any portion of them, for the admission ot passengers,
or tor being concerned in setting up or running an
express conveying intelligence in advance of the
mail, a niiart.fir’R nav mav be deducted.
G. Fines will be imposed, unless the delinquency be
promptly and satisfactorily explained by certificates
of postmasters or the affidavits of other credible persons, for failiug to arrive in contract time; for neglecting to take the mail from, or deliver it into, a post
office; for guttering it to be wet, injured, destroyed,
robbed or lost; and for refusing, alter demand, to
convey the mail as frequently as the contractor runs,
or is concerned in running, a coach, car, or steamboat on a route.
7. The Postmaster General may annul the contract
for repeated failures to run agreeably to contract; tor
assigning the contract; for violating the post office
laws, or disobeying the instructions of the Department ; for refusing to discharge a carrier when required by the Department to do so; tor running an
express as aforesaid; or for transporting persons or
packages conveying mailable matter out of the mail.
8. The Postmaster General may order an increase
ot service on a route by allowing therefor a pro rata
increase on flic contract pay. He may change schedules ot departures and arrivals m all cases, and parto make them conform to connections with
railroads, without increase ot pay, provided the runbe not abridged. The Postmaster General
time
ning
may also discontinue or curtail the service, in whole
or in part, in order to place on the route superior
service, or whenever the public interests, in his judgment, shall require such discontinuance or curtailment for any other cause; he allowing, as full indemnity to contractor, one month’s extra pay on the
amount of service dispensed with, and a pro rata
fcr the amount of service retained and

Payments will be made by collections from, or
drafts on, postmasters or otherwise, after the expiration of each quarter—say in November, February,
May and August, provided that required evidence of

service has been received.
10. The distances given are believed to be substantially correct; but no increased pay will be allowed
should they be greater than advertised, if the points
to be supplied are correctly stated.
Bidders must
inform themselves on this point, and also in reference to the weight ot the mail, the ’condition of hills,
roads, streams, &c., and all toll-bridges, turnpikes,
plank-roads, terries, or obsrructions of any kind by
which expense may be incurred. No claim for additional pay, based on such ground, can be considered;
nor tor alleged mistakes or misapprehension as to the
degree of service; nor for bridges destroyed, ferries
discontinued, or other obstructions causing or increasing distance or expense occurring during the
contract term. Offices established after this advertisement is issued, and alsojduring the contract term,
are to be visited without extra pay if the distance be
uot increased.
11. Bidders are cautioned to mail their proposals in
time to reach the Department by the day and hour
named in the advertisement, as bids received after
that time will not he considered in competition with
bids of reasonable amount received in time. Neither
can bids be considered which are without the bond,
oath, aud certificate required by section 245, act of
June 23, 1874.
12. Bidders should first propose for service strictly
accordiilPto the advertisement, and then, ii they desire, separately for different service: and if the regu-

lar bid be the lowest offered lor the advertised service, the other propositions may be considered.
13. There should be but one route bid for in a proposal. Consolidated or combination bids, (“proposing
one sum for two or more routes”) cannot be considered.
14. The route, the service, the yearly pay, the name
and residence ot the bidder, (that is, his usual postoffice address,) and the name ot each member of a
firm where a company otters, should be distinctly

stated.
15. Bidders are requested to use, as far as practicable, the printed proposals furnished by the Department, to write out in full the sum of their bids, and
to retain copies of them.
Bids altered in the route, the service, the yearly
pay, or the name of the bidder, by erasures or interlineations, should not be submitted; and if so submitted will not be considered in awarding the contracts. No withdrawal of a bid will be allowed unless the withdrawal is received twenty-tour hours
previous to the time fixed for opening the proposals.
1G. In case of failure of the accepted bidder to execute a contract, or of the abandonment of service
during the contract term, the service will be re-advertised and re-let at the expense of the failing bidor contractor, and any accepted bidder who shall
wrongfully refuse or fail to enter into contract in due

Room in the Second Storv ol the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Arply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

jul2dlw*ttf

Postmasters are required to make themselves
familiar with the laws and these instructions that
they may be able to inform aud direct others.
1. Seven minutes are allowed to each intermediate
office, when not otherwiso specified, for assorting the
mails.
2. On routes where the mode of conveyance admits
of it, the special agents of the Post Office Department, also post office blanks, mail bags, locks and
keys, are to be conveyed without extra charge.
3. “Way bills” or receipts,prepared by postmasters
or other agents of tie Department, will accompany
the mails, specifying the number and destination of
the several bags, to be examined by the postmasters,
to insure regularity in the delivery ot hags and

der

JLET !

ETwo

of complaint thereafter.

9.

Very pleasantly situated, near the Horse Cars, at
Woodford’s Corner; will be let to a small family.
WARREN SPARROW,
Apply to
194 Middle St., or on the Premises.
jul6dtf

THE

acquaint

compensation
continued.

A Desirable Rent.
A

proper.
The Postmaster General warns bidders and
themselves fully with the
their sureties to
laws of Congress relating to contracts for the carrying of the mails, (the important provisions of which
are cited herein,) and also to familiarize themselves
with the instructions and forms herein furnished, before they shall assume any liabilities as such bidders
or sureties, and to prevent misapprehension or cause

ticularly

W. W. CARR.

ju21dtf

Bond required with bid, $200.
249—From Dexter, by South Sangerville, to Brockway’s Mills, 8£ miles and back, three times a
week;
Leave Dexter Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 11 a. m.;
Arrive at Brock way’s Mills by 1 p. m.;
Leave Brockway’s Mills Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday at 8.45 a. m.;
Arrive at Dexter at 10.45 a. m.
Bond required with bid, $200.

TO BIDDERS AND POSTMASTERS ;
Containing also conditions to be incorporated in the
contracts to the extent the Department may deem

To Let.

first-class

248—From Damariscotta Mills to North New Castle,
4 miles and hack, six times a week.
Leave Damariscotta Mills daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., or on arrival of western mail;
Arrive at North New Castle at 6.30 p. m.;
Leave North New Castle daily, except Sunday,
at 3.30 p. m.;
Arrive at Damariscotta Mills by 4.30 p. m.

INSTRUCTIONS

TO LE I

improvements

Jnel6_

In

dtf

Charcoal.
l.itlldleld Clamp Wednesday and
Thnrsdry Kveuing*.
Dinner at Ron.
Bonne Munday,
Med at

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
conviction thereof, be lined and imprisoned there-

posal,
on

for.
17. The Postmaster General reserves the right to
reject any bid which may be deemed extravagant.;
and also to disregard the bids of failing contractors
and bidders.
No contract for carrying the mail shall be made
with any person who has entered, or proposed to enter, into any combination to prevent the making of
any bid for carrying the mail, or who has made any
agreement, or given or performed, or promised to
give or perform, any consideration whatever to induce any other person not U) bid for any such contract.
No bidder for carrying the mails shall be released
from his obligation under his bid or proposal, notwithstanding an award made to a lower bidder, until
a contract for the designated service shall have been
duly executed by such lower bidder and his sureties,
ana accepted, and the service entered upon by the
contractor to the satisfaction of the Postmaster Gen-

eral,

By regulation ot the Department, no carrier can
be employed who is under sixteen years of age; and
no bidder will be accepted who is under twenty one
years of age, or who is a married woman.
18. The bid should be sealed, superscribed “Mail
Proposals, State of Maine.” addressed “Second Assistant Postmaster General, Contract Office.
19. Every proposal must be accompanied by a bond
with two or more sureties approved by a postmaster,
and in cases wdiere the amount ot the bond exceeds
five thousand dollars ($5,000) by a postmaster of the
first, second, or third class. Bids lor service, the pay
tor which at the time of advertisement exceeds five
thousand dollars, ($5000,) must be accompanied by a
certified check, or draft, payable to the order of the
Postmaster General, on some solvent national bank,
of not less than five per centum on the amount of the
annual pay on such route, and incase of new or modified service, not less than five per centum of the
amount ot the bond accompanying the bid, if the
amount of said bond exceeds ($5,0u0) five thousand

dollars.
The amount of bond required with bids, and the
present pay when it exceeds ($5,000) five thousand
dollars, are stated in the advertisement under the
appropriate route.
Sureties on the bond of a bidder must take an oath
before an officer qualified to administer oaths that
they are the owners of real estate worth, in the aggregate, a sum double the amount of said bond, over
and above all debts due and owing by them, and all
judgements, mortgages, and executions againet.
them, after allowing all exemptions of every character whatever.
20. All checks deposited with bids will be held until contract is executed and the service commenced by
the accepted bidder. Checks ivill then be returned
by mail, on the written request of the bidder, or de-

WANTED

of-dollars;

rtytti /ino /v»i

21. The contracts

are

to

be executed and returned

will therefore take notice that they will be expected
to perform the service awarded to them through the
whole contract term.
22. Section 249 of the act of June 8, 1872, provides
that contracts for the; r ansportation of the mail
shall be “awarded to the lowest bidder tendering sufficient guarantees for faithful performance, without
other reference to the mode of such transportation
than may be necessary to provide for the due celerity, certainty and security thereof.” Under this law
bids that propose to transport the mails with “celerity, certainty, and .security,” having been decided to
be the only legal bids, arc construed as providing for
the entire mail, however largo, and ichatever may be
the mode of conveyance necessary to insure its “celerity, certainty, and security,” and have the preference over all others, and no others are considered,
except for steamboat routes.
23. A modification of a bid in any of its essential
terms is tantamount to a new bid, aud cannot be received so as to interfere with regular competition.
Making a new bid in proper form is the only way to

modify

previous one.
24. Postmasters are cautioned, under penalty of
removal, not to sign the approval ot the bond of any
bidder before the bond is signed by the bidder and
his sureties, and not until entirely satisfied of the
sufficiency of the sureties.
No postmaster, assistant postmaster, or clerk employed in any po st office, shall be a contractor or concerned in a contract for carrying the mail.
25. Postmasters are also liable to dismissal from
office for acting as agents of contractors or bidders,
with or without compensation, in auy business, matter, or thing relatiug to the mail service. They are
the trusted agents of the Department, and cannot
consistently act in both capacities.
26. In case the route is not fully supplied with
pouches, locks, and keys, requisition must be made
upon the Second Assistant Postmaster General for
the

a

same

before the date of

beginning service.

(JSg^Proposals altered by erasures or interim -alions ot the route, the service, the yearly pay, or the

bidder, will not be considered.
FORM OF PROPOSAL, BOND, AND CERTIFIof the

CATE.

Proposal.
The undersigned
-, whose post-office
address is-, county of-, State of-,
——

SEVERAL
agent
regular
and commission to take

case

agents wanted to introduce this
great work in all tbe cities and counties of
Maine. Liberal commissions and exclusive territory
given. Sells rapidly. Send for circulars and terms
to agents.
BOSTON PUBLISHING CO.,
No. 58 Federal St., Boston.
ju23dtf

FIRST-CLASS

enter into consaid bid shall be

A

“7-for the-of-, this--day
and in testimony [seal.1
T’j A. D. 187
°\
wbereof I
subscribe my name and
affix my official seal the day and year aforesaid.

A

_

ju21

Note.—When the oath is taken before a justice of
tbe peace, or any other officer not
using a seal, except a judge of a United States court, the certificate
ot the clerk of a court of record must he
added, under his seal of office, that the person who administered the oath is duly qualified as such officer.
Bids must be accompanied bu a certified check, or
draft, on some solvent national bank, payable to the
order of the Postmaster
General, equal to 5 per centum on the present annual pay on the route when
the
present pay exceeds $5,000/ or in case of new service
not less than 5 per centum of the amount
of the bond
accompanying the bid, if said bond exceeds $5,000.
The proposal must he signed
by the bidder or bidders, and the date of signing affixed.
Direct to the “Second Assistant Postmaster General, Post Office Department, Washington, D C.
marked ‘Proposals, State of Maine.”

dlw»

Pavtner Wanted.
O,

Office.my27tf

Situation W anted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
AS moderate salary, by a young lady. Unexceptionable references given. Address
malTdtf

“A.,” at this Office.

21st of

Presumpscot Park, a FRATERNITV PIN with
guard attached. The pin was studded with pearls,
and on the back was engraved D. F. Felch, Bowdoin,
1874. The Under will please leave it at this office or
forward it to the above mentioned person at Brunswick.
ju26d3t*

Sea Side Hall on the eveulngof the Good Samaritan Entertainment, May 18, an OVERCOAT, which the owner can have by calling at DANIEL STROUT’S STORE, Poiut Village, and proving
property and paying charges.
Cape Elizabeth, June 22, 1873.
ju21dlw*

AT

Strayed

Stolen.

or

the pasture of Gleudv Moody, Falmouth
FROM
Me.. Saturday, June 17th,
large dark
brown
Mack
one

mane and tail, two hind feet
horse,
white, stands 17 hands high, will weigh about 1400
pounds. Whoever will return the same or give inlormation where he can be found will he
suitably
rewarded by applying to
SAMUEL ROUNDS & SON,
3G Commercial street.
Portland, Jnno 20th, 187G.
jne21dtf

Whereas, by an act of Congress approved June 23,
1874, entitled “An Act making appropriations for the
service of the Post Office Department for the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-five, and for other purposes,” it is provided:
that every proposal for carrying the mail shall be
accompanied by the bond of the bidder, with sureties
in pursuance
i/j
iiwuuaoici,
wnereoi,
and in compliance with the provisions of Baid law
this bond is made and executed, subject to all the
terms, conditions, and remedies thereon, in the said
act provided and prescribed, to accompany the aforegoing and annexed proposal of the said_
Now the condition of the said obligation is
such,
that if the said-, bidder as
alorosaid,
shall, within such time after his bid is accepted as
the Postmaster General has prescribed in said advertisement, enter into a contract with the United States
of America, with good and sufficient sureties to bo
approved by the Postmaster General, to perform the
service proposed in his said bid, and further shall
perform said service according to his contract; then
this obligation shall be void, otherwise to be in full
force and obligation in law.
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands
and seals this-day of-, 187
-, [SEAL,]
-, [SEAL ]
-, [SEAL.]
-, [SEAL.]
n

F. G,

Patterson’s Eeal
BULLETIN.

TO
GOAN
firBt class Eeal Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Kents collected, taxes
paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 3791
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle

ON

and Pearl streets.

au28ti

New House—FOB SALE!!’
The brick house No. 766 Congress St., built
■lii in tl)0 most; thorough manner and supplied

For Sale

in

seven acres

land in

of

to

WM. H, JEK-

ju26d3w*

Peering I

high slate of cultivation,

a

orchard

FOR SALK.
building lot 42
situated on Plumb Street.
further particulars apply to

—_d’av*

fn

will sell his House and
GEO. F. EMERY
of Park and Spring streets, with

with-

_ju21d2w
FOR SALE.

r_

at the time of signing the same,
a justice of the peace in and for the
county and State
aforesaid, duly qualified, and that all his official acts
as such are entitled to full faith and credit.
In testimon> whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand
as clerk, and affixed the seal of said
court, on this
-day of-, 187
-,

Stable,
or

out furniture, on terms that cannot fail to satisfy a
purchaser. Apply to EMERY & FURBISH,or H.H.
EMERY.

affidavit, was,

[n. s.]

For

A Good Bargain.

being

»l.

G2,

x

FRED. E. FROTHINGHAM,
No. 29 Cornhill, Boston.
ju21
dlw

corner

nrmnn.a

House,

No. 16

Emery Street.

House is veyv thoroughtly built and in
It contains 15 rooms, bath
perfect repair.
room, hot and cold water, water closets, gas. Sebago,
furnace, &c. The lot contains nearly 7000 square
feet, a fine garden with pears, grapes, shrubs, &c.
The location is one of the most desirable in the
city.
One-third of the price may remain on mortgage.
S. H. McALPINE,
Inquire of
205 Middle Street.
jul6dtf

rfHIIS
A

clerk.

CERTIFICATE OF POSTMASTER.
I, the undersigned, postmaster at-, State of
after
the exercise of due diligence to inform
-1
myself of the pecuniary ability and responsibility of
the principal and his sureties in the
aforegoing bond,
and of the unincumbered real estate owned by
them,
do hereby approve said bond and
respectively,
certity
that the said sureties are sufficient—sufficient in
my
belief to insure phe payment of double the entire
amount of the said bond; and I do further
certify
that the said bond was duly signed bvbidder, and-aud-, his sureties, be
fore signing this certificate.
-, Postmaster.
Dated-, 187

House for Sale.
Woodford’s
convenient two story
AT bouse and ell, Corner,
carriage slied, wood shed, stable
22x22. Inquire of
C. A. RACKLEFF.
jn’Sdtf
For Sale or to Let
house centrally located.
BOARDING
change lor real estate in this city

Apply to 27 Pearl

_

or

St.

Will exvicinity.

juMtf

FOR SALE.

For forms of proposal, bond, and
certificate, aud
also for instructions as to the conditions to be embraced in the contract, &c., see advertisement ot this
date in pamphlet form inviting proposals for mail
eervice in Maine, &c., to be found tst the terminal
post offices ot the above routes, and to be had on application to the Second Assistant P. M, General.
Bids should be sent in sealed envelopes, superscribed: “Mail Proiiosals, State of
Maine,” and addressed to the Second Assistant Postmaster General.

m

E. PONCE,
Cor. Middle and Exchang^Sts.

aprl8dtf

subscriber oiiers for sale a desirable lot of
land on StevenSTiains containing about
30,000
leet. For particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
aprlltt
RUFUS DUNHAM.

FORTUNE

do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world aud describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 3 P.
no9dtt

M._

unrivaled Stallion will stand this season at
fllcKcnney’s Stablcn in Biddcforil.
His increasing popularity makes him the most
desirable Stock Horse in the Country. His colts
are all good ones, and commaud
high prices. For

THIS

particulars, inquire

of
E. II. flic KENNEY, Biddeford,
or ITI. «.
PALMER, Portland.

al*2»

dtf

For,a

Dough,

of

MOnn ADAMSON’S B.
OOUUU
C. BALSAM will not cure.
liflT
n §.oltl Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
UULiJ Db. P W
case

Cold

THE

For Sale.

or

Asthma tha

New two story French-Roofed House,
SalNo. 422 Cumberland St., containing fourhdEwirgoZCteen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
■*^S3*Scbago water, and all the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St.
aprldtf

For Sale—At
half of

UPPER
House, containing

** elegant G^H Chromos, 81;
AfrEIVTS
AO IOO for 83. National
Chromo

AJSI) ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND BURE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOODWIN & <_0„ Boston, Mass.

Men

are

earning §40

OUR

to

_dlwt

81140 per week 11 seillug

COUNTRY

AND

ITS RESOURCES.
thrilling history of 100 eventful
great ‘•Exhibition’’—grand in
description of our mighty resources in agriculture,
commerce, minerals, manufactures, natural wonders,
curiosities, etc., all richly illustrated. A “Century”
Mnp and “Bird’s-eye view” free. Sells marvellously fast. t,OUO more agents wanted quickComplete

in the
years, also of the

ly for this and

“LIFE OB 1,1VING8TONE,” 60,000 already sold, also new
Bible, 14,000 illustrations. Has no equal. For
extra terms write to HUBBAKD BROS,. Pubiishers,

our

standard

Springfield, Mass.,

ju20|4w

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

C ENTENNIAL
HISTORY
u. S.
ofthe

The great interest in our thrilling biptorv makes
this the fastest selling book ever published. It contains a full account ot the Grand Centenuial Exhibition.
CACTION.—Old. Incomplete and Unreliable
works are being circulated; see that the book
you
buy contains 442 Fine Engraving*, and 025

Pages.

Send for circulars and extra terms to Agents.

Address, National Publishing Co., Philada, Pa.
Ju^Qd4wt

WESTERN BORDER.

People’s
Pump
£5
KING,
St,

$20. c. W.
for Circular.

27

mm imi

I I InllliM I
Iri

■
II

ju20

Devonshire

4wt

frame, slated

roof dwelling
eleven rooms, with all mod-

ap20_

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday May 1, 187 G.
Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15,8.15 a.m., 1.30,3.15, 6.00 p. m.,
arriving at Soston at 10.45 a. m., 1.30, 5.20,
8.00, 10 00 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at
12.25,12.55, 5.00, 8.10, 10 00 p. m.
For Lawrence at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30,3.15, 6.00
p.

m.

m.

6.00 p. m.
For Maco nnd Biddeford at 6.15, 8.45 a. in.,
1.30, 3.15, 5,30, 6.00 p. m.
For Scarborough. Bine Point and Old Orchard Beach at 6.15, 8.43 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, 6.00
p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kenaebnnli
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

p.

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland at 1,30
m. and Boston 8.15 a. m.

The Fast Express Train
leaving Portland at l.SI p.'m. runs through to Boston

in Three Hours and Fifty Minutes,
making
close connection with Fail River, Stonington anil
Norwich Mound Mtenntcr Lines and ail
Lines to New York and Philadelphia.

adelphia
for sale at Boston & Maine K. E. Ticket Office.
N. B.— Rates ns low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all Lines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Free carriages from Depot in Boston to any other
depot and return—choice of carriages.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
at.

Grand Trunk

fitnflnn

n„.l

TERMS

AT.,;,.,,

Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Iransfer Station.
All trains stop at Exter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. TT
II. STE\ E^S, Agent, Portland.ap29dtf

run as

a

MALE.

half

this property.
Worcester house*, 254 and 256 Spring St,„ and
36 and 40 Clark St. These are frame houses, gas, Sebago water, and all modern improvements.
Fine Cottage, with stable and about seven acres
of land, South St., Gorham Village; 12 rooms; a
•
very desirable country residence.
The Benjamin Norton Farm, Limington,
2fc miles Irom Cornish Village, 3 miles from Baldwin
Station on P. & O. R. R., 125 acres, two-thirds
cleared, cuts 40 tons of hay, good fences, 1.V story
house 28x32 ft., bam, stable and outbuildings. Also
small cottage. Price $3500, $1000 down. Very cheap.
The W. JT. Smith Property, East
Deering.
Large brick house and one acre of land.
Several *mnll farm* for *alc. Terms easy.
show

TO
Two Small
on Hancock St.

LET.

Tenement*
One store

India St. and
St.

on

there

without

connecting

change

with

the

of

Cars,

magnificent

Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Rirer

at 6.00 a. m.
State Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4 .OO P. 51. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6.20 P. 51. Tiain runs to Gorham,

EETTJEisriisro.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45
and 8.50 p.

a. in.,

m.

7.20 A. ill. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
11.25 A. 51. Steamboat

Worcester at 8.00

in Portland at 10.50 p.

Pi_cltt
PORTLAND Hi OGDENSBURG RR.

7

acres

of land.

Oti* Brown Property,
house with stable, barn and
Will be let for a term of years.

Saccarappa.

Large

other out buildings.

Ulclcher mill and

and after WEDNESDAY,
Iu»t,
•
and until farther notice.
TRAINS WILL RUN AS FOLLOWS
GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. 51.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, running through without change to St.

Johnshnrv. Danville. Hnrflwiek llTnrriuvtllo T-Tit.Ia
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield,
Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans.

&c., &c.
2.40 P. HI.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. HI,—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at
11.15

a. m.

1.15 P. HI.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt.,
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

S^'Frcight trains

leave

occupied

by

.John

Property, near Andrew
Sawyer’s, Capo Elizabeth, House and 7 acres of

land.

Several Small Farm* to

let.

Attorurji.

at

liow.

:il

1-2 Exchange Ml.

For Sale.
Two
ry House with Stable attached,
largo lot of land ; building in good repair;
situated in East Deering, on Verandah Street,

»A

witli

liouse from Coiner Store.

&

Apply

ltUSSELI,, 102 Commercial Street.

M O U S E
FOR
ON
Terms

WT.

to PEKLKY

iny30dtf

L O T S

SALE

JOHN

STREET.

reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

ST.
mylSdtf

JOHN

SMITH,

ill i-'i Exchange St.

on

TUES-

m.

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

STEAMSHIP
Four times

m

a

LINE

week.

■-First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

tion.

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Provldeuce every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Fieight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager•
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875.
ap29dtf

Mosely.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Ageut, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
C. P. Gaither Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point! in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street.

Richmond, and

Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash-

TO

ington,

or

other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Ageut,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. R.

no2dtf_
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BO ST O 1ST

Rheumatism
disease that afflicts
over 25 per centum ot the
human race, Almost cvcry effort heretofore made
in the treatment of this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
trusting to luck to eftecta
cure. DR. P. J. GRIFFEN
& GO., after years of research, now present to the
a

public

flic

ouly

prepared

K

market,

articles in the
'flic disease is

treated

externally
by
the Eiuimcnt,
which, when properly apof

means

rpdiirpfi

flip

sutpL

ling, relieves llie tension

h

and

n

ination, the

removes

the inflam-

Machlasport.
Returning, leaves Machlasport, every IHondny
and Thursday morning, at 4 1-4 o'clock..

STEAMER CITYOF RICHMOND
CAPT. KILBY,
Will leave Portland, every Monday Wednesday and Friday evening* at IO o’clock,
for Rockland, Cannlen, Belfast, Searsport, Sandypoint, Bucbsport, Wiuterport, Jlampdcu au<l
Bangor.
Keturning, leaves Bangor, every Monday,
Wednesday nml Friduy morning*, nl O
o’clock.

THE

No

Tucnday and Thursday morning* at 5 l.‘i
o’clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City of Richmond
from Portland,) lor Deer Isle, S. W. and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), and Winter Harbor.
Returning, leaves Winter Harbor every Wedne*dny and Friday morning* nt 4..*fO o’clock,
touching as above, arriving at Rockland at about
II o’clock, connecting with Steamer City ot
Richmond for Portland.
Will leave Commerc al Wharf, Rockland, every
Naturday morning at 5 I 'i o’clock, (or on
arrival of Steamer as above) lor Ellsworth, touching
at Deer islo.
Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Monday
morning at 5..TO o’clock, touching at Deer Isle,
arriving in Rockland at about 11 o’clock, connecting with Steamer City of Richmond for Portland.
The Steamer Charles Houghton has been
refitted and furnished with a NEW
recently
BOILER and new Machinery, making her every
a
first class Steamer.
way
For further

0
#

^
^

A II E A

MEW

CO.

connecting

_

INMAN

FOR QUEENSTOWN AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

ANTWERP,
BERLIN,
BRISTOL,

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Dec. 21. 1875.

oci25dtf

MERCHANTS’IPK DESPATCH.

Treated

g

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Calais and Ht. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

?3
«

H

g
g

infernally by
Pills

h

means

ol the

and Elixir—alter 11a-

ting one with the other
according to Directions.

n

w

To
effect a permanent
cure, tlie Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with tlie Liniment.

h

j

33

dj
P
ft

Neuralgia, Nervous Prostration, Nervous Weakness. Paralysis, Soliciting
ol the Brain, Uhorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by

K
pj

LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER euredby use ol

the

ft
<

“P

,

I*

Ot. P.”

K

On ami after Monday, Juno 12tb.
the Steamers of the International
Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every Monday.

Wednesday and Friday at 6.00 P.
M., lor Eastport and St. John,
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robblnston, St.
Andrews and Calais.

Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Sbediac, Amherst, Pictou. Fredericktown, Charlottetown and
Summer?Jde, P. E. I.
Freight received oh days of Failing until 4
o’clock p. m.
J»9dtfA. R. STUBBS, Agent.

FOR THE ISLANDS i
Barge, IstLANB

H

33
Nj

^
^

£

M
F
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Ask lor Uiriflen's Rlicumalic Remedies, they all

J

bear

ID
We

would

respectfully

call

the

attention

of

Merchant* and others to the superior facilities
ottered by the

Portland & Worcester Line
for

•

P3
0

3.
f

trademark and
signature, and are put up §■
securely. Price $1.00 each; B
lorwarded lo any part of S
the United States by cxpress,

oar

prepaid,

of $1.25,

on

Freight

receipt

—

summer

months

on

York.

Freight leaving New York at 5.00 p. in.,
arrive* in Portland 1.15 p. in. NEXT
DAY.
Freight leaving Portland at 2.30 p. in.,
arrive* iu New York 0.00 a. in. NEXT
MORNING.

in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
(S^Freights taken at the lowest rales.
Shippers are requested to stnd their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street._
ocldtf

FOE

HAKFSWELL,
m.

*

'*""llinn,r*11

°n an(1 after Oct01*1, 8th, 1875,
Sterner Ileuricim, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave llnrp*-

vre11 Mon<lays and Saturdays at
at Chebcnjcue, l.iitle t’liebeagne
Iaoujc Inland. Keturning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will toudi at Cousens’ Islaud each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
8

a.

m.,

touching

and

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

or

TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland, Me., May 4,1870.
rayldtf
H. N.

CORNS

Ffll'R STEAMERS PEIt WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad
via
Fail
River.
Rood* Received nl Depot.
-Daily.
Through Bills Lading given irom Boston and principal Points in New England to the South and South■

Richmond,

with

janll__
d&wlyl4

Manual.—A practical guide
to all operations ot the trade;
drawing for carpenters, forms of contracts, specifications, plans.
&c., illustrated, 50 els. PAHVI'KKM’ Manual
—House and sign painting, graining,
varnishing, polishing, kalsomining, papering, lettering, staining,
gilding, .Vo., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Scrolls
and Ornamente, ?l. Watchmaker and
Jeweler, 50.
Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
Hnnfer and
Trapper’s Guide, 20. J)og Training, 25. Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.. 119 Nassau
St., N. Y.
apr0d3m

CAHPENTEK'S

ju»

afT"—., STEAMER UAZELLE, Capt,
WnCT.A. S. Oliver, on and alter Tuesday
June 13, 1870, will leave until further notice end of
Custom House Wharf, for Peakes’Island, daily at !)
and 10} a, in., 2 and >} p. m.
Returning, leave
Peakes’ Island at 9J and 11} a. m., 2} and 5 p. m.

back 23 cents; children half fare.
Special arrangements for picnic parties can be made
at tho office on the wharf.
julzdtf

Corner of Brown.

__dim*

MURRAY’S

LAXATIVE AND

PFRIFVING

Bitters 2
This medicine has
he time for tbe past

been before the public most ol
twenty-five vear»,antl has given
ixcelleut satisfaction to all who have used it. Tbe
Bitters are composed ot tbe best articles of the vegeable kingdom, and are again prepared
by tbe
»riginnl inventor, and are confidently recomnended as one ot the best articles ever ottered to tbe
mbllc, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are paricularly recommended tor tbe cure of
IndigeNtion or Dynpepnia. Jmiuilirc. Lom
ol Appetite. €»eneral Debilily* Co»tivene«M. and all dueincn cauM'tl
by aii(unhealthy ntale of
the ttloinachor bowel*.

Any number of recommendations might be pubisbed, but tbe article is so weli and favorably known
bat it is deemed unnecessary. Let tbe sutterer use
hem a short time according to tbe directions on each
>otfle and be convinced that all is true which is now
laid of them. The best article of the kind ever of*
ered for the relief ot tbe sick and Buttering.
SOLD ONLY AT
I). B.

SAWYER’S DRUG STORE,

1T6 Middle St, Cor. of
Exchange,
store formerly occupied
hy Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also bo found

,ltf

Peakes’ Island Steamboat Co.

Congress St.,

Corns and all difficulties of tho feet
skillfully
rented. Corns and Bunions 25 and 50 cents

Rnliimore,
Charleston. New-

FOR THE IS I.A.\ I>S.

WELCH,

CHIROPODIST,
302 1-2

%Vn*hiniEton.
General Ennieru A^rut,
l><voii»bire Htvvvt, ISomon.

AND MENTION PAPER.

CORNS !

!

MR. & MRS. DR.

STEAMSHIP LINES.

Norfolk.
berue and

apr6

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fifth
and Lobster Dealer*, Produce Dealer*,
WhoIc*ale Dry Good* Merchant*. Wholesale Milliner* and any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yorn is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rate* and further im form at ion, apply to

MRS. L. T. B. KIIVC,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant ran be fonnd at tbe
rear of 30 Dantorth St., where she will examne
sick, and advise or prescribe as each case deliands. Term* $1.00. She will visit those who
ire unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoy tnce and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
Per very successful.fobl7d&wt)15

Athe

their passage to and from New

m:ul° at Philadelphia
rt;^
vnf.0sSion
tho “CLYDE
STEAM LINES” to

Repringjery Quick Despatch.

J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland,

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations lor passengers,
making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vtaeyard Haven during the

dtl_
>

K
P

Steamers Elennora and Franconia

H

_

RELLK,

to the Islands this seaExcursions and Sunday

CLAIR VO Y A N T

ft

O

for

MEDICAL

M

fc

run

son

CHARLES SAWYER,
123 Commercial Street.
ju23dtfPortland, Me.

2
u

will

School Picnics. The Barge will not, under any
roaoide ration, rnn on the Kabbath.
Liberal
irrangements can be made by applying to

Passage

G0

Digby,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

M
h

o

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

LONDON,
LIMERICK,
MONTREAL.
NEW YORK.
CITY
PARIS,
CITY OF RICHMOND.

BROOKLYN,
BRUSSELS,

YORK.

?

2

®

CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY

CITY
CHESTER,
Passengers will find these teamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and
roomy. The saloons largo and well ventilated, are
the breadth of the vessels, and situated where there
is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms. Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber’s Shop, &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers o this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates ot passage—$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Bound Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates oi sailing and plan of staterooms apply to
JOHN C. HALE, Agent,
muSIdllin
15 Broadway, New York.

ot pain ^
time, thus

g

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

The staunch and commodious

z!

»

VTIIEKN.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m.,
at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesuay, inursuay ana s>aturuay, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Kollms & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
oell ’73
dtf

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

h>

ALL.

OF

the Only Inside Houle
Avoiding Point Judith.

cause

in a very short

l»

Tills is

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. KAMFMOK, Ageut,
JnZVlvTO lipng VVhnrf. llo.ion,

?

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,

Eastport,

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. 1!., ami South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

of

STONINGTON

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Fine Street Wharf, Btiladelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

#

particulars, inquire

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
Portland, May 5th._
mySdtt

Wharfage.

■

h

STEAMER

CHARLES HOUGHTON,
CAPT. OKI* B. INGKAHAM,
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

o

W
ft

AND

Steamship Line.

i

Scientifically

leave Portland rrerr
'■'newdiiy nail Friday Euniatt.nl IO o’eloclt forBocklufe, Seilewick, South West and
Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jones#ort and
Will

PHILADELPHIA

h

FOX,

myia_dtf

at 8.30 p.

Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return 88 00
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing,
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtfJOHN FORTEOUS. Agent.

—

BH

STEAMER LEWISTON,
CAPT. DEEK1NG,

Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward

8^-RETURNING will leave Halifax

DAYS,

Machias,

Ellsworth and Bangor.

Prince Edward In.
Johns, N. 8*

Island; also at^ew Glasgow, N. S., with Lindand at Halifax with
sey's Stages for Cape
Breton,
ln1.nn XT
TO

AN1) STiRRPTNfl PARS dtp nttnplipd tn tJip troinj
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

i

—

Mt. ])esert,

Breton and St

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly ior the route)
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
HKUftSai* Boston Railroad VVharf, every

gow and

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
{•^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM

h

—

MATTOCKS &

J

—

WRITE

line

-Trt

__.L

—

4m

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Portland daily at 9.2©

outbuildings

F. Flint

connections to

land, Cape

Northwest, West and ^Southwest.

OR

Inside

■-'^SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glas-

restoring freedom of movement and elasticity to the G12
p joints. The disease being 0
0 a blood poison, of a pecu- cj
Pj liar nature, is
1-3

West Commercial St., storage and wharlage to let,
the entire property for sale or to let on long lease.
Edward

AWD

notice.

j
0

or

House on M. Street,
D. Spaulding. Lot 60x40.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Nt. Louis. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

m

Two bonnes in Hull Block, Carroll St.,
mastic, nine rooms and all modem improvements.
Sc

MAII. TINE TO

To

House 42 P-ne St., Hull Block, mastic finish,
contains Dine rooms aud all modern improvements.

Slewa'rt

—

mylOdtf

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

ft

J.

Hasson Property in
Park.
Large house aud
Will be let for a term of years.

THE

Stanton Block, 31 Exchange St.

to

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

i»l■<><!.

FOB SALE OR TO LET.

Leighton Sc
Deering near Trotting

at all stations

m.

a

w.

The

—

m.,

Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Sunt.

TO

an Accident Ticket or
Polirj Insuring 813.00 per week incase of disabling injury, or 83000 iu the event ot death
by Accident, which are for sale at the office of
W. D. LITTLE A CO.,

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. 51. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. 51. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
a.

GOING

ARE

CENTENNIAL,

m

Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
in., and

YOU
—

Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.10 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Montreal and West at 7.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.00 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 1.20 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.30 p. m.

one

India

on

IF

a.

London

Tickets
—

PHILADELPHIA AND RETffl

Express train for Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal
West at 7.15 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 6.55 a. m.
Express train at 1,30 p. m lor Auburn and Lewiston.
(stopping

HACNKT

Leave Portland Pier at 9.30 a. m., and 2 p. m.
Return at 11.45 a. in., and 5.30 p. m. Will touch at
Ponce’s, Trefethen’s ami JeiiKs’ Hotels.
Special
rates to parties and pieDics.
ju23dtf

by all the popular Koutes, via Rochcaler and
WorrrMcr, New I.oimIou. Siouingtou and
Fall River l.incN, for sale at the lowest rates
W. D. LITTLE A CO.

follows:

m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Ronton 1.15 p. w.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. in., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcenter at 2.10 p.
m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
2.30 P. 51. Steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at Epping
for 5Ianchester and Concord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Rontou. at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and Hoosnc Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New

TO

—

and

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. 51. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47

MEW EOMMECTIOMS.

Cottage, with 5000 feet of
land, on Sawyer Street, Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth. Geo. E. Libby, Fort Hill, Cape Elizabeth, will
Mtory aud

Excursion

On and after MONDAY. June 19,1876,
C»ra|) trains
will run as follows:

m.

dtf

will make two trios daily to
Peakes’, Long and Little Cheabeaguc Islands until further

uuui

kibSKj

centennial

On and after Monday, April, 3, 1876,
Trains will

ran

iiiur

xnui'ii\w„

Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
$60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland. Me.
Ntcrling C hech* homed in niiiiui
tOMuitforJCI an«l upward*.
my9dtf

ARRANGEMENT

Mail train 1.40 p.

Steamer.

on

FOR THE ISLANDS.

every

Procure

Portland & Rochester R. R.

On

REDUCED!

FOR

a uc

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.
SUMMER

CAPT. C. H. KNOWLTON,

J»21_

passage

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Rail

Trunk trains
Central and

First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
from IBalilax e>lery other Toridny, for
Liverpool, touching at QurenMtowu.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.

sail

Bath $6.15 a. m., 1.25, 5.20 p. in.
Lewiston $6.15 a. m., 1.20,5.C0 p. m.
Farmington 6.15 a. m., 1,20 p. m.
The $12.35 a. m. train lor Bangor makes close connection with E. <& N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, May 8, 1876.
mySdtf

Passenger

dtf

For Sale and to Let.

Boston. Mrntl
ju2014w

A ten-dollar bill of 1776 sent
tree lor stamp. Address Horst
* Co., 77 Nassau St., N. Y.

RAILROAD.

m.t 2.30 5.00 and 6.45 p, m.
and Saturday evenings will
Landing at 7 30 p. m.
Returning, leave at 10 p. m.
Farcior RoiiihI Trip, 45 rent*. Packago
of live round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets lor sale at
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams, No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
Special arrangements can l>c made for Privato
Moonlight Excursions. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday evenings. Inquire ot
a.

Tuesday, Thursday

JDerry.

m.

p.

Island at 7.15

LINE.

m.

jo.io a. in., i.zd

jaik'kJriiiti

Will leave the West Side of Custom
«TT—> House
intir
Wharf, every week day, for
Scott’s and Trefetben’s Landing and Hog Inland fat
B.45,8.13, 9.45 and 10.45 a. m., 12 m., 1.45, 3.15, 4.15
and 6.10 p. in.
Returning, leave Scott’s Landing at 7.30, 8.45,10.15
and 11.30 a. in., 12.30. 2.10, 3.45, 5.15 and 7.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Trefethen’s Landing and Hog

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Ruebec
Ma turd ay morning,
every
lor
Liverpool, touching at

Skowhegan 1.20 and 1.25 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick t12.35

Boston & Maine

to

■»

ers

Gentral

m., 1.25, 5.20 p.

Jr., Gcn’l Act.

Shortest Ocean Voyage..

Trains leave Portland for Banwatervilie, Belfast and Dexter
at 112.35 a. m., 1.25 p. ni.

a.

J

SUMMER SERVICE.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1876.

1:6,15

panics

excursion

8TEAIHE K

RAILROAD.

dtf

usual.
B. COVIiE

as

ALLAN

Quebec

Maine

taken

dec27-75

dtf

GEO. BACIIELDEli, Superintendent,

myl

Freight

Baggage Checked Through.
S. H. STEVENS,
J. T. FURBER.
Gen. Agent, Portland.
Gen. Supt.

for Boston.

Also, the two story brick dwelling house on the
westerly corner of. Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY.
easy.

of American Pioneer Life IOO YEARS AGO.
Its thrilling contacts of Red and White Foes. Exciting Adventures,

The

ExjH’ess

Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. IT. Young,
Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.

to every person who purchases a ticket
at the Boston & Maine It. It. Ticket
Office for the Exposition.
Parties holding Exposition tickets sold
by the Maine Central, E. & N. A. or
Knox & Lincoln Railroads can obtain
these Guide Rooks by showing their
tickets at Transfer Station.

Train

MTlic

Complete and Graphic History

Captivities, Forays, Scouts, Pioneer women ana
boys, Indian war-paths, Camp life, and Sports. A
book tor old and young. Not a dull page. No competition. Enormous sales. Agents wanted everywhere. Illustrated Circulars free. J. C. IflcCCISPV & CO. Philada Pa.
ju20d4wt

Low Figure.

No. 2C6

my 23

$1.00.
are

peuse and
at night.

TIIE—

Itrv

leave for Scott’s

reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ox.
inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

GUIDE BOOK

1.30

oil

diately.

ACJEWTM %V ANTE l> for the New Kftistorical Work Our
A

Railroad

three story brick dwelling house, No.
175 Danforth Street, recently occupied
by
Watson Newhall.
Possession given imme-

ITOJR,

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

by East-

For Sale.

KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

ial?

new

a

improvements, and located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
mhl4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

■W__dlwt
Co.. Plnla.

Line Only.

Parlor

are run

in.

I».

a.

A

ern

PALMER KNOX.

ern

Office, City.

Land lor Sale in Decring.

they

Cars

Six first-class Houses for sale at a
bargain,
all less than ten minutes walk from the Post

Two houses and three lots of land in
Providence,
R. I., for sale or exchange for Portland
property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a first-class yacht. Inquire of

MARSHALL JEWELL,
Postmaster General.

TELLER.—Madame N. A
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., aud was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the
greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons
entering intoany
new business or profession, the
conducting of which

Pullman

FARE
Passengers by this line

Centennial Grounds

Excursion Tickets to New York and Phil-

A valuable

_g
g _*

STATE OF-, 1
County of-, jSSt

ilia aimiaturn

an

containing over 200 choice Fruit Trees. The
buildings will be sold with a part or all of the land to
suit the purchaser. Inquire of JOHN C.
PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.
ju23d3w

Note.—When the above oath is taken before a justice of the peace or any other officer not
using a seal,
a Judge of a U. S. Court, the certificate of
the
clerk of a court of record must be
added, under bis
seal of office, that the person who administered the
oath is duly qualified as such officer.

ju8dlawGwT

Apply

THE

_t

O’prill

at

splendid residence of the late Thos.W.'O.
Brion, Esq., situated about two miles irom City
Hall, consisting of a three story dwelling house, stable and grapery. Buildings new and modern built.
Sebago water in house and stable. Together with

except

whnAA

Desirable Residence
West End for Sale.

a nice stable.
gether
RIS, Real Estate Agent.

sum thus assured
amounting to ($-)_
dollars, being double the amount of the foreeoin"

-—-

on this

For Rochester, Farmingtou and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 8.15 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For Keunebunkat 6.15, 8.42, a. m., 3.15 5.30,

total

^Court

Leave Boston every day (except Sundays) at 8.C0
p. m., arriving iu Portland at 12.15 a. m.

Pullman Cars

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

GIVEN AWAY

Trains Leave Boston for Portland at
7.30,
0.00 a. m., ami 12.30 p.m.,arriving at Portland
12.10,1,00 ami 5.00 p. m.

follows:

Daily, al 7 o’clock IV M., anil INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily nl 7 I*, ill.
(Hunilnya excepted).

cure a

TO

as

Leaving

COMPLETE

—

RETURNING:

A Very

ten rooms, two water closets, bath
CONTAINS
room, hot and cold water, gas, furnace, &c., towith

STATE OF-, I
County of-, jtS°n this--day of-,187
personally appeared before me-and__
sureties In the aforegoing bond, to me known to be
the persons named >n said bond as sureties, and who
have executed the same as such, who
being by me
duly sworn, depose and say, and each for himselt deposes and says, he has executed the within bond,
that his place ot residence is
correctly stated therein,
that he is the owner of real estate worlli the sum
hereinafter set agaiust his name over and above all
debts due and owing by him, and all
judgments,
mortgages, and executions against him, after allowing all exemptions of every character whatever, the

going

a.

p.

attested by the witnesses, that the alteration was
the bond was signed and sealed.
When partners are parties to the bond the partnership name should net be used, but each partner
should sign his individual name.

a

Boston every day (except Mondays) at 2.00
m., arriving in Boston at 6 15 a. m.

For

For Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3,15 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and Upper Bailroads (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a. m.,
3.15 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
For Rreat Falls at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, .00

made before

clerk of the-, the same
of Record, do hereby certify that

in

M!!H with modern conveniences. Will be
open from
2 to 3 P. M., or can he seen at anv time on application to F. G. PATTERSON, 379J
St.

j«9dtf

AS

to

Steamer Tourist
FOREST CITY AND JOHN RROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternately

—

and includes tickets entitling the holder to a FREE
CARRIAGE IN RONTON (from Boston &
Maine Depot to any other Railroad Station in Boston
and return). Passengers can take any carriage stationed at the depot without charge.

Jfiglit Express, with Sleeping Car.",

MONEY

Any alteration by erasure or interlineation of a
material part of the foregoing bond will cause it to be
rejected, unless it appears by a note ormemorandum,

——,

at 9.00 a. m., 1.30 and 0.00 p„tu.,
arriving
Boston at 1.30, 5.15 and 10 00 p. m.
For Saco and Biddeford at 5.20 p. m.

Fstate

Congress

—■

For Saco, Biddeford, Kcimcbuub, North
Berwick, Month Berwick. Couwny
.1 auction,
Port, tumuli,
(littery,
Hampton,
Nrwlmryporl,
Beverly,
Chelsea and Boston
Mnleut, Lynn,

REAL ESTATE

Witness;

I

^

The Ulramrr Hinrirt*»,Capt. Lowell, is prepareil

Boat at End of Commercial Wharf.
J»26
<11 w *

LOW AS BY ANY OTHER LINE,

Found.

187

of-,187.

Leave

Night Express, with Sleeping Cars,

the
June between the railway depot at
ON Woodford’s
Comer and the ball grounds of

—--

this

N

tttty of the Inlands on any
'!*y °f th®
except Suny n
..... ....
ilay. Callatl.il ( o.tl .TI h H t IA1. H'r K fc,

OFFICE,
Commercial
Street,

353

PORTLAND

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost.

me

1, 1876.

Passenger Trains

PARTNER with from $500 to $700 to invest in
a good paying business in this city.
Address

APress

BOND.
Directions.
dpp’Ineert the names of the principal and sureties
in full in the body of the
bond; also the date. The
signatures to the bond should be witnessed, and the
certificate on the iuside should be
signed by a justice of the peace, adding his official title,
or, if signed
by a Notary Public, he should affix his seal.
Know all men by these presents, thatof-, in the State of-, principal, and_I
and
of-, in the State of
-, as sureties, are held and firmly bound unto
the United States of America in the just and full
sum of-dollars, lawful
money ot the United
States,to be paid to the said United-States of America
or its duly appointed or authorized officer or officers
;to
the payment ot which, well and truly to be made
and done, we hind ourselves, our heirs,
executors,
and administrators Jointly and severally, firmly by
these presents.
Sealed with our seals, and dated this-dav
y of

Subscribed and sworu before

Tickets

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

sold at the

—

FARM of about one hundred acres in Cumberland County. Address with terms and descrip-

Wauled.
SITUATION by a young man; understands
bookkeeepingby single or double entry; moderate salary expected; good reference given. Call or
addres#
96 FEDERAL ST., City.

hereunto

bond.

WIV

tion, “S.,” Yarmouth, Maine,
ju21d&w 1 w *

_

oi-pujvu

STEAMERS.” IslIniTIixcursions.

BOSTON

TICKET

:

Wanted.

accepted.
Sworn to and subscribed before me,-

-,

CENTENNIAL

Excursion

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

Boston & Maine R. R.

—

Independence.

American

as such bidder; that the bid is made in
^JobA^tion
good faith, and with the intention to

service in

OF

—

bidder for carrjing the
No-, from-to-do
ability, pecuniarily, to fulfill

perform tbc

Eastern Railroad

local

as

are

■—'■ of -.
mad on route
swear that I have the

tract and

to act

RAILROADS.

-CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL

officer

administer oaths.

to

men

salary ot $7 to $10 weekly,
charge ol canvassers and dis-

tribute advertisements of our Centennial Medals.
Also canvassers wanted. Address with stamp, HENRY j. CLINTON, Box 527, Buftalo, N. Y.
ju2Gdlw

Dated---Bidder.

qualified

i

RAILROADS.

Wauled.
ladies and young

ou a

Oath required by section 215 of an act
of Congress
approved June 23,1871, to be affixed to each bid for
carrying the mail, and to be taken before an

hio twitov

Department by or before the 20th day of September, 1876, othenoise the accepted bidder will oe
considered as having failed, and the Postmaster
General may proceed to contract for the service with
other parties, according to law.
Assignments of contracts, or of interest in contracts, are forbidden by law, and consequently can
not be allowed. Neither can bids, or interest in bids,
be transferred or assigned to other parties.
Bidders

WANTS.

This proposal is made with full
Knowledge of the
distance of the route, the
weight of the mail to be
earned, and all other particulars in reference to the
route and service; and, also, after
careful examination of the laws and instructions
attached to vdvertisemcnt of mail service.

to the

name

1300 Bushels Hard Wood Charcoal at
Eastern Railroad.
Address 772 Portland
Port Oftlcc, or PALMER CLARK, Comer Portland
and Grove Sts.. Portland, Mondays.
K. K. K.’s will wait 30 days for orders.
dtf
Ju7

may be

lino'rotl

proposes to carry th§ mails of the United States from
October 1, 1876, to June 30,18-, on route No._
between —-and-, State
of-, under
the advertisement of tlio Postmaster
General, dated
May 20, 1876, “with celerity, certainty, and security,”
for the annual sum
and if this proposal is accepted he will enter into contract, with
sureties to be approved by the Postmaster
General,
v itbin the time prescribed in said
advertisement.

at 12 m.;

Arrive at Freeport by 1.30 p. m.
Bond required with hid, $200.

shady groves a sacrifice

corner

Mail.

MAISE.

The winter thaws, the spring returns

In
To

States

United

I>r«gs Fancy ami

a

good assortment ot

Toilet Articles.

apr2'-i___dtf

Fireproof Rooting Paint.
The best ami cheapest Snow A Dmv I* Pnt«*ni
I Male Rooting Paint for Sbingle, Tin and Iron
toots, also for cheap outside work, sold by tbe gallon

< r

applied by

J.

bare down and

Jy21

N.

McCOY

&

o<

*J9 Spring Mt.. Ponlaiiu,
HOOFERS AND PAINTERS
dtf

